


e Elementary Sool Grammar Toolkit

Teaing grammar can be overwhelming and is oen an overlooked part of

effective instruction. The Elementary School Grammar Toolkit to the rescue!

Now in its second edition, this comprehensive guide makes grammar

instruction fun and meaningful.

You will learn how to:

♦  Tea grammar in a practical way to help students grow as readers and

writers by presenting ea grammar rule as a useful writing tool.

♦  Use mentor texts—excerpts from great literature—to help students

understand grammar in action.

♦  Promote metacognition along the way so that students become

responsible for their own learning.

♦  Implement innovative instructional strategies and tools aligned with

Common Core and other state standards.

roughout the book, you’ll find step-by-step recommendations for teaing

ea of the grammar tools to help students meet the Common Core State

Standards and other state language standards for grades three to five, plus

classroom snapshots that show you the tools in action, handy templates that

you can use in the classroom, and new tips for extra support at the end of

every apter.

New! e second edition features revised classroom snapshots and

exemplars to showcase successful practices, new visuals, more free arts

and activities, and new “Bonus Tips for Support” in ea apter, with extra

practices and strategies to use with students who need extra support. e



expanded, free annotated bibliography is updated to include contemporary,

high-quality ildren’s and young adult literature and gives examples of key

grammatical concepts found in ea work. ese resources are available as

supplemental downloads on our website.

Sean Ruday is an associate professor of English education at Longwood

University and a former classroom teaer. He frequently writes and

presents on innovative ways to improve students’ literacy learning. You can

follow him on Twier at @SeanRuday and visit his website at

www.seanruday.weebly.com.

http://www.seanruday.weebly.com/
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Introduction

What’s in Your Toolkit? Connecting Literature

and Grammar Instruction

e momentum was about to shi, and Rael knew it. Her fourth-grade

students were engaged in a writing lesson, working intently on memoirs of

meaningful events in their lives. However, she knew she needed to instruct

them on some grammatical concepts with whi they had been struggling. “I

knew I was going to lose them,” explained Rael. “ey were writing about

their lives and were totally engaged, but the minute I said pronoun or

preposition, they were going to zone out.” Rael, a recent student in a

college-level course I tea about grammar instruction in the K–12

classroom, is not alone in her observation that grammar instruction has the

potential to disengage even motivated students. Traditional grammar

exercises, taught out of context or not included in writing instruction,

frequently reduce student interest levels (Woltjer, 1998) and have very lile

impact on student writing (Weaver, 1998).

ese resear findings ran through my head during my conversation

with Rael. e Common Core State Standards and other revised and

rigorous state standards emphasize grammar and language study, but how

can teaers devise grammar instruction that keeps students engaged and

makes them beer writers? is important question does not affect just

Rael and other isolated teaers but also represents a key concern relevant

to the instructional practices of literacy teaers around the country. Given

the allenges of grammar instruction and the degree that today’s standards



value proficiency in specific grammatical concepts, I believed it was

important to write this book. It is intended to be a resource for teaers

seeking ways to address the allenges Rael and countless others face:

teaing grammar in ways that engage students, ensure their

understandings of key concepts, and help them become beer writers.

is book focuses on grammar instruction that promotes metacognition of

grammatical concepts. It provides teaers of third, fourth, and fih graders

with recommendations for grammar instruction that help students develop

an understanding of how and why authors use certain grammatical

concepts. e grammatical concepts discussed come from the Common Core

Language Standards that relate to grammar instruction in the third, fourth,

and fih grades and also reflect key concepts in other rigorous state

standards. is book seeks to help teaers use literature in their classes to

illustrate the importance of these grammatical concepts, with the ultimate

goal of engaging students in critical analysis of how grammar is used in

young adult and ildren’s literature. In this approa, students read works

of age-appropriate literature and analyze how and why the authors made

the oices they did. Doing so enhances students’ metacognition of

grammatical concepts by discussing how they can improve writing and how

a piece of writing might be different if other grammatical concepts were

used.

is introductory apter consists of the following components:

♦  A discussion of why literature is a useful tool for studying grammar.

♦  An explanation of the importance of metacognition to students’

awareness of grammatical concepts.

♦  A discussion of the gradual release model and why it’s important to

grammar instruction.

♦  An overview of what to expect in the rest of the book, including the

grammatical concepts addressed in the upcoming apters.



Literature: e Entryway to Innovative Grammar
Instruction

e National Council of Teaers of English (NCTE) explains the

importance of viewing reading and writing as related entities:

Writing and reading are related. People who engage in considerable

reading oen find writing an easier task, though the primary way a

writer improves is through writing. Still, it’s self-evident that to write

a particular kind of text, it helps if the writer has read that kind of

text, if only because the writer then has a mental model of the genre.

In order to take on a particular style of language, it also helps to have

read that language, to have heard it in one’s mind, so that one can

hear it again in order to compose it.

(NCTE Professional Knowledge for the Teaing of Writing, 2016)

is relationship between reading and writing is at the heart of this

book’s approa to grammar instruction. To tea students specific

grammatical concepts, teaers must show them how to look at that concept

from a writer’s perspective. e NCTE recommends that teaers

understand “how writers read for the purposes of writing-- with an eye

toward not just what the text says but how it is put together” (NCTE 2016)

and then give their students the skills to do this as well. Su instruction can

limit the disconnect between grammar instruction and writing that Weaver

(1998) describes; if students see how authors use these tools in their writing,

students can begin to think about how they can do the same in their own

work.

For example, in a discussion about prepositional phrases, I would show

elementary sool students an example of literature in whi an author used

prepositional phrases to enhance a piece of writing. We would talk about

what effect the prepositional phrases had on the piece, how those phrases

enhanced the writing, and what the piece would be like with the



prepositional phrases removed. A possible example is the excerpt that

follows:

On a silver dish in front of Billy lay an ice-cream cake bathed in fruit

syrups—pea, erry, tui-frui, candied orange—topped with

whipped cream sprinkled with jelly beans and almond slivers.

“It’s called a Whizbang Worm Delight,” said Billy’s mother proudly.

“I made it up.”

“Is the worm really in there?” said Billy, poking about with his

spoon. And then, scraping away a bit of whipped cream at one end, he

glimpsed the worm’s snout protruding from the center of the cake.

(omas Rowell, How to Eat Fried Worms, 1973, p. 77)

By identifying the prepositional phrases in the text and considering what

they add to the piece, students can begin thinking about the writer’s

“toolbox”: specific strategies or tools that writers use to aieve certain

objectives. Just as writers might use an engaging lead that begins in the

middle of the action or a sensory image for a specific purpose, they might

also use a grammatical concept su as a prepositional phrase to aieve a

particular goal. As students begin to consider the reasons writers use certain

grammatical concepts, they move toward thinking metacognitively about

grammar.

Metacognition: What’s in Your Toolkit?

Metacognition has a bit of an intimidating sound. As one of the elementary

sool teaers with whom I have worked put it, “Metacognition sounds

way too scientific. Is this really something I should talk about with my

students?” In a word: absolutely! Metacognition, knowledge of cognitive

phenomena (Flavell, 1979), is oen thought of as thinking about thinking

(Garner, 1987). In the context of grammar instruction, metacognition can

mean understanding why a writer might use a certain grammatical concept



and what effect the use of that concept might have on a piece of writing

(su as in the example with prepositional phrases). Helping students

aieve this understanding can allow them to see aspects of grammar as

tools instead of simply as terms that need to be memorized and then

forgoen.

To introduce the idea of metacognition to young writers, I begin by asking

students to think of some specific examples of tools. As they call out su

tools as hammer, screwdriver, and ainsaw, I write the tool names on a

piece of art paper. We discuss what the different tools do and why

someone might use them. I then state that writers use tools as well and

explain that we will explore a variety of strategies that writers use to aieve

certain goals. I write on the board, “What do a ainsaw and an adverb have

in common?” Some students laugh; others raise their hands. Sometimes it

takes a bit of scaffolding, but we discuss the ideas in the question until we

arrive at the point where the class understands that grammatical concepts

are tools that writers use for specific purposes, just as craspeople use tools

to aieve particular objectives. A meanic wouldn’t use a hammer when a

screwdriver is needed (at least I hope not!), and a writer wouldn’t use an

adverb in place of an adjective. Ea is a tool with a purposeful use.

I tell young writers that they will read pieces of literature but will do so in

different ways than they have previously done. Instead of reading solely for

ideas su as plot and aracter, they will be reading for tools by looking at

the ways authors use aspects of grammar to enhance their works. I explain

that they will learn grammar but that we will discuss it in ways that are

probably different than the ways they’ve previously done so: analyses of

literature and discussions of why authors do what they do will replace work

sheets. Aer we look at how published authors use these concepts, I tell the

students that we will talk about ways they can use these aspects of grammar

to improve their writing. roughout this process, students think about their

thinking: they reflect on their analyses of literature as well as on how they

use key grammatical concepts in their own writing. As students analyze the

grammatical tools published writers use and apply those concepts to their



own works, they become increasingly metacognitive thinkers who can

confidently state what ainsaws and adverbs have in common.

Comments from a fih-grade boy named John provide insight into what

thinking metacognitively about grammar can mean to student writing:

I had never heard of relative clauses before, but now I know how

writers use them and that they add important information. In my

story, I said, “Boris, who was the scariest man I ever met, came to my

door.” e relative clause, “who was the scariest man I ever met,”

shows a lot about Boris and adds important details. I liked reading

books with relative clauses because that showed me how to use them.

John’s explanation of relative clauses reveals his understanding of relative

clauses as a tool that writers use to add details to their work. He shows that

he understands the concept as both a writer and a reader, reflecting on his

experience reading books that contain relative clauses and analyzing a

specific relative clause used in a piece of his writing. John’s analysis reveals

that this concept is now part of his writer’s toolbox from whi he can draw

in his future work.

e Gradual Release Model of Instruction

Grammar instruction can be especially effective when teaers gradually

release the amount of responsibility students take for the concepts being

taught. In this instructional model, called the gradual release of

responsibility (Pearson & Gallagher, 1983), teaers initially model the use of

a grammatical concept, work on examples with the students, and then ask

the students to work independently when they are ready to do so. For

example, in a lesson on pronoun reference, a teaer could begin by

delivering direct instruction on what pronoun reference is, using examples

to illustrate the main points. Aer this, the teaer could provide students

with more responsibility by working on some examples with them. For



instance, the teaer could show students some example sentences and

discuss with them whether the sentences contain clear pronoun references.

Once the teaer is comfortable with the students’ understandings of the

topic, that instructor could “turn them loose” to work independently or in

small groups. In this instance, the teaer might ask the students to examine

their own pieces of writing, looking for clear pronoun references. Finally, the

teaer might conclude the lesson by asking students to reflect on why

pronoun reference is important to good writing.

Note that, in this lesson example, responsibility for the learning activities

moved from being solely on the teaer to being primarily on the students.

In this book, you’ll find many examples of grammar lessons that incorporate

this model, whi has been shown to improve students’ reading

comprehension (Lloyd, 2004) and writing aievement levels (Fisher & Frey,

2003). When utilizing the gradual release model with your students, be

aware that not all the steps have to take place in one day or class period. You

might use one language arts period to model and explain a concept to your

students, another to work on examples with them, and then a third to give

students opportunities for independent practice. e amount of time you

and your students take should depend on their needs and your assessment of

their understandings.

What to Expect in is Book

is book was designed to be a guide for grammar and writing teaers in

the era of Common Core Standards and other similarly rigorous state

standards. It focuses on metacognition of grammatical concepts that helps

students grow as both readers and writers and takes its focal concepts from

the Common Core Language Standards for grades three, four, and five. e

remainder of the book is organized into four sections, ea containing

multiple apters that address topics important to that section:



♦  Grammatical concepts aligned with Grade ree Common Core

Language Standards.

♦  Grammatical concepts aligned with Grade Four Common Core

Language Standards.

♦  Grammatical concepts aligned with Grade Five Common Core

Language Standards.

♦  A final section called “Puing It Together.” It describes methods of

formative and summative assessment that can be used to gauge

students’ understandings of these concepts, as well as a conclusion,

whi contains some final thoughts and tips for classroom practice.

Available for free download is an annotated bibliography, whi lists the

works of ildren’s and young adult literature featured in the book, a key

grammatical concept found in ea work, and the Common Core Language

Standard associated with that concept.

e following table lists the grammatical concepts in the book, the

apters in whi they are discussed, and the Common Core Language

Standards with whi they align.



Figure I.1 Concepts, Chapters, and Standards in The Elementary School Grammar

Toolkit

In ea apter, we’ll take a “boots on the ground” approa by exploring

specific strategies and activities teaers can use to introduce students to

these grammatical concepts, improve metacognition of them, and enable

students to apply the concepts to their own writing. We’ll read about the



practices of classroom teaers who have used these activities and learn

from their experiences teaing grammar in these ways. Ea apter is

organized into the following sections for consistency and ease of use:

♦  An overview of the nuts and bolts of the apter’s focal concept.

♦  A discussion of why the concept is important to good writing,

including examples of how published authors use the concept in their

own works.

♦  A classroom “snapshot” that describes an exemplary instance of a

particular teaer working with students on the apter’s focal concept.

♦  Some specific instructional recommendations for teaers to use when

teaing the concept to their own students.

e Classroom Snapshot

A few words about the classroom snapshot sections: ea describes one of

three teaers. e snapshots in Chapters 1 through 5 describe Ms. Jay’s

experiences teaing her third-grade class, those in Chapters 6 through 11

focus on Ms. Walker’s work with her fourth graders, and those in Chapters

12 through 16 ronicle Ms. Fernandez’s instruction of her fih graders. e

teaers possess certain similarities and differences. All of them tea at the

same sool and worked with me as I consulted with the sool’s faculty

and administration on grammar instruction. I talked with these teaers

about the instructional methods described in this book and supported them

as they implemented and mastered these methods.

Ms. Jay was in her fih year of teaing when I worked with her; she had

previously read, when studying for her master’s degree, information about

teaing grammar in the context of writing instruction, whi gave her

some baground on the instructional practices described here. Ms. Jay is a

very lively, spirited teaer; you’ll notice her frequent use of the phrase

“Ro on!” to praise student work.



Ms. Walker was in her tenth year of teaing when she taught the lessons

described in this book; although she was not very familiar with the

instructional practices when we first started talking about them, she grasped

the ideas quily and naturally. She knew she wanted her students to

understand grammar in ways that went beyond memorization, and these

practices certainly served that purpose.

Ms. Fernandez was in her third year of teaing when she taught the

lessons described here. When we started working together, she explained

that she understood grammar well but had learned it in more traditional

ways, su as through using textbooks, completing work sheets, and

diagramming sentences. Although she was initially more comfortable

teaing as she had been taught, she wanted to give her students the kind of

instruction that would maximize their successes and therefore tried out the

methods described in this book. She did an excellent job incorporating this

instructional approa and saw great improvements in her students’ work.

I describe the range in these teaers’ bagrounds and styles to show that

all teaers, regardless of their previous experiences and levels of familiarity

with connecting grammar, literature, and writing instruction, can implement

the practices described in this book and use them to facilitate their students’

successes.

What’s New?

is book is a revised and updated edition of my 2013 book The Common

Core Grammar Toolkit: Using Mentor Texts to Teach the Language

Standards in Grades 3–5. In this new text, you’ll find a number of new

elements and features:

♦  Ea apter from 1 through 16 contains flowarts that visually

represent the instructional recommendations described in that apter.

ese flowarts are designed to make the instructional processes

discussed in the book visually appealing and even more accessible.



♦  Ea apter from 1 through 16 concludes with “Bonus Tips for

Support.” ese sections describe additional instructional practices and

strategies to use with students who need extra support understanding

the apter’s focal concept.

♦  e “Classroom Snapshots” sections have been made more concise in

order to focus on the aspects of the teaers’ instruction that are most

useful to readers.

♦  e mentor text examples throughout the apters and in the

Annotated Bibliography have been revised to include more

contemporary texts from a wider and more diverse range of authors.

♦  In connection with the always-anging nature of the English language,

I added information that that addresses the idea that pronouns are

evolving, especially in the interest of being inclusive of all gender

identities, and that teaers should continue to be aware of this

evolution of language. I cited NCTE’s Statement on Gender and

Language as a resource related to this topic.

♦  I anged the title from The Common Core Grammar Toolkit: Using

Mentor Texts to Teach the Language Standards in Grades 3–5 to The

Elementary School Grammar Toolkit: Using Mentor Texts to Teach

Standards-Based Language and Grammar in Grades 3–5, Second

Edition. is title ange reflects the fact that the grammatical concepts

discussed in this book are relevant to effective grammar and language

instruction in all contexts, whether a sool uses the Common Core

State Standards or not. e Common Core Language Standards are

similar to many other rigorous state standards, and this book is

designed to be useful to teaers in states and sools that both use and

do not use the Common Core.

Now that you’re oriented to the features and ideas in this book, let’s get

started! If you’re ready to learn more about innovative ways to connect

grammar instruction with metacognition and literature through this updated

resource, keep reading!



PART 1

Grammatical Concepts Aligned With

Grade ree Common Core Language

Standards



1  

e Importance of Pronoun Reference

What Is Pronoun Reference?

Common Core Language Standard 3.1 addresses the importance of pronoun

reference, emphasizing “pronoun-antecedent agreement” as part of a more

general standard that states students should “demonstrate command of the

conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or

speaking” (Common Core Standards, 2010). When talking with students

about pronoun-antecedent agreement, I like to use the term “pronoun

reference,” as it highlights the most important aspect of this concept:

pronouns must clearly refer to particular antecedents. Whether or not a state

adheres to the Common Core Standards, pronoun reference is an essential

tool for effective and clear writing: If a piece of writing does not have clear

pronoun reference, readers will get so bogged down in trying to make sense

of what a particular pronoun refers to that they can lose all sense of the

narrative.

Pronoun reference problems appear in all kinds of situations; when

talking with a group of third graders about their Halloween adventures, I

heard this example: “Josh went as Darth Vader for Halloween, and Dan

dressed up like Yoda. His costume was awesome.” In this situation, the

pronoun his was problematic; I didn’t know if it referred to Josh’s costume



or Dan’s. Because the pronoun did not clearly refer to a particular

antecedent, the audience was bound to be confused. I wanted to fully listen

to more about the Halloween adventures of Josh and Dan, but the unclear

pronoun reference distracted me.

Figure 1.1 (page) summarizes some key points regarding pronoun

reference.

Figure 1.1   Information About Pronoun Reference



Figure 1.2   A Note on Pronouns

Why Pronoun Reference Is Important to Good
Writing

When discussing pronoun reference with students, I emphasize the

importance of this concept to good writing. Writing without clear pronoun

use can confuse readers and make it impossible for readers and the writer to

share a common understanding of what’s taking place. It’s best if students

can think of this concept as a tool of effective writing that helps readers fully

engage in a piece of writing instead of being confused by its pronouns. I like

to illustrate the importance of clear pronoun reference by using the works of

published authors. By calling aention to the ways those authors use



pronouns and why clear pronoun use helps those pieces make sense,

students can understand why this concept is important to good writing.

e following example, from Mary Pope Osborne’s novel Sunset of the

Sabertooth, contains clear pronoun reference: “Annie held the rope with both

hands. She pushed her feet against the side of the pit. She rose into the air

with the rope” (Osborne, 1996, p. 45). e pronoun reference in this passage

is clear because it’s obvious to readers that she refers to Annie ea time it is

used. Although this may seem obvious, that’s because Osborne used

pronoun reference correctly; when the pronoun reference in a passage is

unclear, it’s extremely hard to decipher what’s happening in a sentence. If

Osborne’s piece read, “Annie held the rope with both hands. She pushed her

feet against the side of the pit. ey rose into the air with the rope,” the

piece would be quite different. Instead of focusing on the action in the piece,

readers would find themselves asking questions su as “Whom does they

refer to? Isn’t this just about Annie? Are there other aracters involved that

I’ve missed?”

Another example from Sunset of the Sabertooth further illustrates the

importance of clear pronoun reference to effectively communicate meaning.

Early in the novel, readers learn that “Eight-year-old Ja and his seven-

year-old sister, Annie, climbed into the tree house. ey found it was filled

with books” (p. 1). is passage tells us that Ja and Annie did these things

together; they both climbed into the tree house and discovered the books.

is information is important to the novel, as the book goes on to describe

the many adventures Ja and Annie had together. If the passage about the

siblings climbing into the tree house instead read, “She found it was filled

with books,” the passage would take on a very different meaning. Instead of

showing Ja and Annie finding the books together, the text would indicate

that only Annie did so, leaving readers to ask what Ja was doing and why

only Annie found the books.

As these examples from Osborne’s novel illustrate, clear pronoun

reference is important because it allows readers to understand what’s taking

place in the text. In the next section, we’ll look at how Ms. Jay helps her



third graders understand how pronoun reference can play a major role in

good writing.

 A Classroom Snapshot

As the excited third graders in Ms. Jay’s third-grade class enter the room

and find their spots on the carpet that serves as the class’s meeting place,

they see Ms. Jay standing next to an easel pad. e phrase “Pronoun

Reference: A Tool for Clear Writing” is wrien across the top. Ms. Jay’s

students are working on memoirs, in whi they focus on particular events

from their lives that strike them as especially meaningful. While she’s happy

with the students’ progress on these pieces, she has noticed that some

students are making mistakes regarding pronoun reference in their works: “I

know they’ve learned about pronouns, and they can definitely pi them out

from grammar workbooks and things like that, but they confuse them a lot

in their writing,” she explained to me before class.

Once Ms. Jay’s students have seled into their assigned spots, they listen

as she introduces the topic: “OK, y’all. Let’s get going! Take a look at what

I’ve wrien here: Pronoun Reference: A Tool for Clear Writing. Can

someone tell us what a pronoun is?”

Student hands shoot up and Ms. Jay calls on one student to provide an

explanation: “Words you say when you don’t say someone’s real name.”

“Ro on!” replies Ms. Jay. “Pronouns are tools that writers use when they

don’t want to say nouns’ actual names. Pronouns take the place of nouns.”

Ms. Jay goes on to explain that pronouns are important because they can

help writers avoid being repetitive. “If you were writing about me, you

wouldn’t want to say ‘Ms. Jay, Ms. Jay, Ms. Jay’ over and over again. at

would be soooo boring!” e students laugh. “You could say she to make it

less repetitive,” Ms. Jay continues. “Even though pronouns are really good

for this reason, they can also be triy. Writers who use pronouns need to

make sure readers can tell whom pronouns are talking about. at’s

pronoun reference. Let me show y’all what I mean.”



Ms. Jay turns the large pad of paper on the easel pad to reveal the

following text, whi she has transcribed from Louis Saar’s novel

Sideways Stories from Wayside School: “Joe had curly hair. But he didn’t

know how mu hair he had. He couldn’t count that high” (Saar, 1985, p.

19). She reads the text aloud to the class and asks, “What are the pronouns?”

Students raise their hands, identifying the different examples of the pronoun

he in the text, all of whi refer to the antecedent Joe. Ms. Jay commends

their efforts and then asks, “What if we anged one of these pronouns?

Would the passage make sense?” e students look around, presumably

wondering how the passage would read with different pronouns. Ms. Jay

then provides her next instructions: “Y’all get together with your partners

(the students in this class have assigned partners for pair assignments su

as this one) and make a ange to this passage: rewrite it, but ange at least

one of these he pronouns we’ve pied out to a different pronoun.”

e students move to the tables in the classroom, working with their

assigned partners to rewrite the passage with a anged pronoun. Ms. Jay

es in with various pairs, nodding thoughtfully as they show her their

work. Once she is satisfied, Ms. Jay returns to her place on the carpet and

asks the students to come together and share their work. Students volunteer

to share their sentences and point out whi pronouns they replaced; as they

do this, Ms. Jay writes the sentences on the easel pad and discusses with the

class how the sentences’ meanings have anged. One volunteer shares: “Joe

had curly hair. But he didn’t know how mu hair he had. She couldn’t

count that high.” Ms. Jay asks the student how this passage differs from the

original text, to whi the student responds: “Well, we anged the last he to

she, so now it’s saying that a girl couldn’t count that high.”

Ms. Jay smiles, pleased with this response, and comments further: “e

meaning’s very different now, isn’t it?” Students nod as she continues:

“When the pronoun was he, we could assume that he referred to Joe. Now

that the last pronoun is she, we know there’s a girl or a woman who

couldn’t count that high but we don’t know who that is, whom the pronoun

refers to or is talking about. is is why pronoun reference is so important.

If pronoun reference isn’t clear, readers can get really confused.”



Another student volunteers a different revision: “Joe had curly hair. But it

didn’t know how mu hair he had. It couldn’t count that high.” Again, Ms.

Jay follows up by asking the student how this new example varies from the

original text. e student replies, “We anged two of the hes to its. It’s not

the same anymore, because the sentence is talking about an it.”

“e pronoun it sure does make the sentence different!” responds Ms. Jay.

“I know it makes me wonder what it is referring to.”

“Maybe a monster!” shouts one student, as others laugh.

“Yes, maybe a monster,” smiles Ms. Jay. “One thing we definitely know is

anging that pronoun really makes a difference in the meaning of this piece

of writing. When you write, make sure that the pronouns you use clearly

mat up with what they’re replacing.” She turns ba to the piece of art

paper headed Pronoun Reference: A Tool for Clear Writing and asks a

student volunteer to explain why pronoun reference is a tool for good

writing. A number of students’ hands go up. e first one whom Ms. Jay

calls on offers her thoughts: “If the pronouns are confusing, you might not

really know what’s going on.”

Ms. Jay is pleased with the response: “Ro on! is is an important tool

for making sure your writing makes sense.” She tells the students that she’ll

be conferencing with them about their memoirs and discuss pronoun

reference in their work. As the students begin the writing workshop portion

of their day, Ms. Jay sits down with individual students for writing

conferences. She focuses on pronoun reference and asks the students to

explain whi nouns specific pronouns refer to.

Recommendations for Teaing Pronoun
Reference

In this section, I described a step-by-step instructional process I recommend

teaers use when teaing about pronoun reference. is process was

designed to help students understand the importance of pronoun reference



and apply that understanding to their writing. I organized it into the

following parts:

1. Present the use of pronouns as a tool for clear writing.

2. Provide models of clear pronoun reference.

3. Ask students to ange some of the pronouns.

4. Help students analyze the anges.

5. Ask students to apply this concept to their own writing.

is process was designed to help students take an active role in

understanding pronoun reference; instead of simply being told of the

importance of this concept, they can ange pronouns in existing models,

examine differences in the sentences, and apply the concept to their own

work. Depending on the time you have available and your students’ needs

and aracteristics, you can spread the lesson’s components over multiple

days or conduct the whole lesson at one time.

1.  Present the Use of Pronouns as a Tool for Clear Writing

I recommend beginning by describing why using pronouns is an important

tool for clear writing. In my experience, third-grade students frequently

understand what pronouns are but oen have lile to say when discussing

why they are important to effective writing. To help students understand

why good writers use pronouns, I recommend focusing on two key

components: (1) pronouns eliminate repetition, and (2) pronouns are

effective only if a piece of writing has clear pronoun reference. I suggest

starting a mini-lesson on reviewing basic information about pronouns; this

is the starting point for the more advanced discussions of pronoun reference

that will follow.

As Ms. Jay did in her lesson, opening the conversation by talking with

students about what pronouns are and why writers use them as a way of

avoiding repetition is a good idea. is allows the students to think about

the pronouns they use and see in everyday life. Aer establishing this

baground on pronouns, the next step is to make the connection to pronoun



reference by talking about what a piece of writing would be like if its

pronoun reference was unclear. Because pronoun reference can sound like

an abstract concept to third graders, the best way to help students

understand it is to show them concrete examples, su as those described in

the next section.

2.  Provide Models of Clear Pronoun Reference

Providing models of clear pronoun reference makes this grammatical

concept more concrete to students and helps them fully grasp its importance.

I recommend showing students examples from literature so that they can see

how published authors use pronouns in their works. Asking students to talk

about how published authors use grammatical concepts su as pronoun

reference helps students understand why these concepts are important to

good writing; instead of seeing pronoun reference as a mistake to fix,

students can learn to view this concept as an important part of good writing.

e sentence that Ms. Jay used from Saar’s book Sideways Stories from

Wayside School is an excellent example of this. Because this passage contains

so many examples of the pronoun he, it is well suited for a class discussion

of pronoun reference. Teaers and students can discuss how ea he clearly

refers to Joe; if other pronouns were used or if the passage referred to more

than one person, it would be unclear whom he was referring to.

3.  Ask Students to Change Some of the Pronouns

I recommend asking students to intentionally make a piece of writing

unclear by anging some of its pronouns. Asking students to work with an

excerpt from a published text can help them understand that pronoun

reference is a tool implemented by professional writers to ensure their work

is clear and logical. Without it, readers would be confused and pay more

aention to this confusion than to the information in the piece.

4. Help Students Analyze the Changes

e passages students generate in these activities purposely do not contain

clear pronoun reference. What the passages do provide, however, is an



excellent opportunity for analysis; I recommend asking students to think

about the differences in the passages and ways those distinctions illustrate

the importance of clear pronoun reference. is final reflection helps

teaers make sure students have grasped the focus of the lesson and lets

teaers emphasize the importance of clear pronoun reference to effective

writing.

To engage the students in this kind of analysis, I like to present them with

the following reflection questions:

♦  Whi pronouns did you replace? What did you replace them with?

♦  How do the new pronouns ange meaning?

♦  What questions might readers ask when reading the new piece you

created?

To give my students support and clear expectations, I model this activity

with another passage before asking them to discuss theirs. I’ve found that

modeling my own analysis first gives students an understanding of what I

expect and guards against confusion and anxiousness. Because many

students haven’t had experience analyzing how and why authors use

grammatical concepts, it’s a good idea to provide a clear framework before

beginning the activity. For example, I’ve modeled this kind of analysis with

the following passage from Bruce Hale’s detective novel The Big Nap: “e

next day we’d have to start beating the bushes for another case. But first

we’d savor the end of this one” (Hale, 2001, p. 109). When conducting this

activity, I alter this passage to read “e next day we’d have to start beating

the bushes for another case. But first she’d savor the end of this one,”

intentionally confusing the pronoun reference.

Following are the responses to the analysis questions I share with my

students while I model this activity:

♦  Whi pronouns did you replace? What did you replace them with?

♦  “I replaced the second we in this passage with she.”

♦  How do the new pronouns ange the meaning?



♦  “e pronoun she anges the meaning because it makes the passage

say something completely different. Instead of saying that we would

savor the end of the case, it refers to a she and says that she will savor

the end of it. is creates a whole new situation.”

♦  What questions might readers ask when reading the new piece you

created?

♦  “Readers would definitely ask who she is and why she is the only one

savoring the end of the case. Readers might want to know if something

happened to make it so that she is the only one savoring it.”

Aer I finish modeling my analysis, my students have a clear

understanding of what kind of analysis I’m looking for. Armed with these

clear expectations, students can apply their analytical skills to the counter-

examples they created. By analyzing the anges they made to the original

text, students can enhance their understanding of why pronoun reference is

an important tool for clear and effective writing.

5.  Ask Students to Apply is Concept to eir Own Writing

Once this analysis is complete, students can return to their own work and

confidently edit for clear pronoun reference. eir enhanced understanding

of this concept allows them to use this tool in their own work. We saw this

idea in practice in Ms. Jay’s class; aer she talked with the students about

how their anged sentences differed from the original passages, she

conferenced with individual students about pronoun reference issues.

Students who have thought critically about the importance of clear pronoun

reference know that eing for pronoun-antecedent agreement is a tool

that writers use to ensure they’re clearly communicating with their readers.

Aer you discuss this topic with your students, they’ll be well positioned to

do the same.

Final oughts on Pronoun Reference



e subsequent information summarizes major points from this apter,

including what this grammatical concept is, why it’s important for good

writing, and how one might tea it for maximum effectiveness.

♦  Clear pronoun reference is included in Common Core Language

Standard 3.1.

♦  Pronoun reference refers to clear agreement between pronouns and

antecedents.

♦  A piece of writing with confusing pronoun reference can distract

readers and result in confusion regarding who is performing the action

in the piece.

♦  When teaing pronoun reference, ask students to do these four things:

–  Examine models of clear pronoun reference.

–  Replace the pronouns in those examples and intentionally create

pronoun reference errors.

–  Analyze the differences.

–  Apply the concept of clear pronoun reference in their own writing.

Figure 1.3   Pronoun Reference Instructional Flowart



Figure 1.3 depicts this instructional process in an easy-to-follow flowart.

Bonus Tips for Support

If students need extra support understanding pronoun reference, try these

steps:

♦  Show them examples of sentences with and without clear pronoun

reference.

♦  Ask them what they notice about the differences in sentences.

♦  Explain that what they’re noticing is pronoun reference, a writing tool

that refers to clear agreement between pronouns and antecedents.

♦  Talk with students about why it is important to have clear pronoun

reference in writing, using the ideas from the section of this apter

called “Why Pronoun Reference is Important to Good Writing.” I

recommend focusing on how clear pronoun reference allows readers to

clearly understand what is taking place in a text.

♦  Once students understand these ideas, they can begin the instructional

process described in this apter.



2  

Subject-Verb Agreement

What Is Subject-Verb Agreement?

Common Core Language Standard 3.1 calls for students to “ensure subject-

verb … agreement” when writing and speaking (Common Core Standards,

2010). e essence of subject-verb agreement is that singular subjects have

singular verbs and plural subjects need plural verbs. is concept, although

logical, has the potential to be problematic for students. To apply the rule to

their own work, students need to understand the ways verbs can ange

when nouns and pronouns ange from first- or second- to third-person

point of view and from singular to plural.

e tense of a sentence makes a difference as well; a sentence wrien in

the past tense uses a different form of a verb than one wrien in the present.

For example, the sentence “She runs on the tra” is wrien in the present

tense, while “She ran on the tra” is wrien in the past tense. Ea one of

these sentences contains subject-verb agreement, but the specific verb form

used varies based on whether the sentence is wrien in the past or present

tense.

In addition, students need to understand various irregular verbs that can

make mastering subject-verb agreement especially allenging. Killgallon

and Killgallon (2010) refer to verbs as the tools of narration; to be clear and



effective narrators, students need the skills to make sure that subjects and

verbs agree. e major topics to address when discussing subject-verb

agreement are first-person narration, second-person narration, third-person

narration, and irregular verbs. Ea concept is crucial to students’ abilities to

clearly depict the events taking place in their works.

First-Person Narration

In first-person narration, the narrator performs the action. is narrative

style produces easy subject-verb agreement: the verb stays the same whether

the subject is singular or plural. However, the actual verb used varies based

on whether the sentence is in the present tense or past tense. Here are two

sentences wrien in the present tense that use first-person narration, one

with a singular subject and one with a plural one:

Singular: At sool, I learn about pirates.

Plural: At sool, we learn about pirates.

Even when the subject anged from singular to plural, the verb learn

remained the same. e next sentences also use first-person narration and

are in the past tense. As you can see, the verbs in these sentences remain the

same when the subject anges from singular to plural:

Singular: I learned that pirates enjoy dancing.

Plural: We learned that pirates enjoy dancing.

Second-Person Narration

In second-person narration, the narrator is speaking directly to the reader,

oen using the pronoun “you.” While this style of narration is not as

common as first- and third-person narration, it is still an important concept

for students to grasp as they make sense of subject-verb agreement. Since



“you” is both a singular and plural pronoun, sentences in second-person

narration typically contain the same verb form whether they refer to

individuals or groups. Following are two of the sentences from the previous

section, revised to include second-person narration. You’ll notice that they

are identical. e only reason one would be singular and the other plural

would come from the context in whi the sentences are used; the “singular”

sentence would refer to one student, while the “plural” sentence would refer

to a group of students.

Singular: At sool, you learn about pirates.

Plural: At sool, you learn about pirates.

Similarly, sentences that use second-person narration and are in the past

tense do not ange verb forms whether they’re referring to one person or

more than one. In the following sentences, the first would refer to a singular

person and the second to multiple people, but the sentences themselves are

wrien identically:

Singular: You learned that pirates enjoy dancing.

Plural: You learned that pirates enjoy dancing.

ird-Person Narration

In third-person narration, someone other than the narrator performs the

action. is narrative style contains a bit more variation than first- and

second-person narration: verbs in the present tense ange their forms based

on whether the subject is singular or plural, but verbs in the past tense do

not. Because of this variation, we’ll look at third-person narration in the

present tense and then examine it in the past tense.

ird-Person Narration in Present Tense



In the third-person present tense, verbs ange forms when they ange

from singular to plural by dropping the s at the end, as in the two sentences

subsequently:

Singular: e pirate dances to hip-hop music.

Plural: e pirates dance to hip-hop music.

Note that the first sentence has a singular subject (pirate) and a verb with

an s at the end (dances). is verb form is called the third-person singular

and is typically formed by adding an s to the end of the word. In the second

sentence, the subject is plural (pirates), and the verb does not include the

final s (dance). is verb form is called the third-person plural and uses the

verb’s base form—in other words, the verb without anything added to the

end.

ird-Person Narration in Past Tense

When a piece is narrated in the third-person past tense, verbs don’t make

the same transformation based on whether the subject is singular or plural.

Let’s put the dancing pirate sentences in the past tense:

Singular: e pirate danced to hip-hop music.

Plural: e pirates danced to hip-hop music.

Notice the difference? In ea sentence, the verb remains danced, whether

the subject is singular or plural. Ea verb takes on the past tense (typically

formed by adding ed to the end of the verb) regardless of the number

(singular, plural) of the subject.

Irregular Verbs



As if the variation between past and present tenses isn’t enough, the issue of

subject-verb agreement is further complicated by irregular verbs. Unlike the

forms of the verb dance in the previous examples, irregular verbs deviate

from standard verb paerns. Irregular verbs are important to master, as they

are frequently used in daily communication; in fact, the ten most frequently

used English verbs are irregular (Kolln & Funk, 2009). However, irregular

verbs don’t need to stand in the way of students’ mastering subject-verb

agreement. Because so many of the most common English verbs are

irregular, students already have a great deal of familiarity with these verbs,

even if they aren’t yet aware of it. According to Kolln and Funk, the verb be

is the most frequently used English verb as well as the most irregular—it has

the most variations on its basic form. e table in Figure 2.1 illustrates

various forms of the verb be based on the point of view of the narration, the

tense of the sentence, and the number of subjects.

Figure 2.1   Examples of Be

Why Is Subject-Verb Agreement Important to Good Writing?

Subject-verb agreement is an important tool for creating clear and effective

writing. If students use plural subjects with singular verbs or singular



subjects with plural verbs, their writing will be hard to decipher. In su

situations, readers are likely to be confused about what action is taking place

and the number of people who are performing it. On the other hand, a piece

with strong subject-verb agreement allows readers to easily envision what

the author intended. Subject-verb agreement is similar to the issue of

pronoun reference described in the previous apter; if these tools are used

effectively, readers can fully engage with a particular piece of writing and

understand the situation taking place in the work. If pronoun reference is

unclear or subjects and verbs don’t agree, readers will spend more time

figuring out what the author meant to say than enjoying the piece.

To illustrate the importance of subject-verb agreement, it’s helpful to look

at the impact it has on published writing, su as the following example

from Varian Johnson’s novel The Parker Inheritance: “e library was down

the street” (Johnson, 2018, p. 5). Note that the sentence’s subject, the library,

is in bold, and the verb, was, is in italics. e agreement between the

sentence’s subject and its verb allows readers to clearly understand what’s

being discussed: there is a singular subject in the sentence and it is described

as being located down the street. If the sentence anged to “e library

were down the street,” the meaning would be unclear. If I came across that

sentence in a piece of writing, I would be confused and hesitant and would

worry that I had missed something the author meant for me to understand.

While doing this, I would focus more on my confusion than on the story the

author was telling.

Without clear subject-verb agreement, readers may ask themselves

anxious questions that derive from the kind of confusion I posed in the

preceding paragraph. I like to tell my students that readers expect a lot from

authors: readers want to be entertained, but they also want a clearly told

story that eliminates unnecessary confusion. Aer all, a la of clarity can

ultimately result in a la of enjoyment; confused readers won’t marvel at a

writer’s skillful description, engaging plot, or well-developed aracters.

Instead, the readers will try to figure out what is actually taking place.

During a conversation with a group of third graders about subject-verb

agreement, I asked the students why they thought subject-verb agreement



was important to effective writing and recorded their responses on the piece

of art paper pictured in Figure 2.2.

ese responses reveal the students’ understanding of subject-verb

agreement as a useful tool for effective writing. Without clear subject-verb

agreement, the positive aributes they describe—clear, enjoyable writing on

whi readers can easily focus—would be mu harder to aieve.

Figure 2.2   Why Is Subject-Verb Agreement Important?

Let’s look at Ms. Jay’s third-grade classroom and e out the creative

instructional methods she uses to help her students understand subject-verb

agreement.

 A Classroom Snapshot

Ms. Jay begins today’s class by telling her third graders that she’s going to

show them a picture of Superman. She explains that, aer she shows the

picture of Superman, she’s going to talk about what Superman is doing. “I’m

going to use the present tense when I do it,” Ms. Jay explains. “When I use

the present tense, I say what’s happening right now.” She shows the students

a picture of Superman in the air and thinks aloud about what she sees: “I see

Superman in the air, and it looks like he’s flying, so I’m going to say,



‘Superman flies through the air.’ I’m going to write that sentence on our

paper here,” she explains as she writes “Superman flies through the air” on a

large piece of art paper that rests on an easel pad.

Next, Ms. Jay pulls out another picture. is one depicts both Superman

and an airplane in the air. “is one has both Superman and an airplane. If I

wanted to describe what’s happening here, I wouldn’t say ‘Superman and an

airplane flies through the air.’ I would say ‘Superman and an airplane fly

through the air.’ ” She writes “Superman and an airplane fly through the air”

underneath the previous sentence so that students can see the differences in

them.

“Look at these sentences, y’all,” she states. “What’s different about them?”

Initially, students hesitate to respond, so Ms. Jay directs their aention to the

differences in the verbs, explaining that the first sentence contains a singular

subject—Superman—and the verb in that sentence is flies. e second

sentence has a plural subject—Superman and an airplane—and the verb in

that sentence is fly. “Notice how the verb anges there?” Ms. Jay asks. “is

is called subject-verb agreement, and it’s really important for clear writing.

e verb in the sentence has to mat the number of subjects, or readers can

really get confused. If I said, ‘Superman and an airplane flies through the

air’ instead of fly, it would sound weird and confusing. It might be hard to

tell whi one was actually flying.”

Ms. Jay turns to the next page of art paper, whi reads “Singular

subjects need singular verbs. Plural subjects need plural verbs.” “is is the

main point of subject-verb agreement,” she asserts. “Sometimes a verb form

is different depending on whether the subject is singular or plural. Writers

need to use the correct form so readers don’t get confused.”

Next, Ms. Jay illustrates the way a sentence’s tense can influence its

subject-verb agreement. She explains that if the sentences about Superman

and the airplane were in the past tense, the verb would not ange. “If those

sentences were in the past tense, they’d sound like this: e first one would

say ‘Superman flew through the air.’ e second one would be ‘Superman

and an airplane flew through the air.’ at verb didn’t ange, did it?”

Students shake their heads. Ms. Jay continues, “It’s flew in both sentences. It



stays the same. In the past tense, a lot of verbs will be the same whether the

subject is singular or plural, as flew was here.”

Ms. Jay transitions to the next part of the lesson by explaining that a good

way to learn about what good writers do is to look at good writing. “I know

y’all love the Diary of a Wimpy Kid books,” she says. “So we’re going to look

at some sentences in those books and pay aention to the subject-verb

agreement.” Ms. Jay pis up the book Diary of a Wimpy Kid, opens it to a

page that she has already marked with a Post-It note, and places that page

on the document projector so it is displayed in the front of the room for the

class to see. She directs the class’s aention to the sentence: “Dad walked

down to the basement to ew Rodri out, and I tagged along” (Kinney,

2007, p. 12). Ms. Jay tells the students that the first step to looking at the

subject-verb agreement in a sentence is identifying the subjects and verbs.

She then asks if any of the students can point out the subjects and verbs in

the sentence. Hands sprout up all over the room; Ms. Jay calls on the first

student to raise her hand, who correctly identifies Dad as the subject of the

sentence and walked as the verb.

“Ro on!” replies Ms. Jay. “Now, what if the sentence had a plural subject

of Dad and Mom instead of just Dad? What would the verb be then?” e

students are initially quiet; some look over at the statement on the art

paper to see if that might give them a clue. Ms. Jay tries to jog their

memories: “Remember when we said, ‘Superman and an airplane flew

through the air?’ Did the verb ange?” Prompted by this, a student raises

her hand and comments, “If the subject was Dad and Mom, the verb would

still be walked because it’s in the past tense.”

“Ro on!” responds Ms. Jay. “Here is another example from Diary of a

Wimpy Kid.” She turns to another page from the book and displays it on the

document projector so that the following text is featured: “Dad really hates

heavy metal, and that’s the kind of music Rodri and his band play”

(Kinney, 2007, p. 31). She asks the students to identify the subject and verb in

the first part of the sentence, and volunteers quily identify Dad as the

subject and hates as the verb. Aer Ms. Jay commends their efforts, she

again asks students to think about what the verb would be if the subject



anged to Dad and Mom or another plural subject. “Go ahead and rewrite

the sentence,” she says, “and ange the subject to Dad and Mom. ink

about what the best verb would be.” Aer the students write, Ms. Jay asks a

volunteer to share a rewrite. Many hands go up; the student Ms. Jay calls on

states, “Dad and Mom really hate heavy metal, and that’s the kind of music

Rodri and his band play.”

Ms. Jay smiles from ear to ear. “Ro on!” she responds. “Can you tell us

why the verb anged?” e student explains that because the subject was

plural, the verb had to ange, as in the example with Superman and the

airplane. Ms. Jay states that this is an excellent start on subject-verb

agreement and praises the students: “You already sound like pros at it!”

Recommendations for Teaing Subject-Verb
Agreement

In this section, I describe an instructional process for teaing subject-verb

agreement, whi consists of the following steps:

1. Find examples of subject-verb agreement in literature.

2. Explain why subjects and verbs agree in the examples.

3. Ask students to consider how anges to sentences affect the sentences’

subject-verb agreement.

4. Talk with the students about how subject-verb agreement makes

writing effective.

ese steps were designed to help increase students’ understandings of

why clear subject-verb agreement is instrumental to good writing and ways

writers use this concept in their work.

1.  Find Examples of Subject-Verb Agreement in Literature

When I spoke with Ms. Jay aer her lesson, she told me she felt using

examples from Diary of a Wimpy Kid made the lesson especially effective.



“at showed [the students] that this is something that is used in their

favorite books. It helped engage them and helped them learn.” As Ms. Jay’s

response suggests, finding examples in literature makes the material more

relevant for students, especially if it’s done with age-appropriate texts that

the students enjoy. In addition, it helps the students see the concept being

studied (in this case, subject-verb agreement) as an important tool for

writing, not just something to be memorized and forgoen. erefore, I

strongly recommend teaing subject-verb agreement by finding examples

of it in high-interest published works. It’s best to find a few different styles

of narration with different kinds of subject-verb agreement. For example,

Ms. Jay used one sentence in the past tense of the third-person singular and

one in the present tense of that same form. is helped the students analyze

the text and see what this concept looks like in practice.

2.  Explain Why Subjects and Verbs Agree in the Examples

Once you’ve shown students some examples of subject-verb agreement from

a published work, I recommend working with them to explain the examples.

e amount of scaffolding students will need to successfully complete this

activity will vary based on how well students are grasping the concept and

how allenging a particular example of subject-verb agreement may be; a

sentence with an irregular verb will require more explanation than a more

straightforward example, su as a regular verb in the past tense. ink ba

to the gradual release model discussed in the introduction; as students

become more comfortable with subject-verb agreement, you can release

more responsibility to them and allow them to complete activities

independently.

Figure 2.3 is an example of a art I use to help my students explain

examples of subject-verb agreement.

Aer I show my students this example and discuss it with them, we work

on one together. Finally, I give them a blank example of this art, whi

they can fill out with excerpts from novels of their oice. is releases the

responsibility to the students and allows them to gradually take more



ownership of their learning. A blank example of the art is available as a

supplemental download for your own use (see page vii).

Figure 2.3   Subject-Verb Agreement Model Chart

3.  Ask Students to Consider How Changes to Sentences Affect

Subject-Verb Agreement

e next step in this process is to ask students to consider what the subject-

verb agreement in particular sentences would be like if something about the

sentence was anged. Recall how Ms. Jay asked her students to consider

what a sentence from Diary of a Wimpy Kid would be like if the subject was

Dad and Mom instead of only Dad. Asking students to think about whether

the verb form would ange if the sentence had a plural subject requires

them to think critically about the sentence’s subject-verb agreement. ere

are a number of ways to engage students in this kind of interpretation; to

facilitate this, I ask students to consider topics su as the number of

subjects, the tense, and the point of view of the narration.

I recently helped a group of third graders conduct this kind of analysis

using the example from Flat Stanley: Stanley and the Magic Lamp (Jeff

Brown, 1983) discussed in Figure 2.3. Groups of students were instructed to

alter the number of subjects, the tense, or the point of view in the original

text— “Mr. Lambop served three more balls.”—and explain whether the

form of the verb needed to be anged. One group anged the number of

subjects in the sentence to create the text “Mr. and Mrs. Lambop served



three more balls,” whi did not affect the form of the verb. Another group

altered the tense of the sentence so that it read “Mr. Lambop serves three

more balls”; this ange does require a ange in the form of the verb,

illustrating that anging the sentence’s tense can alter the verb needed in

the sentence. is activity is most beneficial when students consider the

reasons a verb does or does not ange in an alternative version of a

sentence. Doing so can help students further understand the reasons behind

certain anges made to verbs and help them apply those principles to their

own writing.

4.  Talk With Students About How Subject-Verb Agreement

Makes Writing Effective

Finally, I recommend having a closing conversation with the students about

how subject-verb agreement makes writing effective. To conduct this

conversation, look ba at the literary examples you’ve discussed and ask

the students to comment on how subject-verb agreement makes the

sentences easy to understand. You can also have students look at their own

writing, find examples of subject-verb agreement, and comment on why a

piece would be confusing if the subjects and verbs did not agree.

Conversations su as these can help students understand that subject-verb

agreement is an important tool for clear and effective writing.

Final oughts on Subject-Verb Agreement

e following information summarizes major points from this apter,

including what the grammatical concept is, why it’s important for good

writing, and how one might tea it for maximum effectiveness.

♦  Subject-verb agreement is included in Common Core Language

Standard 3.1.

♦  e essence of subject-verb agreement is that singular subjects take

singular verbs, and plural subjects need plural verbs.



♦  To be clear and effective narrators, students need to make sure the

subjects and verbs in their writing agree.

♦  ree major topics to address when discussing subject-verb agreement

are first-person narration, third-person narration, and irregular verbs.

When teaing about subject-verb agreement, ask students to do these

four things:

♦  Find examples in literature.

♦  Explain how the subjects and verbs in those examples agree.

♦  Consider how anges to sentences would affect the sentences’ subject-

verb agreement.

♦  ink about how subject-verb agreement makes writing effective.

Figure 2.4 depicts this instructional process in an easy-to-follow flowart.

Figure 2.4   Subject-Verb Agreement Instructional Flowart

Bonus Tips for Support

If students need extra support understanding subject-verb agreement, try

these steps:

♦  Show students examples of sentences with and without clear subject-

verb agreement.

♦  Explain to students that verbs can take different forms based on the

point of view (first, second, or third person), number (singular or



plural), and tense (past or present) in the sentence.

♦  Talk with students about the specific variations in subject-verb

agreement based on narration style described in this apter, using the

examples in this apter’s “What Is Subject-Verb Agreement?” section

to guide you.

♦  Explain to students that not all verbs vary based on whether the subject

of a sentence is singular or plural and show them examples from this

apter of some that do and some that do not. (For example, third-

person narration in present tense uses different verb forms based on

whether the subject is singular or plural, but third-person narration in

the past tense does not.)

♦  Talk with students about the importance of subject-verb agreement to

effective writing, using insights from the section in this apter called

“Why Is Subject-Verb Agreement Important to Effective Writing?” I

suggest focusing on how writing with clear subject-verb agreement

allows readers to easily envision what the author intended, while

writing with subject-verb agreement errors can be distracting and

confusing.

♦  Once students understand these ideas, they can begin the instructional

process described in this apter.



3  

Using Commas and otation Marks

When Writing Dialogue

What Does “Use Commas and otation Marks
When Writing Dialogue” Mean?

Common Core Language Standard 3.2 addresses the way students punctuate

the dialogue in their writing. As part of a more general statement that

students should “Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard

English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing,” this

standard calls for students to “Use commas and quotation marks in

dialogue” (Common Core, 2010).

is element of Standard 3.2 means that students need to follow certain

guidelines regarding comma and quotation use when punctuating the

dialogue in their writing. ese guidelines are important because they

clearly separate a speaker’s words from the rest of the piece. To explore

these guidelines in detail, let’s look at some examples of correctly

punctuated dialogue and then examine what makes them correct.

Authors use four typical sentence paerns when writing dialogue. e

differences in these paerns have to do with the placement and presence of



the “speaker tag,” whi is the part of the sentence that identifies the speaker

—for example, Ben said.

Pattern One: e Sentence Begins With the Speaker Tag

In the first paern, the sentence begins with the speaker tag: Ben said, “I

think we’re going to win the game tonight.” In this sentence, there is a

comma aer the speaker tag. e quotation marks show readers exactly

what Ben said; therefore, the opening quotation mark is placed before the

word I and not before the speaker tag. It’s important to note that the closing

quotation mark at the end of the sentence is placed aer the period.

Pattern Two: e Sentence Ends With the Speaker Tag

Now let’s examine a second paern, in whi the sentence ends with the

speaker tag: “I think we’re going to win the game tonight,” said Ben.

Notice the comma and quotation mark placement in this sentence: there is

a comma aer tonight, the last word in the quotation. e quotation mark is

placed aer that comma. When a sentence ends with a speaker tag, the

closing quotation mark is placed aer the punctuation that concludes the

quote. Students sometimes mistakenly write the equivalent of “I think we’re

going to win the game tonight”, said Ben, and place the comma outside the

closing quotation mark. is is an easy mistake to make.

Pattern ree: e Speaker Tag Interrupts the otation

Sometimes the speaker tag is in the middle of the sentence, interrupting the

quotation, as in the following example: “I think,” Ben said, “we’re going to

win the game tonight.”

In this sentence, it’s especially important to pay aention to the comma

placement. ere is a comma inside the quotation mark in the first section of

the quote and another comma at the conclusion of the speaker tag (before

the second section of the quote begins). One frequent mistake regarding this

paern has to do with capitalization: when a quotation is interrupted by a

speaker tag and the sentence has not ended, the second half of the quotation



is not capitalized. is is because the sentence isn’t over; the author is

simply telling the readers who is saying the dialogue.

Pattern Four: ere Is No Speaker Tag

Although dialogue is frequently wrien with speaker tags, this is not always

the case. In some instances, readers can determine who is speaking without

being explicitly told by the author. In su situations, the author may oose

not to directly identify the speaker. is is oen the case when an author is

describing a conversation. Let’s say Ben and one of his teammates are

discussing their team’s ances of winning that night’s game, and the author

has firmly established that these are the people involved in the conversation.

If it’s clear to readers who is speaking, an author may oose not to use a

speaker tag, resulting in a sentence su as

“I think we’re going to win the game tonight.”

In sentences su as this one, the entire sentence, including all of its

punctuation, is enclosed by quotation marks.

Why Commas and otation Marks Are Important to Good

Dialogue Writing

Commas and quotation marks are important tools for effective writing; if

they are not used clearly, readers can’t accurately make sense of the

dialogue the author is trying to convey. If writers forget to use closing

quotation marks in their work, it can be difficult (and sometimes impossible)

for readers to tell when the dialogue stops and the narration begins.

Similarly, students oen mistakenly place speaker tags inside quotation

marks, leading to confusion about whi parts of the text are actually

examples of dialogue. I recently spoke about this topic with a third-grade

teaer named Julia. She found that her students had difficulty remembering

not to put speaker tags inside quotation marks: “My students forget that the

part of the sentence that says ‘she said’ doesn’t go in quotes. ey put quotes



around all of it. It makes their writing hard to follow. I think some of them

got lower scores on the state test because of this.”

Julia’s comments reveal how important it is to help students clearly

punctuate dialogue; if they don’t, meaning can be lost or muddled. Let’s take

a look at some examples from ildren’s literature that illustrate how writers

use commas and quotation marks when writing dialogue, su as the

following example of a speaker tag interrupting a quotation from the book

The SOS File: “Fred retired last year,” Mr. Robinson went on, “but I believe

he’s still in Atlanta” (Byars, Duffey, & Myers, 2004, p. 45).

In this sentence, the punctuation of the speaker tag is extremely

important. If the quotation marks did not close aer year and reopen before

but, the sentence would be “Fred retired last year, Mr. Robinson went on, but

I believe he’s still in Atlanta.”

In this anged version of the sentence, readers no longer hear from Mr.

Robinson as the authors intended. In the original and correct version of the

sentence, the quotation stops before the speaker tag and resumes again aer

it, showing readers that Mr. Robinson is the one delivering the dialogue.

As this example demonstrates, correctly punctuating dialogue helps

authors clearly express their ideas and eliminates the confusing work Julia

noticed her students producing. Writers who clearly use commas and

quotation marks when writing dialogue can ensure that their messages are

clearly relayed to their readers. Next, we’ll look at Ms. Jay’s third-grade

classroom and see how she uses ildren’s literature to help her students

understand how to punctuate dialogue.

 A Classroom Snapshot

“Y’all are almost done!” Ms. Jay exclaims. “It’s almost time to publish your

memoirs!”

Ms. Jay’s students began the sool year working on memoirs, and they’re

almost ready for their “publishing party,” a class period devoting to reading

and celebrating the students’ writings. “But before you do your final edits,”

she explains, “there’s one more thing I want to talk to y’all about.” Ms. Jay



writes the word dialogue on the art paper next to her and asks the

students, “Who can tell me what this means?”

Many of the students raise their hands; the student Ms. Jay calls on states,

“It means people talking.”

“Ro on!” replies Ms. Jay. “Dialogue refers to the words spoken in a

conversation. It can be a conversation between two people or even more

than that.” Ms. Jay goes on to explain that she is happy that many of the

students are using dialogue in their memoirs but that they need to discuss

how to punctuate that dialogue. “Punctuating dialogue can be triy,” she

says. “ere are lots of quotation marks and commas, and it can get

confusing.”

Ms. Jay continues to explain that the class is going to study the

punctuation of dialogue by looking at some published novels and thinking

about how those authors punctuated the dialogue in their books. “at will

give y’all some good examples to use when you edit your memoirs,” she

states. “I found some examples of dialogue from a book I really like, called

Stink: The Incredible Shrinking Kid (Ms. Jay holds up a copy of the book as

she says this). We’ll look at these examples together and talk about the

punctuation.”

Ms. Jay turns the page of the large pad of art paper, revealing a new

page with the following text wrien on it: “While you were gone,” said Mrs.

Dempster, “we drew a name to see who would get to take Newton home this

weekend” (McDonald, 2005, p. 31).

Ms. Jay reads the sentence aloud to the class and explains that Newton is

the class’s pet newt (this being a class of active third graders, students take

this opportunity to ask why they don’t have a newt as a class pet). She calls

the students ba to aention and explains that the sentence is important

because it’s an example of dialogue. “Remember,” she cautions, “dialogue

can be tough to punctuate because there are so many things happening.

What do you notice about the punctuation here?”

“ere are quotation marks,” responds one student.

“Let’s look at those quotation marks,” replies Ms. Jay. She explains why

the quotation marks stop aer the word gone and begin again before we.



“ose are the parts where Mrs. Dempster is actually talking. We put

quotation marks only around the things that people say.” Ms. Jay then shis

her aention to the commas in the sentence, asking the students what they

notice about the commas. One raises her hand and answers, “ey’re near

the quotation marks. ere’s one aer gone and one before we.”

“Ro on! Great!” praises Ms. Jay. “I love how you pointed out that the

commas are near the quotation marks. In a sentence like this, in whi the

quote is interrupted by information about who’s talking, there’s a comma

before the first part of the quote ends and another before the second part of

it starts.” Students nod while Ms. Jay continues, “If you use a sentence like

this one in your memoir, make sure to be careful with your quotation marks.

Sometimes it’s easy to forget to use them or put the part like ‘Mrs. Dempster

said’ in quotation marks.” Ms. Jay hangs the art paper on the wall so

students can refer to it in the future.

“I want y’all to look at another sentence from this book,” Ms. Jay tells her

students. “It also has dialogue, but it’s a lile different.” She turns the easel

pad, revealing the following sentence from Shrink: The Incredible Shrinking

Kid: “You have all the lu,” said Webster (p. 31). Ms. Jay explains that the

class will think about how this sentence is similar to and different from the

previous one: “ere are some ways this sentence is like the other one and

some ways it’s different. What do you notice?”

“e ‘said’ part is at the end,” answers one student.

“Ro on!” responds Ms. Jay. “e speaker tag, or the part that says who

said it, is at the end here, not in the middle. What do you notice about the

quotation marks here?”

Another student states, “ey start before you and end aer luck.”

“I love it!” responds Ms. Jay. “e quotation marks start and end aer

those words because that’s what Webster said. I also want you to notice the

comma here. It comes right aer the word end, but it’s still inside the

quotation mark. at part’s triy, but try to remember that quotation marks

go outside the commas in sentences like that.”

Ms. Jay transitions to the next activity: “Now, I have one more job for

you. I’ve rewrien this sentence so that the speaker tag comes first. I want



you to help me put the right punctuation on it.” Ms. Jay turns to another

piece of art paper with the following text wrien on it: Webster said You

have all the lu. “Other than the period at the end,” she explains, “this

sentence doesn’t have any punctuation. Let’s put that punctuation in it

together.” She asks students to share their ideas and facilitates discussion as

the comments roll in. Aer several responses, the class has a correctly

punctuated sentence: Webster said, “You have all the lu.”

To close, Ms. Jay calls the students’ aention to the comma aer said and

then turns the focus to the students’ writings: “Remember to include that

comma aer the speaker tag. It’s easy to forget, but it helps readers know a

quotation is coming. Y’all did a great job on these sentences. Now I want

you to look at your memoir dras and e the punctuation of your

quotations. All these sentences we just looked at will be posted on the wall

so you can e them out. I’ll be coming around and talking with you while

we do this. I’m passing ba your writing folders now. Once you get yours,

start looking at your memoir.”

Recommendations for Teaing Students How to
Use Commas and otation Marks When Writing
Dialogue

In this section, I describe a step-by-step instructional process for helping

students understand how to use commas and quotation marks when writing

dialogue.

1. Show students examples of comma and quotation mark use in

published texts.

2. Discuss the published texts with students.

3. Ask students to provide punctuation for unpunctuated examples.

4. Have students edit their own work with this concept in mind.



ese steps were designed to help students think carefully about why

commas and quotation marks are important to clear and effective dialogue

writing. e use of published texts as models and tools for analysis helps

students understand how to punctuate dialogue and allows them to apply

this knowledge to their own writing.

1.  Show Students Examples of Comma and otation Mark Use

in Published Texts

To get students started thinking about this concept, show them examples of

comma and quotation mark use in published texts. Providing these models

gives students concrete examples to use when wrestling with this concept.

Instead of talking about comma and quotation mark use in the abstract,

looking at the ways published writers use commas and quotation marks

shows students that this is something that writers incorporate into their

cra. In addition, using examples from texts students enjoy can enhance

student engagement, increasing their participation in the activity. One

teaer I spoke with about this instructional method told me that her

students didn’t have mu interest in talking about punctuation at first but

began to when they noticed that the lesson incorporated examples from

books they enjoyed. Because almost all books (except for plays) contain

examples of dialogue punctuated with commas and quotation marks, finding

texts that are at students’ reading levels and appeal to their interests is easy.

2. Discuss the Published Texts With Students

Aer showing students examples, I recommend talking with them about

why the authors of those texts punctuate dialogue using commas and

quotation marks. Two key points to address in these conversations are (1)

quotation marks are important because they indicate the exact words

someone said, and (2) commas in dialogue are important because they

frequently mark when quotations are starting or ending. For example,

consider the following sentence Ms. Jay shared with her class: “While you

were gone,” said Mrs. Dempster, “we drew a name to see who would get to

take Newton home this weekend” (McDonald, 2005, p. 31). In this sentence,



the quotation marks clearly separate what Mrs. Dempster said from what

she didn’t, and the commas mark the transitions from the first part of the

quotation to the speaker tag and then ba from the speaker tag to the

second part of the quotation.

A central concept to drive home during these discussions is that writers

put only the exact words someone said in quotation marks. Although this is

a concept that students usually know in theory, they sometimes make

mistakes related to it when writing dialogue. To clearly illustrate this for

students, I show them a correct version of a sentence and then a version of

the sentence with the speaker tag incorrectly included in quotation marks.

As part of this discussion, we talk about why the second version is incorrect.

e subsequent figures illustrate a sentence I’ve used to explain this. e

first version (Figure 3.1) contains a sentence from Nate the Great on the Owl

Express: “Miss Olivia took care of everything,” Willie said (Sharmat &

Sharmat, 2004, p. 15).

Figure 3.1   Correct Example



Figure 3.2   Incorrect Example

e second (Figure 3.2) contains the same sentence, except it is rewrien

so the speaker tag is included in quotation marks. In the first version,

readers hear directly from Willie that Miss Olivia took care of everything.

Willie is definitely the speaker in this sentence. e second (incorrect)

version is more confusing because Willie said is also included in the

quotation marks. e proper use of quotation marks is important to the

clarity of this sentence.

3.  Ask Students to Provide Punctuation for Unpunctuated

Examples

Once you’ve shown students examples from published texts and discussed

the punctuation in those examples, I recommend asking students to provide

punctuation for some unpunctuated sentences you provide. Choose an

example of dialogue from a text, and write it on the board or a large piece of

paper without any commas or quotation marks. Ask students to punctuate it

based on what they’ve learned about commas and quotation marks. ere

are a number of ways to do this: in a whole class discussion, as Ms. Jay did;

as a small group activity; or as individual work. I like to do this one time as

a whole class and then another time in small groups. When the students



work in small groups, I closely monitor how well they are grasping the

concept. If I notice any high-frequency mistakes during this activity, I

address those topics before moving forward.

4.  Have Students Edit eir Own Work With is Concept in

Mind

Once you’re comfortable with your students’ understandings of commas and

quotation marks, have them edit their own works with this concept in mind.

Ask students to look at the dialogue in the pieces they’re currently writing,

make sure commas and quotation marks are properly used, and make any

necessary anges. is application provides a sense of completion to the

lesson—students have moved from looking at these forms of punctuation in

published works to discussing them to applying their knowledge to their

own writing.

is is also a good time to hold individual writing conferences with

students and focus specifically on this issue. Short, focused conferences can

prevent students from geing overwhelmed and make sure they leave the

conference with a deeper understanding of the lesson’s focal concept. Ralph

Fleter and Joann Portalupi (2001) encourage teaers to tea one

particular skill or strategy during writing conferences; focusing specifically

on punctuating dialogue can help students master this concept so they can

apply it to their future work.

Final oughts on Using Commas and otation
Marks When Writing Dialogue

e following information summarizes major points from this apter,

including what this grammatical concept is, why it’s important for good

writing, and how one might tea it for maximum effectiveness.



♦  Using commas and quotation marks when writing dialogue is included

in Common Core Language Standard 3.2.

♦  Authors use four typical sentence paerns when writing dialogue:

–  e speaker tag interrupts the quotation.

–  e sentence ends with the speaker tag.

–  e sentence begins with a speaker tag.

–  ere is no speaker tag.

♦  otation marks are important because they indicate the exact words

someone said.

♦  Commas in dialogue are important because they frequently mark when

quotations are starting or ending.

♦  Students’ mistakes with quotation marks can lead to confusing writing

in whi the identity of the speaker is unclear.

♦  When teaing students about using commas and quotation marks in

dialogue, try these four things:

–  Show students examples of published texts that use these forms of

punctuation.

–  Discuss the published texts with students.

–  Ask students to provide punctuation for unpunctuated examples.

–  Have students edit their own work with this concept in mind.



Figure 3.3   Using Commas and otation Marks With Dialogue Instructional Flowart

Figure 3.3 depicts this instructional process in an easy-to-follow flowart.

Bonus Tips for Support

If students need extra support understanding the use of commas and

quotation marks when writing dialogue, try these steps:

♦  Show students examples of sentences with and without quotation

marks and commas that indicate where dialogue is present in the

sentences.

♦  When showing students examples, introduce them to the four paerns

described in the beginning of this apter—this will help students see

variations in the different ways that writers use this grammatical tool.

♦  Talk with students about the importance of commas and quotations

that indicate dialogue to effective writing, using insights from the

“Why Commas and otation Marks Are Important to Effective

Writing” section in this apter. I recommend focusing on the idea that

if these concepts are not used correctly, readers can’t accurately make

sense of the dialogue the author is trying to convey.

♦  Once students understand these ideas, they can begin the instructional

process described in this apter.



4  

Simple, Compound, and Complex

Sentences

What Are Simple, Compound, and Complex
Sentences?

Common Core Language Standard 3.1 calls for students to “produce simple,

compound, and complex sentences” (Common Core Standards, 2010) as part

of a broader standard that requires students to demonstrate command of

grammatical conventions. Whether or not our teaing is directly connected

to the Common Core, the concept of simple, compound, and complex

sentences is an important tool for our students to understand. ese three

sentence types provide variation in writing, as they differ in their structures,

effects, and amounts of detail. To understand the differences among these

three sentence types, it’s important to grasp a fundamental concept: the

independent clause. An independent clause is a group of words that contains

a subject and a verb and expresses a complete thought. For example, “e

lions rested” is an independent clause; lions is the subject and rested is the

verb. e independent clause is the starting point for thinking about the

differences among simple, compound, and complex sentences because all

three sentence types contain at least one independent clause—the differences



lie in what else the sentences contain. Let’s explore ea sentence type in

more detail.

Simple Sentences

A simple sentence is made up of one independent clause. e previous

example—“e lions rested”—is an example of a simple sentence. Simple

sentences are basic building blos of writing; there are times when writers

want to create longer sentences that string together multiple ideas and

include additional details, but there are also instances when writers may

want to express an idea in a simple sentence.

Compound Sentences

A compound sentence contains two or more independent clauses joined by a

coordinator. Let’s turn our earlier example into a compound sentence.

Instead of “e lions rested,” we could write, “e lions rested, so most of the

jungle was quiet.” In this sentence, “e lions rested” is one independent

clause, and “most of the jungle was quiet” is another. e combination of

these independent clauses in one sentence makes it a compound sentence.

As discussed in more detail subsequently, the coordinating conjunction so

joins the two independent clauses.

When discussing compound sentences with students, addressing how the

independent clauses are linked is important. ere are two ways to link

independent clauses in compound sentences: (1) with coordinating

conjunctions, and (2) with semicolons.

Coordinating Conjunctions

Some especially common coordinating conjunctions are for, and, nor, but,

or, yet, and so. Jeff Anderson (2005) used the pneumonic FANBOYS to help

his students remember these coordinating conjunctions—ea leer of the

word FANBOYS refers to one of the coordinating conjunctions. ese

conjunctions (used with commas) link the independent clauses in compound

sentences and allow writers to combine multiple thoughts in a single

sentence. In the compound sentence example about resting lions, so is the



coordinating conjunction that links the independent clauses: “e lions

rested, so most of the jungle was quiet.” It’s important to note that a comma

precedes so; coordinating conjunctions that link independent clauses are

accompanied by commas. However, coordinating conjunctions are not the

only ways to link independent clauses in compound sentences.

Semicolons

Like coordinating conjunctions, semicolons also link independent clauses in

compound sentences. Writers sometimes oose to use semicolons instead of

coordinating conjunctions because semicolons can be more concise and

direct. Instead of linking two independent clauses using one of the

coordinating conjunctions, a semicolon allows the independent clauses to

simply be next to ea other. In the example about resting lions, replacing so

with a semicolon yields “e lions rested; most of the jungle was quiet.”

Complex Sentences

Although compound sentences can contain multiple independent clauses,

complex sentences contain both independent and dependent clauses.

Understanding this kind of sentence requires understanding what a

dependent clause is. An independent clause contains a subject and a verb

and expresses a complete thought. A dependent clause also contains a

subject and a verb, but it can’t stand on its own and doesn’t express a

complete thought. Let’s use the lion example again to illustrate this concept.

We already examined an example of a simple sentence: “e lions rested.”

In addition, we looked at two examples of compound sentences: “e lions

rested, so most of the jungle was quiet” and “e lions rested; most of the

jungle was quiet.” Now we see a similar sentence as a complex sentence:

“Because the lions rested, most of the jungle was quiet.” What makes this a

complex sentence? It contains two clauses (“Because the lions rested” and

“most of the jungle was quiet”), but these are not independent clauses linked

by either a coordinating conjunction or semicolon, as the clauses in

compound sentences are. One clause cannot stand on its own as a sentence

(“Because the lions rested”); the other one can (“most of the jungle was



quiet”). e word because turns the opening clause in this sentence into a

dependent clause because it makes it impossible for the opening clause to

stand on its own. Some other high-frequency words that begin dependent

clauses are because, before, while, although, if, until, when, which, who, and

after.

Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 (pages 48 and 49) illustrate some key points related

to simple, compound, and complex sentences.

Figure 4.1   Simple Sentence

Figure 4.2   Compound Sentence



Figure 4.3   Complex Sentence

Why Simple, Compound, and Complex Sentences Are Important

to Good Writing

Part of helping students produce simple, compound, and complex sentences

is helping students understand why writers use these kinds of sentences.

When students understand that ea sentence type is important to good

writing, they will ultimately be able to apply this knowledge to their own

work. Simple, compound, and complex sentences are important because of

the variety they can add to writing. Ea sentence type is a tool that writers

can use to shape their work in specific ways. Authors oose their sentence

types intentionally: a simple sentence might be used to make a particular

point, a compound sentence might combine two points, and a complex

sentence may use a dependent clause to provide contextual information

about why or how something took place.

To further illustrate how and why writers use simple, compound, and

complex sentences, let’s examine how author Angela Dominguez used them

in her 2018 novel Stella Diaz Has Something to Say. is book features a

range of sentence types, making it useful for demonstrating why writers use

certain sentences for particular effects. To get started, let’s look at a simple

sentence from this novel that Dominguez (through Stella’s narration) ose

to utilize: “Pano is my bea fish” (p. 4). is sentence consists of one

independent clause and allows Stella to make a specific point. If Dominguez

had wanted to, she could have added a dependent clause to provide more



detail or combined this independent clause with another to link those ideas.

However, Dominguez ose to have Stella deliver this sentence concisely

and directly, providing readers with this information in a simple sentence.

At another point in the text, Dominguez has Stella use the compound

sentence “e whole group giggles for a second, and the teaers hush us”

(p. 34). is sentence, whi contains two independent clauses joined by the

coordinating conjunction “and” and a corresponding comma, is another

strong example of the purposeful use of a sentence type. While Dominguez

could have presented this information as two separate independent clauses,

that construction would not have the same cohesion that the current version

does. For example, if Dominguez wrote “e whole group giggles for a

second. e teaers hush us,” the information would not flow as well as the

original text. Linking these two independent clauses as a compound

sentence enhances the writing in two major ways: (1) it eliminates the short,

oppy sentences that would be present if the sentence had been divided,

and (2) it illustrates the connection between these events, making sure

readers understand that the teaers hushed the group members as a result

of them giggling. Dominguez’s purposeful use of this compound sentence

maximizes readers’ experiences by giving them a cohesive statement that

clearly expresses the relationship between the described actions.

Dominguez also included complex sentences in Stella Diaz Has Something

to Say, using the information in a dependent clause to provide contextual

details related to an independent clause. For example, in the following

sentence, whi describes Stella’s mother passing her a plate of spaghei

and albondigas, Dominguez employs a subordinate clause to provide

information that is important to the reader’s understanding of the situation:

“While she passes it to me, she makes sure to pull off the bay leaf” (p. 3).

is sentence consists of the dependent clause “While she passes it to me”

and the independent clause “she makes sure to pull off the bay leaf.”

Although the sentence could function without the dependent clause, it

would not have the same situational baground that it currently has if that

clause was omied. e information in the dependent clause tells the reader



when Stella’s mother pulled off the bay leaf, providing additional

explanation that integrates important contextual details.

Why are simple, compound, and complex sentences important to good

writing? ese sentence types are tools writers can use for specific purposes.

ere isn’t one version that authors should always use; it all depends on an

author’s objective for a particular sentence. As Angela Dominguez showed

in Stella Diaz Has Something to Say, there are certain situations in whi

ea type is the preferred option. When talking with students about simple,

compound, and complex sentences, teaers can emphasize the uses of the

different kinds of sentences and present them as tools that students can

apply to their writing. By describing these sentences as context specific,

teaers can encourage students to think carefully about why writers make

certain oices. Let’s look inside Ms. Jay’s third-grade classroom and see

how she helps her students think carefully about using ea of these

sentence types.

 A Classroom Snapshot

In today’s class, Ms. Jay and her students are talking about how and why

writers use simple, compound, and complex sentences. During the previous

class, Ms. Jay went over the differences among these concepts. She showed

students examples of ea kind and talked with them about independent

clauses, dependent clauses, and coordinating conjunctions. Pieces of art

paper defining these concepts still hang on the room’s walls; Ms. Jay le

them up intentionally so she can refer to them during today’s class. Because

the students have already discussed the basics of these sentences, the

objective of today’s lesson is to help students understand why writers use

ea of the sentence types. Ms. Jay hopes to help students think

metacognitively about the uses of simple, compound, and complex

sentences. “I want them to understand that these are different kinds of

sentences they can use in their writing for different reasons,” she explains. “I

think looking at how [these sentence types] are used in literature can help

with this.”



Ms. Jay’s students enter the room. She greets them and then introduces

the day’s lesson. “Yesterday, we talked about simple, compound, and

complex sentences. Let’s go over them.” Ms. Jay directs students to the

hanging pieces of art paper that define these sentence types and show

examples of them. Aer she reviews the concepts and asks students to

explain some key differences among them, Ms. Jay directs students toward

the day’s focus, explaining that she’s going to use some examples from the

book The Twits, whi she has been reading aloud to the class, to show the

students how a writer uses ea sentence type. “Here’s an example of a

simple sentence,” she states. She places the book on the document projector

so all the students can see it and points to the sentence: “Mrs. Twit was no

beer than her husband” (Dahl, 1980, p. 8). “is sentence has one

independent clause,” she explains. “It doesn’t have any dependent clauses

and isn’t linked with another independent clause. at makes it a simple

sentence.”

Next, Ms. Jay asks the students to consider why the author used a simple

sentence in this situation. “e sentence says one thing,” explains one

student. Ms. Jay builds off this response: “Ro on! Good stuff, man. is

sentence says one thing. It makes one point. If it was a compound or a

complex sentence, it would give more information, but the author wants to

make just one point here: that Mrs. Twit was no beer than her husband.”

Ms. Jay states that she will next show the class an example of a compound

sentence and asks, “Can someone remind us what a compound sentence is?”

A student raises her hand and volunteers her thoughts: “It has two

independent clauses.”

“Yes! Two independent clauses in one sentence,” responds Ms. Jay. “ey

can be combined by a semicolon or a coordinating conjunction,” she

explains, directing the class’s aention to the art paper on the wall that

explains the features of compound sentences. “Here’s a compound sentence

from The Twits.” She opens the book to a new page, places it on the

document projector, and points to the sentence: “He went on drinking his

beer, and his evil mind kept working away on the latest horrid tri he was

going to play on the old woman” (Dahl, 1980, p. 11). Ms. Jay reads the



sentence aloud and then explains, “is is a compound sentence because it

has two independent clauses. ose clauses are linked by a coordinating

conjunction.” As she says this, she points to the coordinating conjunction

and.

Ms. Jay asks the students why the author used a compound sentence here

instead of using two simple sentences. Students look around, unsure, when

one blurts out, “To combine them.”

“Ro on! To combine them!” responds Ms. Jay. “e author might want to

combine these independent clauses. Why do you think that might be?”

e student replies, “Maybe because they’re related. ey’re both about

things that the guy was doing.”

“Yes!” responds Ms. Jay. “ey’re both about Mr. Twit. An author might

combine two independent clauses to show that they’re related. An author

might do this to avoid having two short, oppy sentences when a longer

one would sound beer.”

Next, Ms. Jay transitions to the final sentence type, telling the students

she will now show them an example of a complex sentence. She opens her

book to a new page, places it on the document projector, and directs the

students’ aention to the sentence: “Because of all this, Mr. Twit never went

really hungry” (Dahl, 1980, p. 7). “Here’s another sentence about Mr. Twit,”

she explains. “e first part, whi says ‘Because of all this,’ is a dependent

clause. It can’t stand on its own as a sentence. e second part, ‘Mr. Twit

never went really hungry,’ is an independent clause. It has a subject and a

verb, and it can stand on its own. Remember from when we read this part

that this section is about how Mr. Twit can keep food in his beard?” Students

nod, some laughing at Mr. Twit’s keeping food in his beard. “at’s what the

word because at the beginning is referring to.”

Ms. Jay then asks the students, “Why, do you think, did the author use a

complex sentence here?” A student raises her hand and shares: “Because the

first part explains why he never got hungry.”

“Yes!” exclaims Ms. Jay. “e dependent clause in this sentence, ‘Because

of all this,’ explains why Mr. Twit never really went hungry. is part of the

sentence is important because of the information it provides. Most complex



sentences are like this: the dependent clauses provide some extra detail.” Ms.

Jay concludes the lesson by telling the students that, in the next class, they’ll

look through books from the classroom library and pi out simple,

compound, and complex sentences. “Once you find them,” she explains,

“you’ll explain why the author might have used that sentence type, as we

did today.”

Recommendations for Teaing Simple, Compound, and

Complex Sentences

In this section, I describe a step-by-step instructional process to use when

working with students on simple, compound, and complex sentences:

1. Discuss the strengths of ea sentence type.

2. Ask students to identify examples of these sentences in their

independent reading books.

3. Have students analyze the benefits of the examples they found.

4. Have students purposefully use these sentence types in their own

writing.

ese steps were designed to help students think about why writers use

simple, compound, and complex sentences and to help students reflect on

how ea concept can be strategically used to enhance a piece of writing.

Because these recommendations are intended to be applications of the

students’ knowledge of simple, compound, and complex sentences, it’s

important to provide students with a basic overview of these concepts using

the information and examples in the beginning of this apter before

beginning the steps described.

1.  Discuss the Strengths of Ea Sentence Type

Talking with students about the strengths of ea sentence type is a

fundamental step in helping them think critically about why writers use

simple, compound, and complex sentences. To strategically use these

sentence types in their writing, students need to understand why a writer



might use one instead of another. A major strength of Ms. Jay’s lesson was

her emphasis on why the author of The Twits may have osen to use a

simple sentence in one situation, a compound sentence in another situation,

and a complex sentence in another. Her discussion of this topic gave her

students a strong introduction into the purposeful use of these sentences.

To help students understand the strengths of ea sentence type, I

recommend conducting specific, focused mini-lessons that highlight the

benefits of using simple, compound, and complex sentences. In a recent visit

to a third-grade class, I conducted one of these mini-lessons, leading the

students in a conversation about the benefits of complex sentences. I used

the following text from Voyage to the Volcano, a Magic Sool Bus apter

book: “When Jim heard our big yellow copter, he looked up and waved”

(Stamper, 2003, p. 49). I discussed with students some reasons the author

may have used a dependent clause—“When Jim heard the big yellow copter.”

As a concluding activity, I wrote down the students’ thoughts on the

benefits of using this dependent clause. (See Figure 4.4.)

ese responses show the students’ understanding of how the dependent

clause enhances this sentence and therefore the benefits of using a complex

sentence in this situation. Without the dependent clause, this sentence

would contain very lile context or detail. With it, the sentence shows a

relationship between two events and tells readers when an important action

took place.



Figure 4.4   Benefits of Dependent Clauses

2.  Ask Students to Identify Examples of ese Sentences in eir

Independent Reading Books

Aer talking with students about the benefits of using simple, compound,

and complex sentences in various situations, I recommend asking students to

look through the books they’re reading and find examples of ea sentence

type. Whether students are reading one text as a class or different texts

based on their individual levels, having them find examples of simple,

compound, and complex sentences in published texts increases their

familiarity with these sentence types. In addition, this practice further

affirms that these sentences are tools published authors use in their writing.

3.  Have Students Analyze the Benefits of the Examples ey Found

Once students have found examples of these sentence types in the books

they’re reading, ask them to analyze the benefits of the examples they found.

Doing this requires students to think about why the author might have used

these sentence types. Engaging in su reflection improves students’

metacognition of these concepts by further helping them think of these

sentence types as tools writers purposefully implement. is activity builds



on the whole-class discussion described in step one of this section—the main

difference is that, in this step, students conduct the analysis on their own.

Teaers will want to e in with students and support them, but it’s

important to ask students to analyze these texts using their own skills and

ideas.

To facilitate student analysis, I like to provide them with the art

depicted in Figure 4.5. is art asks students to identify the type of

sentence, explain how it would be different if it were wrien as another

type, and describe a benefit of writing it in the way it was wrien. Figure 4.5

shows how I modeled this activity with the sentence from Voyage to the

Volcano previously described in this section. A blank version of this art is

available as a supplemental download (see page vii).

Figure 4.5   Model of Sentence Analysis Chart

4.  Ask Students to Purposefully Use ese Sentence Types in eir

Own Writing

Because one goal of this method of grammar instruction is to help students

apply their understandings of grammatical concepts to their own writing,

the final step of this instructional recommendation is to ask students to use

ea sentence type in their own work. Puing these concepts into practice

helps students continue to realize the benefits of thinking strategically about

simple, compound, and complex sentences. When doing an activity like this,

I ask students why thinking carefully about whi sentence type to use in a

particular situation might be important. One student responded to this

question by explaining, “ere are times you’ll want to use ea of these



sentences. It just depends on how the sentence goes along with what you

want to say.” To help students think critically about using simple, compound,

and complex sentences (as this student did), I meet with them in one-on-one

writing conferences in whi they show me at least one example of ea

sentence type and talk to me about why they ose to use that sentence type

in that specific situation. ese conversations help me understand the

students’ thought processes and see how they’re purposefully using ea

sentence type in their writing.

Final oughts on Simple, Compound, and Complex Sentences

e following information summarizes major points from this apter,

including what this grammatical concept is, why it’s important for good

writing, and how one might tea it for maximum effectiveness.

♦  Simple, compound, and complex sentences are included in Common

Core Language Standard 3.1.

–  A simple sentence contains one independent clause (a group of

words, with a subject and verb, that expresses a complete thought).

–  A compound sentence contains two or more independent clauses

joined by a semicolon or a coordinating conjunction.

–  A complex sentence contains an independent clause and at least one

dependent clause.

♦  Writers use ea sentence type purposefully, based on the kind of

information they need to express and how they want to express it.

♦  When teaing simple, compound, and complex sentences, try these

four things:

–  Describe the strengths of ea.

–  Ask students to find examples in the books they’re reading.

–  Have students analyze these examples.

–  Ask students to purposefully include ea sentence type in their own

writing.



Figure 4.6   Simple, Compound, and Complex Sentence Instructional Flowart

Figure 4.6 depicts this instructional process in an easy-to-follow flowart.

Bonus Tips for Support

If students need extra support understanding simple, compound, and

complex sentences, try these steps:

♦  Start by showing students simple sentences and explaining the

aracteristics of independent clauses.

♦  Move to a discussion of compound sentences, focusing on the ways

they link two or more independent clauses.

♦  Next, show students complex sentences and talk with them about how

subordinate and independent clauses work together.

♦  Talk with students about how to distinguish between simple,

compound, and complex sentences.

♦  Explain to students that all of these sentence types are used

intentionally and purposefully by effective writers.

♦  Once students understand these ideas, they can begin the instructional

process described in this apter.



5  

Recognizing Differences Between Spoken

and Written Standard English

What Does “Recognize the Differences Between
Spoken and Written Standard English” Mean?

Common Core Language Standard 3.3 calls for students to “Recognize and

observe differences between the conventions of spoken and wrien standard

English” as part of a more general statement that students should “Use

knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, speaking, reading,

or listening” (Common Core, 2010). e ability to recognize these differences

is an important grammatical and linguistic concept for all students to

master, whether or not they are in a state that adheres to the Common Core,

as it helps facilitate effective and purposeful communication. In this apter,

we’ll look at the differences between spoken and wrien standard English

and consider how to help students understand these differences and apply

this understanding to their writing.

Robert MacNeil and William Cran’s book Do You Speak American? (2005)

highlights distinctions between the different ways English is typically

spoken and wrien. ese authors explain that, although spoken English is

oen informal and not standardized, wrien English generally conforms to



the expectations of standard English. To further understand the differences

between spoken and wrien English, it’s helpful to think about the ideas of

audience, purpose, and language expectation. All communication has a

particular audience in mind and varies in certain ways based on that

audience. For example, students may use certain expressions and slang terms

with their friends that they would not use with teaers and other adults.

However, audience does not completely control the style of communication;

purpose also plays a major role in how one communicates. When recently

working with a third-grade class, I listened to a teaer talk with a student

about the basketball jersey the student was wearing. ey talked about the

student’s favorite teams and players and how long he had played basketball.

In this conversation, the student had a mu more casual tone than the

persuasive essay he turned in during that day’s language arts period. e

basketball conversation included expressions and some basketball-specific

jargon; the persuasive essay was mu more formal and observed more of

the conventions of standard English. ough the audience was the same in

ea instance, the purpose of ea was different, resulting in a different style

of communication.

As this example shows, the combination of audience and purpose affects

the language expectation associated with the communication. is

“equation” can be used to help students understand the differences between

spoken and wrien standard English. Spoken English is oen more informal

because the audience and purpose do not require formal communication.

Wrien English, however, needs a more formal tone when required by the

audience and purpose. ere are times when wrien English is not

especially formal, su as in a note or text message. Similarly, there are

times when spoken English is rather formal, su as in a spee or class

presentation. Because of this, considering the audience and purpose when

determining the expectations of a particular situation is especially

important. As this apter continues, we’ll look at some even more specific

ways of bringing the ideas of audience, purpose, and language expectations

into the classroom to help students write effectively.



Why Recognizing Differences Between Spoken
and Written Standard English Is Important to
Good Writing

Recognizing the differences in the conventions of spoken and wrien

standard English is an important tool for students to master and be able to

apply to their own work. If they grasp this concept, they can communicate

appropriately in a range of situations, using the language ea context calls

for. Writers who can think critically about audience, purpose, and

expectations can cra messages that communicate with readers in the styles

they expect. You would be surprised if you looked up an encyclopedia entry

on a historical figure to find it wrien in casual, conversational language—

for example, the statement “John F. Kennedy was awesome!” does not

provide the kind of information an encyclopedia reader would expect. Figure

5.1 (page 49) addresses why audience, purpose, and language expectations

are ea important to effective communication.



Figure 5.1   Why Audience, Purpose, and Language Expectations Are Important

As Figure 5.1 illustrates, considering with whom writers are

communicating and the reason for that communication is important when

making oices about the kind of language to use. Generally, spoken English

is aracterized by an informal, conversational style, and wrien standard

English represents “textbook” language in whi certain grammatical rules

and customs are followed. As the classroom snapshot section illustrates,

there are times when students might know the rules of grammar but not

understand that there are situations that call for writers to adhere to the

expectations of wrien standard English. Because of this, it’s important to

tea students to distinguish between situations that require the conventions

of standard English and those in whi informal English is more appropriate

for the context. Don’t assume that students will know to use standard

English when they write unless they understand the meaning behind this

concept.



 A Classroom Snapshot

Ms. Jay and her students are firmly entrened in writing reports about

habitats. e class has been researing habitats su as grasslands, deserts,

tropical rain forests, temperate forests, and tundras and the animals and

plants that live in those places. e students have brainstormed topics,

discussed resear strategies, and learned about considering the

trustworthiness of different sources. However, in today’s class, Ms. Jay is

leading a mini-lesson unlike others she has covered in this unit: writing in

standard English. When I spoke to Ms. Jay before the class began, she shared

with me that she was surprised that a number of students had used casual

language in their pieces. Ms. Jay explained that the problem was not that the

students didn’t know standard English; the problem was that they didn’t

understand this situation called for them to use standard English and didn’t

know how to determine whi contexts called for whi levels of formality.

We talked about some ways to help the students understand the language

expectations for this assignment and planned a lesson based on those ideas.

Let’s transition ba to Ms. Jay’s lesson and see how she helps her

students understand the idea of language expectations. She assembles the

students on the carpet and compliments them on the resear they’ve done

so far on their reports. “Y’all have found so many great pieces of

information on your habitats! I’m really proud of the resear you’ve done.

Ro on!” Students smile, and she continues, “But today I’m going to ask you

to think about something a lile different. Someone tell me an example of an

animal that lives in your habitat.”

Students call out, and animal names fill the air. Ms. Jay writes them on

the easel pad: grizzly bear, shark, polar bear, penguin, monkey, lion. Aer

she finishes recording these names, Ms. Jay steps ba and looks at the list.

“Yes‼ ere are some great animals here. Love it! If you were going to tell

one of your friends in our class about one of these animals, what do you

think you’d say?”

One student raises his hand and states, “I’d say that sharks have really

sharp teeth and are scary.”



“Ro on!” exclaims Ms. Jay. Next to the word shark, she writes “Has

really sharp teeth and is scary.”

“Anyone else?” she asks.

Another student shares: “I think penguins are really cute.” e class

laughs. “I would tell my friend that penguins live in cold weather and are

really cute.”

“Fabulous!” Ms. Jay says. Next to penguin on the easel pad, she writes,

“Lives in cold weather and is really cute.”

“Here, I’ll give you another example of an animal. Two days ago, I saw a

mouse in my living room,” explains Ms. Jay. “I was so scared. I called my

best friend aerward, and I said, ‘e mouse was tiny, but I didn’t care. I

was still soooo scared!’ If I were writing a report on mice, is that how I’d

write it? Tiny but sooooo scary?” Students shake their heads.

“When we write,” explains Ms. Jay, “and especially when we write factual

papers, su as reports, we want to use standard English. Standard English is

English that follows the rules of writing. Sometimes when we talk, we say

things that don’t really follow the rules, because a lot of times having a

conversation is more casual. When you have a conversation, you might use

casual words or expressions. If you write in your report, ‘Hey, e out this

stuff about rain forests,’ you’re being casual and writing as though you’re

having a conversation. If you say ‘e rain forest is home to many different

kinds of animals,’ you’re using standard English. Can you see the

difference?”

Students nod. Ms. Jay turns to a blank page on the easel pad and writes

these examples:

Conversational

English:

“Hey, e out this stuff about rain forests.”

Standard English: “e rain forest is home to many different kinds

of animals.”



Ms. Jay explains to the students that they will be going to the media

center to look up information about the habitats they are researing. She

says that they can look at books on their topic and use the computers to

access encyclopedia entries. ey have already been to the media center as

part of this project to e out books and look up information, but the

purpose of this visit is a bit different. “Look up some materials and find

things you can use in your reports, but I also want you to pay aention to

the language used in the things you find,” she explains. “When we come

ba, I’ll ask you if it’s standard or conversational English. Now go for it!”

e students and Ms. Jay proceed to the media center, where they look up

materials on the habitats they are studying. As the students comb through

this information, Ms. Jay comes around and es in with them. I listen to

some conversations and notice that she is directing their aention to the

kind of language used in the text, helping them realize that these resources

utilize standard English. Aer this continues for about 20 minutes, Ms. Jay

brings the students ba to the classroom and debriefs.

“I can’t wait to hear your ideas! What did you notice about the language?”

she asks. “Standard or conversational?” Several students raise their hands

and reply that the materials they studied were wrien in standard English.

Ms. Jay follows up by asking the students how they could tell, to whi a

student replies, “e encyclopedia I read doesn’t use expressions or other

things like that. It doesn’t sound like how you’d talk to your friends.”

“Ro on! Great description,” responds Ms. Jay. “ere are times when

you’ll use conversational English, as when you talk to your friends, but this

report is a time to use standard English. Tomorrow, I’m going to hand you

the dras of your reports, and we’re going to work on anging the

conversational English some of you are using in your reports to standard

English. I’ll conference with you and talk to you about it some more.”

Recommendations for Teaing Students to
Recognize the Differences Between Spoken and



Written Standard English

In this section, I describe a step-by-step instructional process to use when

teaing students to recognize the differences between spoken and wrien

standard English:

1. Activate students’ prior knowledge about spoken English.

2. Have students look at examples of wrien standard English.

3. Work with students to compare the features and uses of spoken English

and wrien English.

4. Help students apply their knowledge of these differences to their own

writing.

ese steps were designed to help students understand the differences

between spoken and wrien standard English, determine when to use ea,

and ultimately use their knowledge to enhance their own works.

1.  Activate Students’ Prior Knowledge About Spoken English

Students have a great deal of prior knowledge about spoken English; aer

all, they have been speaking it for most of their lives and in a variety of

contexts. ough teaers don’t need to tea them how to engage in

spoken, conversational English, teaers do need to tap into what students

already know and use that knowledge to best tea them. Ms. Jay did this in

her lesson when she asked the students to consider how they would describe

an animal to a friend. eir responses provided examples of conversational

English that she could then compare with the conventions of wrien

standard English. ere are many ways to activate what students already

know about this concept. Two examples are (1) have students record a

conversation with a friend and listen to the kinds of words used in the

conversation, and (2) give students a topic and ask them to think about how

they would describe it to a friend, as Ms. Jay did in her lesson. Both

activities illustrate the features of spoken English and facilitate comparisons

with wrien standard English.



2.  Have Students Look at Examples of Written Standard English

Aer addressing the conversational English that students use in their

everyday lives, ask them to look at some examples of wrien standard

English. I recommend oosing texts similar to the writing genre you’re

studying. If you’re working with informational reports, as Ms. Jay’s class

was, ask the students to look at examples of reference materials. If your

students are writing short stories, show them some stories and point out the

examples of standard English in them. When talking with students about

standard English use in fiction, I’ve used the opening line to the novel Ralph

S. Mouse, by Beverly Cleary: “Night winds, moaning around corners and

whistling through cras, dashed snow against the windows of the

Mountain View Inn” (Cleary, 1982, p. 1). Aer reading this excerpt, I tell the

students that the book’s narrator presents the information in a formal way

and ask the students what the narrator might say if casually telling this

information to a friend. One student’s phrasing of “Man, it was cold and

windy at the Mountain View Inn” revealed his understanding of the

differences between conversational and standard English.

3.  Work With Students to Compare Features and Uses of

Spoken English and Written English

e next step is to work with students to compare the features and uses of

conversational and standard English. Comparing both the features and the

uses of ea style of communication helps students understand what these

kinds of language look like and why a writer would use ea of them. I

recommend working with the students to create T-arts for ea topic.

Guide students through a discussion of what conversational and standard

English look like, and follow up by asking them why someone might use one

or the other. Figures 5.2 (page 64) and 5.3 (page 65) depict examples of arts

I’ve made while working with students on this concept and recording their

ideas.



Figure 5.2   Features of Conversational and Standard English

Figure 5.3   Uses of Conversational and Standard English

It’s interesting to note the students’ awareness of audience on the Uses

art, with friends and some family members identified as audiences for

conversational English, and sool and those in arge as the audiences for

standard English.

4.  Help Students Apply eir Knowledge of ese Differences

to eir Own Writing

Once you are comfortable with students’ understandings of the features and

uses of conversational and standard English, ask them to apply what they’ve

learned to their writing. I recommend asking students to review the pieces

they’re currently writing to e for conversational and standard English.



Ask students to label any examples of conversational English they notice.

ough standard English is generally the style in whi students are

expected to write in sool, there are times when writers will write in ways

that reflect nonstandard spoken language, su as when writing dialogue.

erefore, conversational English doesn’t always need to be eliminated from

student writing. I suggest conferencing with students individually and

discussing examples of conversational English in their writing. Doing so can

help them determine whether that style of language is best suited for the

audience and purpose of the particular piece of writing.

Final oughts on Recognizing the Differences
Between Spoken and Written Standard English

e following information summarizes major points from this apter,

including what this grammatical concept is, why it’s important for good

writing, and how one might tea it for maximum effectiveness.

♦  Recognizing the differences between spoken and wrien standard

English is included in Common Core Language Standard 3.3.

♦  Spoken English is oen aracterized by an informal, conversational

style.

♦  Wrien standard English oen represents “textbook” language in whi

grammatical rules and customs are followed.

♦  Knowing when to use standard English is important to effective

writing; in many genres and circumstances, readers expect this form of

English.

♦  e audience and purpose of a particular communication oen

determine the language the writer or speaker is expected to use.

♦  It is important that students know whether to use conversational

English or standard English when they communicate with others.



♦  When teaing students about recognizing the differences between

spoken and wrien standard English, try these four things:

–  Activate students’ prior knowledge about spoken English.

–  Have students look at examples of wrien standard English.

–  Work with students to compare the features and uses of the two.

–  Help students apply their knowledge of these differences to their

own writing.

Figure 5.4   Spoken and Wrien Standard English Instructional Flowart

Figure 5.4 depicts this instructional process in an easy-to-follow flowart.

Bonus Tips for Support

If students need extra support understanding the differences in spoken and

wrien standard English, try these steps:

♦  Show students an example of how one might describe a topic in casual

conversation with a friend and compare that with how one might

describe that same topic in a more formal wrien seing. I recommend



using the examples used in this apter’s Classroom Snapshot in whi

Ms. Jay shares two ways one might describe rainforests:

–  Conversational English: “Hey, e out this stuff about rain forests.”

–  Standard English: “e rain forest is home to many different kinds of

animals.”

♦  Talk with students about the differences in these examples.

♦  Share examples with students from your own life in whi you would

describe topics differently in conversational or wrien Standard

English. For example, I would describe the results of an exciting

basketball game I wated differently if I was talking to a friend than if

I was writing an informational article about it. In a conversation with a

friend, I might say something like “e end of that game was amazing!”

In an article, I would use more facts and statistics to inform the reader

of exactly what happened.

♦  Talk with students about why you’d use these language forms in these

different situations.

♦  Once students understand these ideas, they can begin the instructional

process described in this apter.



PART 2

Grammatical Concepts Aligned With

Grade Four Common Core Language

Standards



6  

Re-Envisioning Writing With Relative

Pronouns and Relative Adverbs

What Are Relative Pronouns and Relative
Adverbs?

Common Core Language Standard 4.1 addresses the study of relative

pronouns and adverbs. As part of a more general statement that students

should master conventions of speaking and writing, this standard calls for

students to “use relative pronouns (who, whose, whom, which, that) and

relative adverbs (where, when, why)” (Common Core Standards, 2010).

Relative pronouns and adverbs introduce relative clauses, whi are

important grammatical concepts to understand. Let’s look at that sentence

again: relative pronouns and adverbs introduce relative clauses, which are

important grammatical concepts to understand. e italicized information in

this sentence is a relative clause; it begins with the relative pronoun which

and provides additional information to the sentence. Relative clauses are

adjectival. is relative clause is actually describing the noun relative

clauses; how’s that for an application of grammar⁈

It’s important to emphasize that, whether a relative clause is introduced

by a relative pronoun or a relative adverb, the clause still plays an adjectival



role in the sentence. e fact that relative adverbs modify nouns, not verbs

or adjectives, sometimes confuses students, so let’s look at an example for

clarification: I am excited for Monday, when two ninjas will be visiting

our sool.

Figure 6.1   Relative Pronouns

Figure 6.2   Relative Adverbs

In this sentence, when is a relative adverb and “when two ninjas will be

visiting our sool” is a relative clause. Even though when is an adverb, the

information provided here modifies the noun Monday.

Figures 6.1 and 6.2 summarize some key points regarding relative clauses,

relative pronouns, and relative adverbs.

Why Relative Pronouns and Relative Adverbs Are
Important to Good Writing



When talking with students about relative pronouns and adverbs, it’s

important to help them think of these grammatical concepts as tools that can

make their writing beer. Relative pronouns and relative adverbs are

important because they can add important contextual information to a piece

of writing. If a relative clause is removed from any sentence, the sentence

will la detail and information it previously had. Su information is oen

crucial to helping readers picture what is taking place in the sentence or

understand a key element of the situation. e information included in

relative clauses can give bland sentences a great deal more detail and

meaning. A basic sentence su as “John flew in an airplane” takes on a

mu different tone when it is revised to read, “John, who has always been

afraid of heights, flew in an airplane.” Adding the relative clause “who has

always been afraid of heights” alters readers’ perceptions of the situation

and provides information readers otherwise would not have. To further

illustrate the importance of the concept, consider a sentence from Jerry

Spinelli’s novel Maniac Magee. In the section from whi this sentence is

drawn, Maniac Magee, the new kid in town, is about to embarrass local

baseball legend John McNab by hiing his supposedly unhiable pit.

In the following passage, a relative adverb emphasizes how surprising

Maniac’s baseball success against McNab was (the relative clause is in bold

type). “McNab fired. e kid swung. e baers in line automatically turned

their eyes to the bastop, where the ball should be—but it wasn’t there. It

was in the air, riding on a beeline right out to McNab’s head, the same line it

came in on, only faster” (Spinelli, 1990, p. 24).

e relative adverb “where” plays a key role in this passage—it introduces

a relative clause that signals a shi in the situation. Readers learn that the

bastop was “where the ball should be” and then discover that the ball was

actually flying in the other direction. Spinelli used the relative pronoun and

clause to describe one of the heroic feats of Maniac Magee.

In the book One Crazy Summer, author Rita Williams-Garcia (2010) used

relative pronouns to provide important descriptive information. is book

describes the experiences of three sisters who travel to Oakland, California,

to see their mother who moved away seven years prior. One example of this



relative pronoun use can be found in the following sentence, whi uses the

relative pronoun “whi” to introduce the relative clause “whi I knew by

heart”: “Papa had already given me a paper with the phone number to our

house, whi I knew by heart, and the phone number to his job” (p. 6). is

relative clause provides descriptive detail about the house’s phone number,

communicating to readers that Delphine, the book’s narrator and one the

three sisters who travel to Oakland, already knew the phone number her

Papa gave her before traveling. e information in the relative clause helps

show that Papa was being especially cautious by making sure Delphine and

her sisters had all the information they might need before traveling.

At another point in this book, Rita Williams-Garcia used the relative

adverb “where” to add other descriptive information that helps readers

further understand a situation. Aer the sisters arrived in Oakland and met

their mother at the airport, Williams-Garcia had Delphine explain “We

followed her outside, where green and white cabs lined up” (p. 20). e

relative clause “where green and white cabs lined up” allows us as readers to

visualize the scene. If this relative clause were not used, we would still

understand the basic events of the sentence, but we wouldn’t learn of the

descriptive details that provide us with a more complete understanding of

what the aracters saw and experienced. Rita Williams-Garcia’s use of

relative pronouns and relative clauses in One Crazy Summer is very effective

—by using them, she conveyed important descriptive information and key

details that enhance readers’ understandings of the text.

Teaers can use these examples from Spinelli and Williams-Garcia’s

works as models for students as they integrate relative pronouns and

adverbs into their writing. Students shouldn’t copy these relative clauses

directly but rather use them as conceptual models when they create their

own work. In other words, just as Spinelli and Williams-Garcia used relative

clauses to add key pieces of information to their writing, so should students.

Teaers will want to give them the necessary support and scaffolding to

help them apply the concepts to their writing. In the next section of this

apter, we’ll look inside a fourth-grade classroom in whi a teaer named



Ms. Walker employs an interactive and engaging lesson that helps her

students understand the uses of relative pronouns and relative adverbs.

 A Classroom Snapshot

As Ms. Walker’s fourth graders enter her classroom and head to their desks,

she steps to the front of the room, greets the students, and writes, “e bear

walked toward Paul” on the board. She then thinks aloud about the sentence

for the class: “When I look at this sentence,” she begins, “I know something

about what’s going on, but there’s so mu I don’t know.”

A few students nod, so Ms. Walker asks one to share her thoughts.

e student says, “ere’s a lot more you could say, like how you tell us to

put details in our writing. is sentence doesn’t have a lot of details.”

Smiling, Ms. Walker affirms this statement and tells the students their job is

to add those details. She reminds them of the work they did on relative

pronouns and relative adverbs and instructs them on how to integrate that

knowledge into the activity. “When you expand on this sentence, use either

a relative pronoun or a relative adverb to introduce that information.” Aer

reviewing some sentences from the previous lesson and explaining that the

relative pronouns and adverbs in those sentences introduce relative clauses,

Ms. Walker prepares to turn the students loose. She explains that the 20-

person class will break up into four groups, ea of whi will be responsible

for providing additional information about the situation briefly outlined on

the board. She explains further: “You can describe the bear or you can

describe Paul, but your group needs to rewrite the sentence and add more

information. ink of some different ways you can use relative pronouns or

relative adverbs to give some more detail to what’s happening in this

sentence.”

e students gather in their assigned groups, and Ms. Walker circulates

around the room, answering questions about relative pronouns and relative

adverbs and helping students hone their ideas. Siing down with one group,

she explains, “at’s an interesting detail, but it doesn’t begin with a relative

pronoun or adverb. Let’s look together at the relative pronouns and relative



adverbs posted in the front of the room. Can you think of a way to ange

the rewrite so it begins with one of those words?”

Aer a bit of discussion, the group decides to ange the sentence from

“e hungry bear walked toward Paul” to “e bear, whi hadn’t eaten all

day, walked toward Paul.” When Ms. Walker asks the group members what

they notice about the new sentence, a student offers, “ere’s a lot more

detail. We know that the bear hasn’t eaten all day, and that can be good to

know.” is student’s comment reveals an understanding of how relative

clauses can provide key details.

Shortly aer this, the groups are ready to share their revised sentences,

whi are found in the following table.

Aer the groups share, Ms. Walker talks with the students about the ways

the different relative clauses produced sentences with different meanings.

She talks with the students about why writers use relative clauses, and a

student volunteers his interpretation: “e relative clause you use makes a

big difference. It can tell us why the bear walked toward Paul. e bear’s

reason could be a big deal—he could be mad or happy. e relative clause

can show that.”

Ms. Walker informs the students that they’re building toward being able

to pi out the relative clauses in writing and explain why they are

important to the text. “It’s like what we did today when we looked at these

sentences,” she states, “except you’ll be doing it with a published author’s

writing and explaining why the author used the relative clause in the way

[the author] did.” e students ask about different books they can use, with

some inquiring about using books from the Harry Potter and Diary of a



Wimpy Kid series. Ms. Walker explains that she will give additional

instructions in the next class and says that she’s glad the students are so

excited. Aer the lesson, she tells me how pleased she is with the students’

progress with relative pronouns and adverbs. “I can tell they’re not only

understanding the basic grammar of it but also thinking about why it’s

important to writing. ey’re doing great work. By the time we’re done

analyzing the literature, I think this will definitely stay with them.”

Recommendations for Teaing Students to Use
Relative Pronouns and Relative Adverbs

In this section, I describe two recommended instructional processes for

teaers to use when teaing about relative pronouns and relative adverbs.

Ea was designed to help students understand why relative pronouns and

relative adverbs are tools for effective writing. In ea instance, I describe

the process, address its importance, and provide step-by-step directions for

implementing it. Because these processes are intended to be applications of

the students’ knowledge of relative pronouns and adverbs, it’s important to

use the information and examples in the beginning of this apter to provide

students with a basic overview of the concept before beginning the steps

described.

Recommended Instructional Process 1: Expand

One aspect of Ms. Walker’s lesson that most impressed me was the way it

incorporated sentence expansion: she asked students to use relative

pronouns and adverbs to build on a basic sentence. Grammar experts Don

and Jenny Killgallon refer to the kind of information Ms. Walker’s students

added as “additions” and explain that “additions are the tools that skillful

writers use to build their sentences” (Killgallon & Killgallon, p. 5).

Expanding these basic sentences had two key benefits for Ms. Walker’s

students: (1) students gained practice using relative pronouns and adverbs,



and (2) students were able to see how the information they added shaped the

meaning of the sentence. Ea benefit is important for students as they begin

to see grammatical concepts as tools that can be used to build effective

sentences. As they practice implementing these concepts in their writing,

they can consider how writing anges when new information is added.

Following is a step-by-step process, similar to the one Ms. Walker

followed in her lesson, for helping your students use relative pronouns and

relative adverbs to expand on existing sentences. ese are the steps in this

instructional process:

1. Present a basic sentence to the students.

2. Describe the relative pronouns and relative adverbs as “tools for

ange.”

3. Turn the students loose.

4. Discuss the differences.

Depending on the individual needs of your students and the amount of

time you feel they might need with ea step, you can decide to space these

activities out over multiple days or combine them into one day of

instruction.

1.  Present a Basic Sentence to the Students

As was the case in Ms. Walker’s class, presenting a basic sentence provides

the students with a starting point for using relative pronouns and adverbs.

e basic nature of the sentence gives students an opportunity to expand it

in a creative way while also providing the necessary structure for young

writers who are still new to this grammatical concept. Basic sentences that

provide opportunities for students to be a bit playful and creative (su as

the one Ms. Walker presented about a bear) can be especially effective, as

they can help provide a nonthreatening environment for students to practice

with relative pronouns and adverbs.



2.  Describe the Relative Pronouns and Relative Adverbs as “Tools for

Change”

Although “tools for ange” might sound as though it has more to do with a

protest than it does with grammar instruction, it’s certainly relevant to

teaing this concept. Aer presenting a basic sentence to the students, the

next step is to talk with them about how to use relative pronouns and

adverbs to add key details and information. To do this, call aention to the

basic nature of the original sentence and discuss how relative pronouns and

adverbs can make it less basic through the information they can add. is is

a good time to review the fundamentals of relative pronouns and adverbs

and look at some examples of sentences that contain them, as this can

ensure the students’ clear understandings of what these concepts are.

3.  Turn the Students Loose

Aer providing students with these instructions and explanations, it’s time

to turn them loose and have them expand on the basic sentence by using

relative pronouns and adverbs to add key details. is can be done in small

groups, as Ms. Walker did with her class, or individually; either way, be sure

to e in with students as they work and make sure they are using the

grammatical concept correctly. ese one-on-one or small-group

interactions are sometimes the best times to clarify students’ understanding

and can be especially effective with students who aren’t vocal or confident

enough to ask questions in front of the whole class.

4.  Discuss the Differences

One of my favorite parts of this activity is the opportunity to discuss the

differences in students’ sentences. ink ba to the student in Ms. Walker’s

class who explained that relative clauses can influence the meaning of a

sentence. is statement revealed a strong understanding of the different

kinds of information that relative pronouns and adverbs can introduce. By

asking students to discuss the differences in the ways they added relative

pronouns and/or adverbs to a basic sentence, we can move them to similar

levels of metacognition by showing them how mu the information they



added contributes to the meaning of the sentence. e details students add

allow the sentence to take on a new form that focuses on a particular aspect

or contains a specific piece of information. Discussing the differences

between the sentences can ensure students’ understanding of this important

idea.

Recommended Instructional Process Two: Critique

Another effective practice for teaing this concept involves students’

analyzing how and why authors use relative pronouns and adverbs in their

writing. Ms. Walker referred to this activity at the end of her lesson as

another way of helping students understand why relative pronouns and

adverbs are important to good writing. By reviewing published authors’ uses

of this grammatical concept, students learn to think critically about why

those authors ose to use it, why it’s an important concept for good

writing, and how students can apply it to their future writing.

Following is a step-by-step process for enabling students to engage in

meaningful critiques of how published authors use relative pronouns and

adverbs.

1. Send the students on a scavenger hunt.

2. Have students remove the relative clauses.

3. Tell students to swap the relative clauses.

4. Encourage students to consider the implications to their own writing.

is process can be done as a follow-up to the previous activity but does

not need to be. It is intended to help students think critically about the

power of this grammatical concept as well as the importance of thinking

about the oices writers make and why they make them. As with the

previous activity, you can decide whether to space the components of this

lesson out over multiple days or combine them (depending on the needs and

aracteristics of your students).

1.  Send the Students on a Scavenger Hunt



Before students critique relative pronouns and adverbs, they have to find

them! I enjoy making this an interactive activity in whi students look

through ildren’s books to find as many uses of relative pronouns and

adverbs as they can. To facilitate this, I look through my classroom library

beforehand and find as many books as possible that contain relative

pronouns and adverbs. When it’s time for the activity, I distribute the books

to the students and tell them that we’ll look through these books to locate as

many sentences that use relative clauses as possible. To give my students a

bit more support, I use post-it notes to mark specific apters in whi

relative clauses appear. I like to have students work on this in pairs so they

can communicate about whether a selection from the text actually is a

relative clause; I believe they can learn a lot from communicating with ea

other about this, and I’m always circulating around the room in case my

help is needed. As students do this, I also do my own scavenger hunt with a

ildren’s book so that I can talk with students about the relative pronouns

and adverbs I find; I think students are more motivated to do this activity if

they see me doing it as well.

2.  Have Students Remove the Relative Clauses

Aer students identify relative clauses in the scavenger hunt and share them

with the class, we discuss what the selections from the texts would be like if

the relative clauses they found were not there. To get this activity started, I

show students two pieces of art paper: one with the original sentence,

including the relative clause, and the other with the relative clause removed.

e image in Figure 6.3 depicts a piece of art paper I display in the

classroom. A sentence from Ma Christopher’s soccer novel Top Wing is

printed on it: “e Cooneer center had kied the ball ba to his hala,

who aimed a ki to his right wing” (Christopher, 1994, p. 23). is

sentence contains the relative pronoun who and the relative clause “who

aimed a ki to his right wing.”

Figure 6.4 also depicts a piece of art paper, this one containing the same

sentence but with the relative clause removed.



Figure 6.3   Original Sentence From Top Wing

Figure 6.4   Sentence Without Relative Clause

I put these sentences on art paper to provide my students with a clear

visual of how mu the sentences vary without the relative clauses. Aer I

post the visual in the classroom, I ask the students why they think

Christopher may have osen to use that relative clause. During one of these

conversations, a student commented that “e relative clause is a big deal

because it tells what happened next. Without it, we don’t know if the

hala lost the ball or dribbled it or what, but with it we know that he

aimed it at the right wing.” Another student added, “It wouldn’t be as good a

sentence without [the relative clause]. We wouldn’t know those details.”

ese students’ comments demonstrate the ability to analyze the use of this



relative clause; they show an understanding of its importance and impact on

the piece.

Aer discussing this example with the students, I ask them to focus on the

sentences they selected by considering what those sentences would be like

without relative clauses. Students first discuss their observations in small

groups before volunteers share with the whole class. In one of these

discussions, a student noted:

I used The Little Prince. e part that I found that had a relative clause

goes like this: “I know full well that apart from the large planets, su

as Earth, Jupiter, Mars and Venus, whi have been given names,

there are hundreds of others whi are sometimes so small that it is

difficult to see them through the telescope. When an astronaut

discovers one of them, he does not give it a name but a number.”

(Saint-Exupery, 1943, p. 20)

is student observed that “ ‘whi have been given names’ is the relative

clause.” When asked what the sentence would be like without that relative

clause, the student reasoned, “Without that relative clause, it wouldn’t point

out that these planets have names and a bun of others don’t. e relative

clause kind of compares them that way and helps make a point.” Her

comment revealed her awareness of not only what the relative clause does

in this passage but also that the passage wouldn’t have the same effect if the

relative clause were removed.

3.  Tell the Students to Swap the Relative Clauses

Aer students remove the relative clauses from the passages they selected, I

ask them to put them ba in—but to swap them out for new relative

clauses! In this activity, the students replace the relative clause in the

passage with one that anges the meaning of the sentence. e goal of this

activity is to further illustrate to students the importance of relative clauses

by showing them that anging the relative clause in a piece can drastically

impact its meaning. Replacing relative clauses can allow students to be



creative and have some fun with this concept, while also emphasizing its

importance to effective writing.

I like to begin the activity by returning to the sentence from Christopher’s

book Top Wing that I previously wrote on a piece of art paper: “e

Cooneer center had kied the ball ba to his hala, who aimed a ki

to his right wing” (Christopher, 1994, p. 23). I review with the students why

the relative clause is important to this sentence, describing the detail it adds

to the sentence and pointing out that it tells readers what the hala did

next. I explain that we’ve already considered how the sentence would look

without the relative clause, but we haven’t yet talked about what it would

be like with a different relative clause. I ask the students to work in groups

and come up with replacements for the relative clause in this sentence.

Aer the students work together on this activity, I ask ea group to share

its replacement sentence. Here are the sentences created by a class of fourth

graders with whom I recently worked.

♦  e Cooneer center had kied the ball ba to his hala, who

wasn’t paying aention.

♦  e Cooneer center had kied the ball ba to his hala, who was

actually a secret agent.

♦  e Cooneer center had kied the ball ba to his hala, who was

eating a hamburger.

♦  e Cooneer center had kied the ball ba to his hala, who

missed it.

I record these sentences on a piece of art paper and ask the students for

their reactions. e groups are typically proud of their sentences and enjoy

explaining how their sentences vary from the original text. A student from

the group that created the sentence in whi the hala is a secret agent

shared her analysis: “In the original sentence, the hala did something

you’d do in soccer. In ours, he did something totally different. Changing that

[relative clause] made it all different.” Her comments affirmed the

importance of the information provided by relative clauses: these additional



details can provide further clarification about a situation, but they can also

take a piece in an entirely different direction, as was the case with the

examples these students created.

4.  Encourage Students to Consider Implications to eir Own Writing

To wrap up the discussion of relative pronouns and adverbs, I ask students

to reflect on how their understandings of these grammatical concepts can

affect their own writing. To facilitate their reflections, I put the following

discussion questions on the board:

♦  Why are relative clauses important?

♦  How can anging the relative clause in a piece of writing ange the

piece’s meaning?

♦  How can you use relative clauses as tools in your future writing?

I use the first two questions as warm ups to build toward their responses

to the third one. By the time they rea this point in the lesson, I know the

students will be able to tell me why relative clauses are important and how

anging them can alter the meaning of a piece. My goal is to close this

series of activities with the students telling me how they might use this

concept in their future work. is shows me that they have developed a

metacognitive awareness of the usefulness of this strategy. In addition, I

want students to see grammatical concepts su as these not just as

information they need to memorize but also as tools they can use as they

write. eir responses to this question show me whether they are starting to

look at grammar from this perspective.

In one su discussion, a student insightfully observed, “Relative clauses

are great tools because they help the writer give details to the reader that

[the writer feels] is important. e writer can just decide what details … to

tell [the reader] and then use a relative clause [to do so].” Another student in

the same class looked forward to applying this concept to her own writing:

“I’ve never used these [relative clauses] and I never knew what relative

pronouns and relative adverbs were, but now I think using them can be



great for my writing.” ese students’ comments reveal a writerly

perspective on relative pronouns and adverbs as well as the clauses they

introduce; they indicate that the students are learning to see grammatical

concepts as tools that can reshape writing.

Final oughts on Relative Pronouns and Relative Adverbs

e following information summarizes major points from this apter,

including what this grammatical concept is, why it’s important for good

writing, and how one might tea it for maximum effectiveness.

♦  Relative pronouns and relative adverbs are included in Common Core

Language Standard 4.1.

♦  Relative pronouns and relative adverbs introduce relative clauses.

♦  e most commonly used relative pronouns are who, whose, whom,

which, and that.

♦  e most commonly used relative adverbs are where, when, and why.

♦  Relative pronouns and relative adverbs can add important information

and key details to writing.

♦  When teaing relative pronouns and relative adverbs, ask students to

do these three things:

–  Use these concepts to expand on a basic sentence.

–  Consider how and why published authors use these concepts in their

writing.

–  Reflect on how they might use relative pronouns and adverbs in their

own wrien work.

Figure 6.5 depicts this instructional process in an easy-to-follow flowart.



Figure 6.5   Relative Pronouns and Relative Adverbs Instructional Flowart

Bonus Tips for Support

If students need extra support understanding relative pronouns and adverbs,

try these steps:

♦  Show students examples of sentences containing relative clauses.

♦  Identify the relative clauses in the sentences and explain that they are

tools authors use to add important information to a piece writing.

♦  Talk with students about the features of relative clauses, explaining that

they begin with relative pronouns (who, whose, whom, which, and that)

or relative adverbs (where, when, and why).

♦  Show students additional examples, asking them to identify relative

clauses and discuss the information the relative clauses add to the

sentences.

♦  Once students understand these ideas and can complete these steps,

they can begin the instructional process described in this apter.



7  

e Progressive Verb Tenses and Why

ey Matter

What Are the Progressive Verb Tenses?

Common Core Language Standard 4.1 addresses the study of the progressive

verb tenses, calling for students to “Form and use the progressive (e.g., I was

walking; I am walking; I will be walking) verb tenses” (Common Core

Standards, 2010) as part of a more general statement that students should

show command of the conventions of speaking and writing.

Let’s begin with an explanation of what the progressive verb tenses are

and how they’re similar to and different from some other verb tenses. When

you think of verb tenses, you might think of past, present, and future.

ough these are the most common tenses, other tenses add a lile more

detail to a writer’s description of when an action takes place. For example, if

you want to explain that an action is continuous or ongoing, you’d use one

of the progressive verb tenses, whi are ways of describing ongoing action.

ough all the progressive forms describe continuous actions, there are three

progressive verb tenses: the present progressive, past progressive, and future

progressive. While these concepts are referred to in the Common Core State

Standards, their importance is not limited to Common Core-adopting states:



All students can benefit from being able to understand and use these verb

tenses, as they allow for detailed and thorough descriptions of actions. Now,

let’s examine ea progressive tense individually so we can fully understand

their similarities and differences.

e Present Progressive

e present progressive tense describes ongoing actions taking place in

present time: “Dad is walking to the store.” In this sentence, is walking is an

example of the present progressive tense; it describes an ongoing action

happening at the time of the statement. To form the present progressive

tense, combine a present form of the verb be (am, is, or are depending on the

style of the narration and the number of subjects) with the -ing form of a

verb.

e Past Progressive

e past progressive tense describes actions that take place in the past over a

continuous period, oen at the same time something else occurred, as in the

following example: “Dad was walking to the store when the aliens landed.”

In this sentence, was walking is an example of the past progressive tense; it

shows that Dad walked for a continuous period at some point in the past.

is sentence also shows us that the alien landing occurred during the time

that Dad was walking. To form the past progressive tense, combine one the

past forms of the verb be (was or were depending on whether the subject is

singular or plural) with the -ing form of a verb.

e Future Progressive

e future progressive tense describes a continuous action that will take

place in the future, su as “Dad will be walking to work every day until

the car is fixed.” In this example, walking to work is an ongoing action that

Dad will be completing for an extended period. To create the future

progressive tense, combine will be or shall be with the -ing form of a verb. In

this tense, be does not ange forms based on the narration or the number of

subjects.



Figure 7.1 (subsequently) outlines some key aributes of the past, present,

and future progressive tenses.

Why the Progressive Verb Tenses Are Important
for Good Writing

e progressive verb tenses are important tools for clear and effective

writing because they allow authors to indicate the continuous nature of

certain events. Whether these ongoing events happened in the past, are

happening in the present, or will happen in the future, writers can add detail

and meaning to their works by using this tense. is level of detail is

difficult to aieve using only the basic past, present, and future tenses and

can be important to readers’ understanding of the text. To illustrate this

point, let’s look at Figure 7.2 (subsequently), whi shows how the verb

sprint appears in the past, present, and future tenses compared to the forms

it takes in the progressive tenses.

Figure 7.1   e Progressive Verb Tenses



Figure 7.2   Comparison of Verb Tenses

Published authors frequently take advantage of the additional levels of

meaning and detail the progressive verb forms offer. In the book The Batboy

(2010), author Mike Lupica used the past progressive to describe an ongoing

action in the past and to explain that the action was taking place when

another occurred: “As he and Finn were staing the boxes of gum and

sunflower seeds for the night, Brian said, ‘I don’t have a bat’ ” (p. 165).

Lupica used the past progressive were stacking not only to indicate that this

was a continuous action but also to show that this action provided the

context for Brian’s saying he didn’t have a bat to use when the two boys

were supposed to take baing practice on a major league baseball field.

Another example of an author utilizing a progressive verb is in Diary of a

Wimpy Kid: The Last Straw. Greg, the book’s narrator, discovers how mu

he likes bathrobes and then says, “Now I’m wondering what else I’m

missing out on” (Kinney, 2009, p. 8). In this sentence, I’m wondering is

wrien in the present progressive tense, indicating that Greg’s wondering is

an ongoing action that can continue indefinitely. e sentence suggests that

Greg’s surprise at how comfortable he finds bathrobes results in his

continuously wondering what else he might enjoy.

ese selections from The Batboy and Diary of a Wimpy Kid: The Last

Straw show ways authors use progressive verb tenses when they want to

indicate a continuous action. is concept is a tool that writers have in their

grammar toolboxes to cra detailed pieces that convey specific meanings.

Without progressive verb tenses, Lupica and Kinney would not have been



able to describe the situations in their books as clearly as they did. When

teaers present this concept to students, they want to help students

understand how to apply it to their own writing.

In the next section, we’ll again look inside Ms. Walker’s class and see how

she helps her students learn about and use progressive verb tenses.

 A Classroom Snapshot

Ms. Walker opens today’s lesson on the progressive verb tenses by standing

in the front of the room and holding up two index cards. She explains to her

fourth graders, “On the index card in my le hand, I need a subject. It can be

anything, any kind of noun you can think of.”

“A platypus!” a student calls out. Ms. Walker smiles and some other

students giggle.

“I’m writing a platypus on this card,” responds Ms. Walker. “at will be

my subject. Now I need a verb. Who has an idea for a verb?”

“Read,” answers another student.

“OK,” responds Ms. Walker, “on this card I’m writing read. We’re going to

create some descriptions of this platypus reading using ea of the

progressive verb tenses. Who can tell us something about those tenses?”

A number of students raise their hands; Ms. Walker calls on one near the

ba of the room, who says, “ey talk about an ongoing action.”

Ms. Walker nods, says that they’ll start with the present progressive tense,

and asks the students for an example of a sentence about a platypus reading

using that tense. A few students raise their hands immediately, and several

others follow. Ms. Walker calls on a girl who states, “e platypus is

reading.”

Ms. Walker compliments the student’s response and writes on the board,

“Present progressive: e platypus is reading.” She follows up by asking the

students for a version of this sentence in the past progressive tense. is

time, many hands go up quily. Ms. Walker pauses, perhaps slightly

surprised by the enthusiastic response, and then calls on a student who has

not yet spoken. He answers, “e platypus was reading.”



“OK. at’s a good start,” replies Ms. Walker. She writes on the board,

“Past progressive: e platypus was reading” and then asks the class,

“Remember how writers sometimes use the past progressive to talk about

two things that are happening at the same time?” Many students, including

the one who just responded, reply in the affirmative. “Can someone give us

an example of something that was happening at the same time that the

platypus was reading?”

e same student volunteers, “Lightning stru the house.”

Ms. Walker amends the sentence on the board to read, “Past progressive:

e platypus was reading when lightning stru the house.” “See the

difference?” she asks her students. “is sentence says the platypus was

reading and lightning stru during that time.” She reminds the students of

some other examples they looked at that week that have similar meanings.

“Now, how about the future progressive tense?” she asks. “Can anyone

describe the platypus reading in the future progressive?”

is time, even more hands go up. Ms. Walker scours the room for

students who have not yet contributed. She calls on a girl who answers, “e

platypus will be reading.”

Ms. Walker nods as she writes on the board, “Future progressive: e

platypus will be reading.” “is sentence,” she explains, “shows us that the

platypus will be reading for a continuous time in the future. We could add

other details to it if we wanted to make it say, for example, ‘e platypus

will be reading all summer’ or ‘e platypus will be reading during the

plane ride.’ ” Students ule at the description of the platypus’s actions.

Ms. Walker explains that the students will now do a similar activity in

groups. She tells the students that she’s going to break them up into groups

and that ea group will pi a subject and a verb from two stas of index

cards she has—one sta is subjects, and the other is verbs. She tells them

their job is to write a sentence in ea of the three progressive tenses, using

the subject and verb they select.

Ms. Walker organizes the 20 students into four groups of five and moves

around the room, eing in with them as they get started. One group

selects the subject teachers and the verb sing. When Ms. Walker asks



members of this group about the sentences they’ve come up with, she

allenges the students to revise their example of the past progressive tense

to describe two actions taking place at the same time: “Remember the

example we worked on together?” she asks. “We said something happened

while the platypus was reading. Talk together and see if you can come up

with a sentence that says something happened while the teaers were

singing.”

Ms. Walker walks away from that group and sits down next to another

group, listening to students’ ideas and offering feedba. Aer some time

has passed, all the groups are ready to share their sentences. e “teaers

singing” group goes first; here are the sentences they share with the class.

Present

Progressive:

e teaers are singing today.

Past Progressive: e teaers were singing when the power went

out.

Future Progressive: e teaers will be singing all day tomorrow.

Ms. Walker nods, pleased with the students’ work. She praises the

additional information this group added to the past progressive sentence:

“Saying that the teaers were singing when the power went out adds some

important detail because it tells us something that happened when they

were singing.” e students smile, proud of their work.

Aer the other groups share, Ms. Walker writes the following question on

the board: “Why do writers use progressive verb tenses?” She looks at the

class and then reads the question aloud. Student hands rise all over the

room, and Ms. Walker calls on a girl in the front of the room.

“ey show that something’s ongoing,” the student explains.

“OK,” says Ms. Walker, “but why is showing that something is ongoing

important?”



e same student replies, “I might want to say that I’m going to keep

doing something, like I’m going to be talking on the phone all night, so my

lile brother should stay out of my room.”

Recommendations for Teaing Students About
the Progressive Verb Tenses

In this section, I describe a step-by-step instructional process to use when

teaing students about the progressive verb tenses:

1. Show students literary examples of the progressive verb tenses.

2. Discuss why the writers of those pieces ose to use the progressive

verb tenses.

3. Have students create their own examples.

4. Ask students to use progressive verb tenses in their writing.

ese steps can be implemented over multiple days of instruction. Since

these instructional steps are intended to help students reflect on the

progressive verb tenses and apply their knowledge of this concept, it’s

important to provide students with a basic overview of the concept using the

information and examples in the beginning of this apter before beginning

the steps described.

1.  Show Students Literary Examples of the Progressive Verb

Tenses

I recommend showing students examples from ildren’s literature of ea

progressive verb tense; doing so shows that professional authors use these

verb tenses and helps students examine this grammatical concept in the

context of good writing, not just as something they need to memorize. In

addition, showing students these examples sets the stage for the next step, in

whi students discuss how the progressive tenses enhance these works.



Figure 7.3 (subsequently) shows some examples from literature of ea of the

progressive tenses that I’ve shown students.

2.  Discuss Why ese Authors Chose to Use Progressive Verb

Tenses

Aer showing students examples of ea progressive tense, the next step is

to discuss the benefits of using these tenses. I like to approa this by

explaining to students that there are no accidents in good writing;

everything writers do, they do with specific reasons in mind. I then remind

students that the key element of the progressive tenses is that they describe

continuous, or ongoing, action. We’ll look at ea example in Figure 7.3 and

describe why it’s important to know that ea action is continuous. For

example, when discussing the present progressive example from Voyage to

the Volcano, I’ll point out that the continuous action is heading and ask the

students why the author described this action as ongoing. During one su

conversation with a group of fourth graders, one student explained,

“[Heading] was ongoing because it’s something that was happening when

[the aracter] was talking. It was going on when [the aracter] said it.”

When talking about the past progressive example from Sideways Stories

from Wayside School, another student explained that grinning is the

continuous action in the sentence because “e author wanted to show that

D.J. was grinning the whole time he skipped up the stairs. He did it the

whole time, so that makes it ongoing.”



Figure 7.3   Examples of Progressive Tenses in Literature

3.  Have Students Create eir Own Examples

Aer students analyze why authors in selected published works use the

progressive tenses, it’s time to give them a ance to create their own. I

recommend asking students to create sentences in the past, present, and

future progressive tenses. Students can do this activity individually or in

groups, as Ms. Walker’s class did. I suggest asking students to use the same

subject and verb for ea sentence (as Ms. Walker did in her lesson); this

helps students see that the sentences are similar in some ways and different

in others. While the students create these sentences, e in with them to

gauge their progress. Once you’re pleased with their work, you can ask them

to share their sentences. As the students share, I recommend asking them to

continue to think about how these tenses are different and why they would

use ea one; this further strengthens the connection between this concept

and good writing.

4.  Ask Students to Use Progressive Verb Tenses in eir

Writing

e final step is to ask students to use progressive verb tenses in their own

writing. is step is important because it requires that students put into

practice the knowledge they’ve gained about these tenses. I recommend

asking students to write short fictional scenarios that use all three

progressive verb tenses. is gives students additional practice using the

tenses and requires them to use them in the context of an actual piece of

writing. Using the tenses in context helps the students understand the

benefits and enhances their awareness of why writers use them. If students

practice in a supported seing, they can more easily apply their knowledge

of these tenses to future pieces of writing.

Final oughts on the Progressive Verb Tenses



e following information summarizes major points from this apter,

including what this grammatical concept is, why it’s important for good

writing, and how one might tea it for maximum effectiveness.

♦  e progressive verb tenses are included in Common Core Language

Standard 4.1.

♦  ere are three progressive verb tenses: the past progressive, present

progressive, and future progressive.

♦  e progressive verb tenses describe continuous, or ongoing, actions.

♦  e progressive verb tenses are important tools for effective writing

because they allow authors to indicate the continuous nature of certain

events.

♦  When teaing students about the progressive verb tenses, do these

four things:

–  Show students literary examples of the progressive verb tenses.

–  Discuss why the writers of those pieces ose to use the progressive

verb tenses.

–  Have students create their own examples.

–  Ask students to use progressive verb tenses in their writing.

Figure 7.4 depicts this instructional process in an easy-to-follow flowart.

Figure 7.4   Progressive Verb Tenses Instructional Flowart



Bonus Tips for Support

If students need extra support understanding the progressive verb tenses, try

these steps:

♦  Begin by showing students the example sentences of the progressive

verb tenses in Figure 7.1.

–  Present progressive: Dad is walking to the store.

–  Present progressive: Dad was walking to the store when the aliens

landed.

–  Future progressive: Dad will be walking to work every day until the

car is fixed.

♦  To help students begin to understand the differences in these tenses, ask

them to draw a picture of ea sentence. is can help them visualize

how the actions described in these sentences vary.

♦  Talk with students about the differences in how the actions in these

sentences are described.

♦  Explain what kind of action ea progressive verb tense describes, using

the information in the “What It Does” section in Figure 7.1.

♦  Discuss with students how the past progressive, present progressive,

and future progressive tenses are formed.

♦  Once students understand these ideas, they can begin the instructional

process described in this apter.
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Why Writers Use Modal Auxiliaries

What Are Modal Auxiliaries?

Common Core Language Standard 4.1 addresses the study of modal

auxiliaries, calling for students to “Use the modal auxiliaries (e.g., can, may,

must) to convey various conditions” (Common Core Standards, 2010). In this

apter, we will examine what modal auxiliaries are and why they’re

important tools for effective writing.

e modal auxiliaries are will, would, shall, should, can, could, may,

might, must, and ought to. ese words are verbs used (together with other

verbs) to “convey conditions of probability, possibility, obligation, or

necessity” (Kolln & Funk, 2009, p. 75). For example, combining cook with

various modal auxiliaries yields different situations depending on whi

modal auxiliary is used. “I will cook” suggests a different circumstance than

“I should cook.” In the first sentence, the speaker is expressing definite plans

to cook; in the second sentence, that person may feel a responsibility to cook

but ultimately decide not to. Another example is “I must cook,” whi

suggests that the speaker is required to cook and does not have a oice.

Figure 8.1 summarizes some major points about modal auxiliaries.



Why Modal Auxiliaries Are Important to Good
Writing

Modal auxiliaries are important tools for effective writing; without them,

writers would have difficulty accurately describing particular situations. For

example, modal auxiliaries let readers know how likely it is that something

will occur (“I might go” vs. “I will go”) and whether the speaker is being

forced to do something (“I can do it” vs. “I must do it”). Because of the

impact modal auxiliaries can have on a meaning of a piece, it’s important

that writers not only use them but also use them correctly. Replacing one

modal auxiliary with another and comparing the resulting meanings

illustrates the power of modal auxiliaries. e sentence “I should learn

Spanish” creates a mu different situation than “I must learn Spanish” does.

In the sentence with must, the speaker feels required to learn Spanish; the

sentence containing should suggests learning Spanish would be a good idea.

Figure 8.1   Modal Auxiliaries

To further illustrate the importance of modal auxiliaries, let’s look at how

published writers use them and how the meanings of their works would

ange with different modal auxiliaries. In omas Rowell’s novel How to

Eat Fried Worms, a aracter named Billy says that if he were to ride his

motorized minibike into ur, “My parents would kill me” (Rowell, 1973,

p. 28). is sentence contains the modal auxiliary would, whi illustrates



that Billy believes his parents would definitely kill him if he were to

hypothetically ride his minibike into ur. If the sentence read, “My

parents might kill me,” Billy would be expressing uncertainty about what

would happen. is phrasing isn’t as strong as the original usage; it leaves

room for doubt about the outcome.

In the novel The Last Last-Day-of-Summer, author Lamar Giles used the

modal auxiliary must to convey a feeling of certainty. When main aracters

Oo and Sheen go exploring on the last day of summer vacation, they meet

a mysterious man named Mr. Flux who tells them “It must seem like there

just aren’t enough hours in a day” (Giles, 2019, p. 11) to accomplish all that

they would like to do. Changing the modal auxiliary in this sentence would

significantly impact its meaning and tone. For example, replacing must with

a different modal auxiliary su as could or might would result in a revised

version of the sentence that does not possess the same forcefulness as the

original. e sentence it “It could seem like there just aren’t enough hours in

the day” expresses that the situation is possible; the original version using

the modal auxiliary must leaves no doubt.

e modal auxiliaries that Rowell and Giles use allow them to express

situations accurately and to ensure that readers understand the moods that

the aracters want to convey. Rowell’s use of the modal auxiliary would

shows how upset Billy’s parents would be if Billy rode his minibike into

ur, and Giles’s use of must indicates the certainty that Mr. Flux feels

about Oo and Sheen’s experiences. In these examples, modal auxiliaries are

important tools that allow writers to express what they want to say. In both

cases, anging the modal auxiliaries altered the meanings of the sentences.

When teaers discuss modal auxiliaries with students, they will want to

help them understand what modal auxiliaries are, why they’re important,

and how anging them can have an impact on a piece’s meaning. Let’s look

at how Ms. Walker helps her fourth-grade students understand the

importance of modal auxiliaries.

 A Classroom Snapshot



Ms. Walker’s students enter the classroom and see the sentence “I might

play basketball aer sool today” on the whiteboard. Students inquire

about the sentence, and Ms. Walker explains, “I want to show you

something about this sentence.” She directs the students to the word might

and explains that it is a key word in this sentence. “If I ange this word,”

she explains, “I can ange a lot about the sentence.”

She rewrites the sentence on the board (below the previous one) so it

reads, “I will play basketball aer sool today” and asks the students how

the new sentence is different from the previous one.

“is [new sentence] says will,” responds a student, “so it’s going to

happen.”

Ms. Walker nods and responds, “e word will anges the meaning.

Might means something can happen. Will means it definitely is going to

happen. ese words, might and will, are part of a group of words called the

modal auxiliaries.”

Ms. Walker distributes a handout to the students. It says Modal

Auxiliaries on the top and lists ea of the modal auxiliaries underneath. As

she does this, she explains that she is giving them a list of all the modal

auxiliaries. “ese are all words you can use to show something about a

situation,” she explains. “You might use one of these words to show how

likely it is that something will happen, as in our example about playing

basketball aer sool.” She takes a few minutes and discusses all the modal

auxiliaries (will, would, shall, should, can, could, may, might, must, and

ought to) with the students, noting differences in their meanings.

en Ms. Walker tells the students they’re going to look at how some

writers use modal auxiliaries in the books they’ve wrien. She distributes a

handout headed Examples from Literature of Modal Auxiliaries. Underneath

the heading are the following two excerpts from ildren’s novels:

1. “Mom looked me straight in the eye. ‘Because your father will never

grow up,’ she said.” (from Dear Mr. Henshaw, by Beverly Cleary)

2. “He could dance to pay for what I ate.” (from The Miraculous Journey

of Edward Tulane, by Kate DiCamillo)



Ms. Walker reads the sentences aloud as the students follow along and

then asks if anyone can locate the modal auxiliary in the first sentence. She

encourages the students to look at the handout she gave them with the

modal auxiliaries on it before responding.

e students look over this sheet and then several raise their hands. Ms.

Walker calls on a student who says, “e modal auxiliary is will.”

“at’s right,” responds Ms. Walker. “Let’s think about what this sentence

would be like with a different modal auxiliary. Can someone tell us another

one?”

A student raises his hand and asks, “How about might?”

“OK. Let’s try it with might,” replies Ms. Walker. She writes on the board,

“Mom looked me straight in the eye. ‘Because your father might never grow

up,’ she said.” Ms. Walker underlines might to make it stand out to the

students. “How is saying someone might never grow up different from

saying they will never grow up?”

One student volunteers a response: “Might never means it’s still possible.

Will never means it can’t happen. ere’s no ance.”

Ms. Walker nods and elaborates on the student’s statement, further

discussing the meanings of those modal auxiliaries. She then tells the

students to turn their aention to the next sentence on the handout (“He

could dance to pay for what I ate.”). She asks them to rewrite this sentence

from The Miraculous Journey of Edward Tulane with a different modal

auxiliary.

e students work on this, and Ms. Walker moves around the room,

looking to see if anyone needs help. Once all students appear to have

finished, Ms. Walker asks if anyone would like to share a response with the

class.

Many hands shoot into the air; Ms. Walker calls on a student toward the

ba of the room, who says, “I wrote, ‘He must dance to pay for what I ate.’ ”

“You anged the modal auxiliary to must,” replies Ms. Walker. “How do

you think this anges the meaning?”

“Now he has to dance,” the student answers. “Before, it was something

that just could happen.”



Recommendations for Teaing Students About
the Modal Auxiliaries

In this section, I describe a step-by-step instructional process to use when

teaing students about modal auxiliaries:

1. Show students examples of modal auxiliaries from literature.

2. Have students ange the modal auxiliaries in these works and discuss

the new meanings.

3. Ask students to create their own examples of modal auxiliaries.

4. Have students ange these examples and analyze the anges.

ese steps were designed to help students understand the power that

modal auxiliaries can have on a piece of writing. By anging modal

auxiliaries and discussing the impact of those anges, students can learn

why this grammatical concept is an important tool for good writing. Before

beginning these steps, make sure to provide students with an overview of

modal auxiliaries using the information at the beginning of this apter.

1.  Show Students Examples of Modal Auxiliaries From

Literature

Aer you introduce the basic elements of modal auxiliaries, I recommend

showing students examples of how published writers use this concept. Doing

this lets students see what modal auxiliaries look like in practice and helps

illustrate the importance of this grammatical concept to good writing. I

recommend providing students with a handout, as Ms. Walker did, of

examples from published texts. Notice how Ms. Walker’s examples used

different modal auxiliaries; this is an effective practice because it shows

students that writers use a variety of modal auxiliaries and provides

opportunities to compare the sentences. Any of the examples of modal

auxiliaries from this apter can be good ones to show fourth graders.



2. Have Students Change the Modal Auxiliaries and Discuss the

New Meanings

I recommend asking students to ange published sentences by replacing the

modal auxiliaries. Replacing the modal auxiliaries in these sentences allows

students to compare the new sentences with the existing ones and helps

them understand how mu modal auxiliaries can impact the meaning of a

piece. For example, Ms. Walker and her students anged the statement

“Because your father will never grow up” from Beverly Cleary’s novel Dear

Mr. Henshaw to “Because your father might never grow up” and discussed

that the modal auxiliary might creates a different situation than will does. To

help students do this activity, I recommend doing an example with them and

discussing it as a class. If the students seem to be comfortable with the

concept, have them work in small groups or individually to ange the

modal auxiliaries in other sentences.

3.  Ask Students to Create eir Own Examples of Modal

Auxiliaries

Aer students have anged the modal auxiliaries in published works, ask

them to create their own sentences that include modal auxiliaries. is gives

students practice using modal auxiliaries in their own writing, whi is

important because they should ultimately be able to apply this concept to

their own work. Before students create these sentences, I recommend

reminding them of the variety of modal auxiliaries and the wide range of

meanings they represent. You can do this by reviewing the published works

they anged and the new meanings that resulted. is can help emphasize

that writers use different modal auxiliaries depending on the message they

want to communicate.

4.  Have Students Change ese Examples and Analyze the

Changes

Finally, ask students to ange the examples they created and analyze the

new meanings those anges created. is is similar to what the students did



with the published works, except this time they will use their own writing.

Because the students will ange their own work, they will see how mu

modal auxiliaries alter the meaning of writing. I recommend providing

students with a form that asks them to write the original sentence and the

anged sentence, ea with the modal auxiliary underlined, and then

analyze the differences in the meanings of the two sentences. Figure 8.2 is an

example of one student’s work on this kind of activity. Note that the student

used different modal auxiliaries to vary the meanings of the sentences he

wrote. His first sentence states that Congress declared the Continental Army

would be made up of volunteer soldiers; his revised version of that sentence

states that Congress declared the Continental Army ought to be made up of

volunteer soldiers. His follow-up response shows his understanding of the

difference in the meanings of these two passages. He explains that anging

would to ought to anges the statement from something that will happen to

something that someone believes should happen.

Figure 8.2   Student Modal Auxiliary Activity



Access the supplemental downloads (see page vii) for a blank,

reproducible version of the form used for the student work in Figure 8.2.

Final oughts on Modal Auxiliaries

e following information summarizes major points from this apter,

including what this grammatical concept is, why it’s important for good

writing, and how one might tea it for maximum effectiveness.

♦  Modal auxiliaries are included in Common Core Language Standard

4.1.

♦  e modal auxiliaries are will, would, shall, should, can, could, may,

might, must, and ought to.

♦  e modal auxiliaries are verbs used (together with other verbs) to

“convey conditions of probability, possibility, obligation, or necessity”

(Kolln & Funk, 2009, p. 75).

♦  Changing the modal auxiliary in a sentence can alter its meaning. For

example, something that can happen can become something that must

happen.

♦  When teaing modal auxiliaries, remember to do the following:

–  Show students examples of modal auxiliaries from literature.

–  Have students ange the modal auxiliaries in these works and

discuss the new meanings.

–  Ask students to create their own examples.

–  Have students ange these examples and analyze the anges.



Figure 8.3   Modal Auxiliaries Instructional Flowart

Figure 8.3 depicts this instructional process in an easy-to-follow flowart.

Bonus Tips for Support

If students need extra support understanding modal auxiliaries, try these

steps:

♦  Show students similar sentences whose meanings are impacted by the

modal auxiliaries they contain. Highlight the modal auxiliaries in the

sentences. For example, you might show students the four sentences in

Figure 8.1 about going to a party:

–  I will go to the party aer I eat lun.

–  I should go to the party, but I don’t want to.

–  I can go to the party because I’ve finished my ores.

–  I must go to the party because my parents are making me.

♦  Explain to students that the highlighted words are examples of modal

auxiliaries.

♦  Talk with students about the function of modal auxiliaries, explaining

that they are verbs used together with other verbs to convey certain

conditions.

♦  Share examples of times you’ve used modal auxiliaries in your life and

invite students to think about situations in whi they’ve used this

concept in their lives.

♦  Once students understand these ideas and can complete these steps,

they can begin the instructional process described in this apter.
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Remaking Writing With Prepositional

Phrases

What Are Prepositional Phrases?

Common Core Language Standard 4.1 calls for students to “Form and use

prepositional phrases” (Common Core Standards, 2010). As we’ll see in this

apter, prepositional phrases are key grammatical concepts that are

important to effective writing and are useful tools for our students to

understand whether or not our teaing is directly aligned with the

Common Core. A prepositional phrase is a group of words that begins with

a preposition and ends with a noun or pronoun, whi is called the object of

the preposition. Prepositions are used to show relationships between words

in a sentence, su as where something is located or when something

happened. For example, in the sentence “I ran across the street,” “across the

street” is a prepositional phrase; across is the preposition and street is the

object of the preposition. In this sentence, the prepositional phrase tells

readers where the person ran. Prepositional phrases can also tell when

something happened, as in the following example: “Aer the game, we ate

ice cream.” In this example, “aer the game” is the prepositional phrase; after

is the preposition and game is the object of the preposition.



To create and use prepositional phrases, students need to know what

prepositions are. Figure 9.1 (subsequently) is a list of 20 frequently used

prepositions to get students started thinking about this concept.

Armed with knowledge of prepositions, students can practice forming

prepositional phrases and ultimately applying them to their writing. Figure

9.2 summarizes some key points regarding prepositional phrases:

Figure 9.1   Frequently Used Prepositions

Figure 9.2   Prepositional Phrases

Why Prepositional Phrases Are Important to Good
Writing

Writers use prepositional phrases to add detail to their work, expanding on

basic sentences so they provide readers with more information. If

prepositional phrases are removed from a sentence, it will probably still



make sense, but it won’t have the same level of detail. Test this with a

sentence from Figure 9.2: “We are having a picnic behind the house.” If the

prepositional phrase behind the house is removed, the sentence just says,

“We’re having a picnic.” is new sentence still makes sense, but it no longer

tells readers where the picnic is taking place. Depending on the situation, the

location of this picnic could be very important. Perhaps no one is allowed in

front of the house, so the picniers decided to have a picnic behind the

house instead. Writers can use prepositional phrases to express su

information clearly.

Some published writers use prepositional phrases to add details to their

work. In the novel A Long Pitch Home, author Natalie Dias Lorenzi has

narrator and protagonist Bilal employ a prepositional phrase in the sentence

“My mother’s voice calls from the kiten” (Lorenzi, 2016, p. 33). e

prepositional phrase “from the kiten” adds important detail and imagery

to the text. With that phrase, the sentence allows the reader to clearly

understand the action in the sentence. Since the prepositional phrase

communicates where the sound originated, readers can develop thorough

understandings of the situation. Without the prepositional phrase, this

sentence would read “My mothers voice calls.” While this sentence conveys

basic information, it does not possess the important detail and contextual

information that contribute to the effectiveness of the sentence. e

prepositional phrase from the kiten helps us understand the sentence’s

events to an extent that we would not if Lorenzi ose not to use it.

Prepositional phrases are so important to good writing that sometimes

writers use two of them in one sentence, as in this example from Ja

Gantos’s book Joey Pigza Loses Control: “In the morning Dad came into my

room” (Gantos, 2000, p. 34). e first prepositional phrase, in the morning,

tells readers when this event took place, and into my room tells where it

happened. Without these prepositional phrases, the entire sentence would be

“Dad came,” a basic sentence laing in detail. Gantos used these two

prepositional phrases to provide important details and give readers a mu

clearer picture of what’s going on.



As Lorenzi’s and Gantos’s examples illustrate, prepositional phrases are

important tools for adding details to writing. Prepositional phrases aren’t

necessary for sentences to exist—all the examples we’ve discussed would be

functional sentences with or without prepositional phrases. However, those

sentences would be very vague and laing in detail if the authors had not

osen to include at least one prepositional phrase to provide important

information. In her fourth-grade classroom, Ms. Walker helps her students

understand the importance of prepositional phrases.

 A Classroom Snapshot

Ms. Walker begins today’s class by directing her students’ aention to an

excerpt from Carl Hiaasen’s novel Chomp that she has wrien on the board:

“Her dad was furiously asing her around the Walmart parking lot”

(Hiaasen, 2012, p. 122).

“It’s kind of a funny place to ase someone,” Ms. Walker says, smiling, as

some of the students laugh, “but this sentence has a lot to do with what

we’re studying: prepositional phrases.”

In the past two classes, Ms. Walker and her students have discussed

prepositional phrases by talking about high-frequency prepositions and the

structure of a prepositional phrase. In today’s class, they’re going to talk

about why prepositional phrases are especially useful for making writing

effective.

“Can someone help us find a prepositional phrase here?” asks Ms. Walker,

pointing to the text wrien on the board. Approximately half of the 20

students raise a hand; Ms. Walker calls on a student who correctly identifies

around the Walmart parking lot as a prepositional phrase. Ms. Walker

explains why she wrote that excerpt on the board. “I wanted you to see an

example of a prepositional phrase,” she says, “but I also want you to notice

that this is from a published book.” She continues to explain that

professional writers frequently use prepositional phrases to add detail to the

things they write, su as where or when something happened.



Next, Ms. Walker asks the students how this excerpt from Chomp would

read without the prepositional phrase. A student raises his hand and states,

“Her dad was furiously asing her.” Ms. Walker praises his response and

asks a follow-up question: “How do you think that’s different from what’s

wrien on the board?”

e student responds, “It doesn’t tell you where he’s asing her.”

Ms. Walker nods as she points to around the Walmart parking lot from

the original text. She explains that the prepositional phrase, although only a

few words long, is important because it says where the event is happening.

“Now, what do you think would happen if someone anged the

prepositional phrase?” Ms. Walker asks. e students are silent at first, so she

asks a follow-up question: “Would the sentence be the same?”

“No,” a student responds, “it would be different.”

Ms. Walker asks how it would be different, to whi the student replies,

“Like, it could say he ased her somewhere else instead of the Walmart

parking lot.”

Ms. Walker nods vigorously and builds off this student’s response,

explaining to the class that anging the prepositional phrase could state

that the action happened somewhere else or even at a different time. “e

sentence might say ‘Her dad was furiously asing her aer dinner.’ at

would tell us when this happened,” she states. Ms. Walker organizes the

students into groups of five and says that ea group will use a different

prepositional phrase to write a new version of the excerpt from Chomp.

e students begin working, and Ms. Walker circulates around the room,

listening to discussions and commenting when necessary. Once she has

eed with ea group, Ms. Walker announces that it’s time to share the

results of the activity. She calls on individual groups to share their new

passages, ea of whi is listed in the following table.



Ms. Walker notes that two groups used prepositional phrases to say where

this event took place, and two others used them to express when, explaining

that this emphasizes the wide range of details prepositional phrases can add.

She concludes by telling the students that, in future classes, they’ll be talking

more about adding prepositional phrases to their writing and that doing so

can add important information to the texts they create.

Recommendations for Teaing Students About
Prepositional Phrases

In this section, I describe a step-by-step instructional process to use when

teaing students about prepositional phrases:

1. Show students how published authors use prepositional phrases.

2. Help students remove the prepositional phrases in published pieces and

substitute new ones.

3. Have students add prepositional phrases to examples of “bland”

writing.

4. Ask students to look for ways to apply prepositional phrases to their

own work.

is instructional process was designed to help students understand that

prepositional phrases are important tools writers use to add detail to their

works. Ea step is intended to illustrate that altering the prepositional

phrases in a piece can ange its meaning and level of detail. Because these



steps were designed to help students apply their understanding of

prepositional phrases, use the information at the beginning of this apter to

ensure that students understand the fundamentals of prepositions and

prepositional phrases before beginning this instructional process.

1.  Show Students How Published Authors Use Prepositional

Phrases

I recommend beginning by showing students examples of how published

writers use prepositional phrases in their work. Providing examples of works

that are enhanced by prepositional phrases helps students understand the

important tool that prepositional phrases can be. Talk with students about

the kinds of details the prepositional phrases add. For example, do they tell

where an event took place? Do they explain when it happened? Asking

questions su as this helps students consider the kinds of information

prepositional phrases can add to a sentence. Many kinds of texts, ranging

from picture books to novels, contain prepositional phrases. e examples of

published texts that contain prepositional phrases featured in this apter

can work well with many fourth-grade classes, but I also encourage you to

find some examples that might be especially interesting to your students.

2.  Help Students Remove the Prepositional Phrases in

Published Pieces and Substitute New Ones

I recommend working with the students to help them remove the

prepositional phrase (or phrases) in the published examples and substitute

new ones. Removing them helps the students see how mu detail

prepositional phrases provide, and substituting new ones shows how mu

anging this information can alter a sentence’s meaning. First, ask the

students what the published sentence you’ve shown them would be like

without its prepositional phrase. en write that sentence next to the

original one so the students can clearly see the difference. When recently

working with a group of fourth graders on prepositional phrases, I placed a

book on the document projector so the students could clearly see its title: It

Happened on a Train. is book, one of the Brixton Brothers mysteries by



Mac Barne, has a prepositional phrase in its title. I wrote the title on the

board and then asked the students what it would be like without that

prepositional phrase. We discussed that the adjusted title, It Happened,

would not provide nearly as mu detail as the existing title. ough It

Happened on a Train suggests to readers that some kind of important event

took place on a train, It Happened doesn’t really provide any kind of

interesting or useful information.

Aer you work with the students to remove the prepositional phrase from

the text you’ve selected, ask them to replace the old prepositional phrase

with a new one. is can be done individually or in small groups. Ms.

Walker’s students did this in small groups in her lesson; you’ll want to make

the decision you feel best fits the personality of your class. When I did this

activity with It Happened on a Train, students worked individually and

created a range of examples, including “It Happened With a Zombie” and “It

Happened During My Swim Meet.” Aer your students create their

examples, make sure you discuss the new meanings with them, including

what kinds of details the prepositional phrases add and whether those

prepositional phrases tell where or when an event took place.

3. Have Students Add Prepositional Phrases to Examples of

“Bland” Writing

One effective way to help students understand the usefulness of

prepositional phrases is to present them with an example of “bland” writing

and have them add details to it, using prepositional phrases to add some of

those details. When I do this with students, I create a short, basic text with

very lile description and ask students to rewrite it with more detail, using

at least three prepositional phrases in their rewrites and underlining the

prepositional phrases. Aer the students expand on the original text, I ask

them to reflect on the differences between the pieces.

Figure 9.3 (page 97) shows Henry’s work on this activity; he turned the

original text into an entertaining and detailed story that includes a variety of

prepositional phrases, su as “at a monster,” “on his lawn,” and “to the

crimestoppers station.”



e supplemental downloads that accompany this book (see page vii)

include a template for this activity for your own use.

Aer students have completed this activity, ask them to share their

passages. If you have access to a document projector, I recommend having

students place their work on it so the others can follow along and take note

of the prepositional phrases included in their peers’ texts. is can further

help students understand the different kinds of details prepositional phrases

can add, offering another illustration of how using different prepositional

phrases can totally reshape the meaning of a piece. Once the students have

discussed the examples they’ve created and the prepositional phrases in

them, I recommend asking the students to consider, in writing, how

prepositional phrases can help writers improve their work. Figure 9.4 (page

98) shows Henry’s response to the question “In your own words, how can

prepositional phrases help writers improve their works?” He notes that

prepositional phrases can add more details to an existing passage and add

more “interest/action.”

Figure 9.3   Prepositional Phrases Activity



Figure 9.4   Reflection on Prepositional Phrases Activity

Ask Students to Look for Ways to Apply Prepositional Phrases

to eir Own Work

e final step is to ask students to look for ways to apply prepositional

phrases to their own work. If students are currently working on a particular

writing project, I recommend asking them to examine it for any sections of

text that could benefit from additional detail and mark those examples. Aer

they identify these sections, ask students to use some prepositional phrases

to add appropriate details. I recommend conferencing with the students

while they do this so you can talk with them about whi sections can

benefit from extra detail and whi prepositional phrases would be best

included in those sections. Prepositional phrases can add detail to any genre

of writing—short stories, poems, persuasive essays, and informational

reports can all benefit from them.

Final oughts on Prepositional Phrases



e following information summarizes major points from this apter,

including what this grammatical concept is, why it’s important for good

writing, and how one might tea it for maximum effectiveness.

♦  Prepositional phrases are included in Common Core Language

Standard 4.1.

♦  A prepositional phrase is a group of words that begins with a

preposition and ends with a noun or pronoun, whi is called the object

of the preposition.

♦  Some common prepositions are above, behind, and during.

♦  Some prepositional phrases that feature those prepositions are above

the ground, behind the car, and during the game.

♦  Writers use prepositional phrases to add details to their work.

♦  When teaing students about prepositional phrases, try these four

things:

–  Show students how published authors use prepositional phrases.

–  Help students remove the prepositional phrases in published pieces

and substitute new ones.

–  Have students add prepositional phrases to examples of “bland”

writing.

–  Ask students to look for ways to apply prepositional phrases to their

own work.

Figure 9.5 depicts this instructional process in an easy-to-follow flowart.

Bonus Tips for Support

If students need extra support understanding prepositional phrases, try these

steps:

♦  Show students examples of sentences containing prepositional phrases.

♦  Identify the prepositional phrases in the sentences and explain that they

are tools used to add detail to a piece of writing.



♦  Talk with students about the details added by the specific prepositional

phrases in the examples you showed them.

♦  Discuss with students the features of prepositional phrases, first

explaining that a prepositional phrase begins with a preposition.

♦  Show students the high-frequency prepositions depicted in Figure 9.1.

♦  Next, explain that a prepositional phrase ends with a noun or pronoun

called the object of a preposition.

♦  Show students some examples of prepositional phrases, su as those

listed in the “What are some examples?” section in Figure 9.2.

♦  Give students additional examples of sentences containing

prepositional phrases.

♦  Ask students to identify the prepositional phrases in these sentences

and reflect on what kinds of information they add to the sentence.

♦  Once students understand these ideas and can complete these steps,

they can begin the instructional process described in this apter.

Figure 9.5   Prepositional Phrases Instructional Flowart
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Guidelines for Capitalization Use

What Are the Guidelines for Capitalization Use?

Common Core Language Standard 4.2 addresses the importance of

capitalization. e standard’s overaring statement calls for students to

“Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English

capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing,” and its first

subheading specifically states students need to “Use correct capitalization”

(Common Core Standards, 2010).

Given the emphasis this standard places on capitalization, students need

to master key guidelines for correct capitalization use. Although there are a

number of rules about capital leers, this apter focuses on some major

ones that are likely to be relevant to the needs of fourth-grade writers:

♦  Capitalize the first leer of the first word in a sentence.

♦  Capitalize the pronoun I.

♦  Capitalize proper nouns—specific names of people, places, and things.

♦  Capitalize titles that come before names.

♦  Capitalize days of the week, months of the year, and holidays.

♦  Capitalize the names of countries, nationalities, and specific languages.



If students master these rules, they’ll be on tra for demonstrating

command of standard English capitalization in their writing. Figure 10.1

provides examples of these six capitalization rules.

Figure 10.1 Key Capitalization Rules and Examples

Why Capitalization Is Important to Good Writing

e capitalization rules are important to good writing for two main, related

reasons: they provide clarity and enhance the reader’s experience. A piece

with correct capitalization gets the author’s message across and doesn’t

distract or confuse readers. In this section, we’ll look at ea reason in more

detail, using examples from published works for support.

Clarity



When writers follow capitalization rules, they ensure that their work makes

sense. I like to use examples related to the capitalization of proper nouns to

illustrate this to students. When discussing capitalization recently with a

group of fourth graders, I showed them the following example from an

article in Sports Illustrated for Kids about two professional basketball teams,

the Miami Heat and Oklahoma City under: “Oklahoma City was le

wondering what anges it should make to beat the Heat in the future”

(Repani, 2012, p. 23). We discussed that Heat is capitalized in this sentence

because it’s a proper noun; it names a professional basketball team. If the

article instead read heat, it would refer to warm temperatures, not the NBA

team. Readers might think the article was talking about people in Oklahoma

City trying to cool down from the warm temperature outside rather than

one basketball team trying to defeat another.

Enhance Readers’ Experience

Proper capitalization use helps readers enjoy a piece of writing without

being distracted by mistakes. Capitalization mistakes result in readers

spending more time deciphering the mistakes than enjoying the writing. In

the following example from the mystery novel It Happened on a Train,

author Mac Barne used punctuation and capitalization to show where one

sentence ends and another begins: “Steve’s skin was starting to sting. His

head throbbed” (Barne, 2011, p. 150). If this passage instead read, “Steve’s

skin was starting to sting. his head throbbed,” readers would probably be

confused because his does not begin with a capital leer. ey might

wonder if the author meant to use this word to start a new sentence.

As these examples illustrate, correct capitalization helps a piece of writing

make sense and maximizes readers’ enjoyment of the work. Next, we’ll look

at Ms. Walker’s classroom instruction and see how she helps her students

master capitalization.

 A Classroom Snapshot



As Ms. Walker’s students enter the classroom, they take note of the sentence

from Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone wrien on the whiteboard:

“Harry clambered on to his Nimbus Two ousand” (Rowling, 1997, p. 185).

“Are we talking about Harry Poer today?” a student calls out excitedly.

“We’re talking more about capitalization today,” Ms. Walker replies, “but

we’ll use Harry Poer to get started.”

Ms. Walker’s class has been discussing capitalization, in connection with

Common Core Language Standard 4.2, for the past few classes. ey’ve

talked about key capitalization rules, su as those listed in the beginning of

this apter, and looked at examples of ea of them. In today’s class, Ms.

Walker hopes to use literature to engage her students in a discussion of

capitalization. When I met with her before this lesson, she told me she

wanted the students to consider why some words are capitalized, as this can

help the students see how authors put capitalization rules into practice.

Because she had used Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone as a read-aloud

at the beginning of the sool year and so many of her students had enjoyed

it, Ms. Walker felt this would be a good text from whi to oose some

examples.

Now let’s return to this lesson on capitalization. Ms. Walker explains that

they’re going to use this sentence, and some other examples from this book,

to discuss capitalization. “We’re going to talk about whi words are

capitalized and why J.K. Rowling capitalized them,” she says. Aer stating

this, Ms. Walker asks if any students can identify an example of

capitalization in this sentence.

Hands fly up all over the classroom, and Ms. Walker calls on a student

siing toward the ba of the room, who says, “e h in Harry is

capitalized.”

Ms. Walker follows up: “And why is the h in Harry capitalized?”

Students again raise their hands; Ms. Walker calls on a female student

near the front of the class: “It’s the first word [in the sentence], and it’s a

name.”

“ose are two good reasons why it’s capitalized,” Ms. Walker explains.

“Even if Harry wasn’t the first word in the sentence, it still would start with



a capital leer because it’s someone’s name. ere are more capital leers in

this sentence; can anyone tell us any of those?”

Hands once again sprout up; a student explains, “All the words in Nimbus

Two Thousand are capitalized.”

“Yes, all the first leers of all those words are capitalized,” Ms. Walker

states. “Why do you think that is?”

e same student replies, “Nimbus Two Thousand is the name of Harry’s

broom, so it’s capitalized.”

“And because it’s the name of his broom, that makes it what?” Ms. Walker

asks.

Several students call out, “A proper noun!”

“at’s right,” responds Ms. Walker. “Nimbus Two Thousand is a proper

noun, so its first leers are capitalized.” She motions to the sentence again

and provides further explanation. “In this sentence, the first leer in Harry is

capitalized because it begins the sentence and is someone’s name. e first

leers in the words Nimbus Two Thousand are all capitalized because that’s

the name of Harry’s broom. We’re going to work with one more sentence

from Harry Potter,” she says, smiling, as some students eer.

Ms. Walker writes on the board, “Before Ron could answer, Professor

Flitwi appeared at Malfoy’s elbow” (Rowling, 1997, p. 165) and explains

that she is going to underline all the capitalized words and ask volunteers to

explain why those words are capitalized. She says that, aer the students

share these reasons, she’ll write those explanations under the words. Ms.

Walker proceeds to underline Before, Ron, Professor, Flitwick, and Malfoy.

She turns ba to the class and asks, “Can anyone tell us why the first leer

in Before is capitalized?”

A student raises her hand and explains, “Because it starts the sentence.”

“Right,” replies Ms. Walker; she writes the words starts sentence on the

board underneath Before.

“How about Ron?” she asks. “Why is that capitalized?”

Another student volunteers: “It’s capitalized because it’s his name.”

Ms. Walker nods and then writes name underneath the word Ron. “What

about Professor? Why is that one capitalized?” she asks the class.



e students hesitate, so Ms. Walker takes this opportunity to remind

them: “It’s a job title that comes before a name. Kind of like Coa Smith,”

she says. “Professor is a job title and Flitwick is the professor’s name. at’s

not always an easy thing to remember. You capitalize titles that come before

names, just like this one.” Ms. Walker proceeds to write title under the word

Professor and name under Flitwick. “Now we have one more capitalized

word: Malfoy!”

Students jokingly boo Harry Poer’s nemesis, Draco Malfoy, while one

smiles and says, “It’s a name.”

“Yes, a name,” says Ms. Walker as she writes name under the word

Malfoy. “Very nice job today,” she says. “Everyone did a really good job

saying why these words are capitalized. You’re really geing these

capitalization rules.”

Recommendations for Teaing Students About
Capitalization Use

In this section, I describe a step-by-step instructional process to use when

teaing students about capitalization:

1. Show students examples from published texts and discuss the

capitalization with them.

2. Give students examples of uncapitalized text and have them correct the

examples.

3. Ask students to explain the corrections they made.

4. Have students focus on capitalization when editing and analyzing their

own writing.

ese instructional steps were designed to help students apply their

knowledge of capitalization rules, so use the information at the beginning of

this apter to ensure that students understand the fundamentals of

capitalization before beginning this process. e goal is to help students



think about why writers use capitalization in the ways they do; reflecting on

this topic can help students understand why capitalization is important to

effective writing and help them correctly implement it in their own work.

1. Show Students Examples From Published Texts and Discuss

the Capitalization With em

Ms. Walker’s work with her students in the Classroom Snapshot is an

example of this step: she showed her students examples from Harry Potter

and the Sorcerer’s Stone (Rowling, 1997) and talked with them about why

the first leers in certain words are capitalized. By explaining these reasons,

the students were forced to apply their understanding of capitalization rules

to a piece of writing because they needed to justify J.K. Rowling’s decisions

about capitalization based on their own knowledge of capitalization rules.

is required the students to think analytically about capitalization in a way

they wouldn’t do if they were only memorizing the rules about this concept.

When conducting this activity with your students, I recommend selecting

a high-interest text, as Ms. Walker did. Aer you do this, find a sentence

from the text and display it prominently. en ask for student volunteers to

tell you the reason behind ea example of capitalization. As students

respond, monitor their insights and identify any capitalization rules with

whi they might need extra help. is activity can be a great opportunity

for evaluating students’ understanding and re-teaing certain aspects of

capitalization. I recommend doing this activity twice, ea time with

sentences that contain different kinds of capitalized words: for example, one

sentence might include only capitalized names of people; another might

include more allenging capitalization rules to learn, su as days of the

week and names of languages.

2.  Give Students Examples of Uncapitalized Text and Have

em Correct the Examples

Aer you discuss with students the capitalization in published works, I

recommend giving them examples of text without any capitalization and

asking them to rewrite the examples with appropriate capitalization. is



activity can be done with examples from published texts with the

capitalization removed or with sentences you create specifically for the

activity. Either tactic can work well as long as the example is aligned with

the capitalization rules you’ve discussed with your students. For example, if

you’ve spent a lot of time talking about the importance of capitalizing the

days of the week, try to give students an example with some days of the

week in it. e following is an example I created that was geared toward the

concepts I was focusing on in my instruction. I created this example because

my students and I had spent a lot of time talking about the need to capitalize

names of specific languages and holidays, and this passage contains

examples of those things.

Passage I Showed Students

tomorrow, josé and his grandparents are going to celebrate

thanksgiving at greg’s house. greg’s family speaks english and josé’s

grandparents speak spanish, but josé speaks both spanish and english,

so he will translate.

Passage With Correct Capitalization

Tomorrow, José and his grandparents are going to celebrate

anksgiving at Greg’s house. Greg’s family speaks English and José’s

grandparents speak Spanish, but José speaks both Spanish and English,

so he will translate.

3.  Ask Students to Explain the Corrections ey Made

Once students correct the uncapitalized examples you gave them, ask them

to explain why they made those corrections. Asking students to justify their

decisions helps them connect their corrections with their knowledge of the

capitalization rules. To facilitate this, I create a T-art on the board or a

large sheet of paper with Capitalized Words on one side and Reasons on the



other and ask students to copy this art in their notebooks. On the

Capitalized Words side, the students write the words they capitalized; on the

Reasons side, they write why they ose to capitalize ea of those words.

Aer the students complete the activity individually, I ask volunteers to

share their responses. As they share, I write their responses on the original

T-art I showed them at the beginning of the activity.

Figure 10.2 depicts a art that I filled out based on my students’

responses to the passage about anksgiving. It contains the words they

ose to capitalize and the reasons for their decisions.

4.  Have Students Focus on Capitalization When Editing and

Analyzing eir Own Writing

Once students complete these activities and you’re satisfied with their

understanding of capitalization, have them apply this concept to their own

writing. I recommend asking students to look at the capitalization in a piece

of writing on whi they’re currently working. When I ask students to do

this, I like to have them fill out a Capitalization Chart, displayed in Figure

10.3. It asks students to note some examples of correct capitalization in their

work and to reflect on why the examples of correct punctuation in their

writing are correct. is activity requires students to analyze the

capitalization present in their own writing. Access the supplemental

downloads (see page vii) for a printable version of this art.



Figure 10.2 Capitalized Words and Reasons

Figure 10.3 Capitalization Chart

Final oughts on Capitalization Use

e following information summarizes major points from this apter,

including what this grammatical concept is, why it’s important for good

writing, and how one might tea it for maximum effectiveness.



♦  Correct capitalization use is addressed in Common Core Language

Standard 4.2.

♦  Here are six key guidelines for capitalization use especially relevant to

fourth graders:

–  Capitalize the first leer of the first word in a sentence.

–  Capitalize the pronoun I.

–  Capitalize proper nouns—specific names of people, places, and

things.

–  Capitalize titles that come before names—Mayor Jones.

–  Capitalize days of the week, months of the year, and holidays.

–  Capitalize the names of countries, nationalities, and specific

languages.

♦  Capitalization is important for good writing because writing with

correct capitalization gets the author’s message across and doesn’t

distract or confuse readers.

♦  When teaing students about capitalization use, do these four things:

–  Show students examples from published texts and discuss the

capitalization with them.

–  Give students examples of uncapitalized text and have them correct

the examples.

–  Ask students to explain the corrections they made.

–  Have students focus on capitalization when editing and analyzing

their own writing.

Figure 10.4 depicts this instructional process in an easy-to-follow flowart.



Figure 10.4 Capitalization Instructional Flowart

Bonus Tips for Support

If students need extra support understanding capitalization use, try these

steps:

♦  Show students the six capitalization rules and examples depicted in

Figure 10.1.

♦  Ask students to create their own examples for ea capitalization rule.

♦  Have students look ba at their previous writing for times when

they’ve used one or more of these capitalization rules.

♦  Talk with students about the importance of these capitalization rules to

effective writing, focusing on the ideas of clarity and enhancing

readers’ experiences discussed in this apter.

–  Emphasize that capitalization promotes clarity by helping writers

ensure that their work makes sense.

–  Explain that proper capitalization helps readers enjoy a piece of

writing without being distracted by mistakes.

♦  Once students understand these ideas and can complete these activities,

they can begin the instructional process described in this apter.



11  

Choosing Words and Phrases to Convey

Ideas Precisely

What Does “Choose Words and Phrases at
Convey Ideas Precisely” Mean?

Common Core Language Standard 4.3 calls for students to “Use words and

phrases to convey ideas precisely” as part of a more general statement that

students should “Use knowledge of language and its conventions when

writing, speaking, reading, or listening” (Common Core Standards, 2010). To

further explore this standard, let’s think about what “convey ideas precisely”

means. Sometimes people communicate in ways that are vague and general.

In good writing, however, language that clearly expresses whatever the

author wants to say and doesn’t contain ambiguous and potentially

confusing statements is important. In this apter, we’ll explore two

language tools that writers use to convey their ideas clearly and precisely:

specific nouns and strong verbs, whi allow readers to picture specific

images authors try to create (Robb, 2001).

Specific Nouns



Specific nouns in a piece of writing allow readers to clearly picture a

particular person, place, or thing as the author envisions it (Robb, 2001). In

contrast, vague or general nouns leave readers guessing. ere are countless

examples of specific nouns; to use them properly, a writer needs to think

about what will most clearly communicate an idea or image to readers. For

example, let’s say I was talking about visiting a city and wanted to convey

that I enjoyed looking at the buildings there. If I wrote, “I enjoyed looking at

the buildings,” readers would have a general idea of the situation but

wouldn’t know mu about the kinds of buildings at whi I looked.

Buildings in this sentence is a vague noun; replacing it with a more specific

one, su as skyscrapers, would provide a mu more specific description of

what I saw. Figure 11.1 shows some examples of general nouns and some

specific nouns that can replace them.

Figure 11.1 General Nouns and Specific Noun Replacements

Strong Verbs

Just as specific nouns allow readers to picture particular people, places, or

things, strong verbs allow readers to clearly imagine specific actions taking

place (Robb, 2001). Robb explains that general (or weak) verbs allow a

variety of interpretations, and strong verbs ensure that readers and the

writer are thinking about the same action. For example, the verb went is



considered weak because it is not specific. If I wrote, “Jim went outside,”

readers wouldn’t know anything about how he went outside, whi could be

important information to the situation. Replacing went with a stronger verb,

su as trudged, charged, or sprinted, would allow readers to clearly

understand and envision Jim’s actions in this situation. Figure 11.2 shows

some frequently used examples of weak verbs and some strong verbs that

can replace them.

Figure 11.2 Weak Verbs and Strong Verb Replacements

Why Conveying Ideas Precisely Is Important to
Good Writing

Writers need to convey their ideas precisely; if they don’t, their writing can

be vague and hard to understand. Writers who use specific nouns and strong

verbs can help readers clearly visualize what’s taking place. For example, the

sentence “I looked at a bird” gives readers some basic information but

doesn’t provide the same specific detail as “I stared at a hawk.” Replacing

looked with the strong verb stared and bird with the more specific noun

hawk allows readers to clearly visualize what the author intended. In this



section, we’ll look at some published examples of specific nouns and strong

verbs and talk about how the authors of those pieces use those tools to make

their writing clear and specific.

Specific Nouns

In the 2018 novel Front Desk, author Kelly Yang used specific nouns to help

readers clearly visualize and understand information. For example, when

describing an accident in a restaurant, Yang (through the narration of

protagonist Mia Tang) explained “Hot soup splashed onto customers, and

fried prawns went flying across the restaurant” (p. 3). In this sentence,

specific nouns su as “soup,” “customers,” and “prawns” play important

roles in its clarity and effectiveness. To illustrate their significance, let’s look

at how the sentence could appear with vague, general nouns. Su a

sentence might read “Hot liquid splashed onto people and fried food went

flying across the restaurant.” is sentence doesn’t give readers the

important details that Yang’s original work does; in the original sentence,

specific nouns tell readers give readers specific information about the

accident, su as what items and people were impacted. e version with

vague, general nouns does not clearly express these points.

Strong Verbs

In the book Wonder (2012), author R.J. Palacio used strong verbs to clearly

convey aracters’ actions and ensure that readers understand events in

their intended ways. When a aracter named Via is recalling a memory of

her grandmother, she stated “We had taken a blanket to sit on, but it had

goen illy, so we wrapped it around us and cuddled and talked until there

wasn’t even a sliver of sun le over the ocean” (p. 87). In this sentence,

Palacio had Via use the strong verbs wrapped and cuddled to help readers

visualize the actions of Via and her grandmother. We can picture the blanket

tightly covering the two of them and can also visualize them siing close

together while taking. If the verbs used here were weaker, we wouldn’t be

able to understand and picture the situation as clearly. For example, if

Palacio wrote “we put it around us and sat near ea other,” replacing



“wrapped with “put” and “cuddled” with “sat near ea other,” readers

wouldn’t have su strong understandings of how closely Via and her

grandmother sat and the experience they had while doing so.

ese excerpts from Yang’s and Palacio’s novels illustrate the importance

of clear writing. e specific nouns and strong verbs in these pieces allow

readers to visualize what the authors intended. In the next section, we’ll look

at how Ms. Walker helps her students understand that specific nouns and

strong verbs are tools for clear and effective writing.

 A Classroom Snapshot

Because her students responded well to examples from the novel Harry

Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone in a lesson she recently conducted on

capitalization, Ms. Walker is using it again in today’s lesson on specific

nouns and strong verbs. She begins the seduled language arts time by

pointing to a sentence she wrote on the whiteboard and reading it out loud:

“As they jostled their way through a crowd of confused Hufflepuffs, Harry

suddenly grabbed Ron’s arm” (Rowling, 1997, p. 173).

“is sentence is from Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone,” Ms. Walker

says. She explains that they will refer to that sentence in today’s discussion

of specific nouns and strong verbs. Ms. Walker reminds the students of their

previous conversations about specific nouns and strong verbs, asking them

to look in their notebooks at examples they wrote down as part of those

discussions. She asks volunteers to share examples of specific nouns and

strong verbs. Aer a number of students volunteer this information, Ms.

Walker explains how their previous work on this topic and today’s class are

related: “We’ve talked about what specific nouns and strong verbs are.

Today, we’re going to look at how a writer uses them. Look ba at this

sentence up here,” she says as she gestures again toward the sentence on the

board. “We’re going to look at specific nouns and strong verbs in it. One

specific noun in this sentence is Hufflepuffs,” she declares as she underlines

the word in the sentence. “Can anyone tell us why this is a specific noun?”

A female student raises her hand: “Hufflepuffs are students at Hogwarts.”



Ms. Walker nods and replies, “Hufflepuffs refers to a specific group of

students. Can anyone tell us a less specific word for Hufflepuffs?”

Another student raises his hand: “How about students?”

“Right,” says Ms. Walker. “Students is less specific than Hufflepuffs.

ey’re both correct, but Hufflepuffs tells us specifically what they are.” She

writes students underneath the word Hufflepuffs. Next, Ms. Walker turns

the class’s aention to strong verbs. “Now let’s think about the strong verbs

in this sentence. Remember that strong verbs clearly show readers exactly

what someone or something does. A strong verb in this example is jostled.

e word jostle means ‘move in a rough way.’ If someone is moving through

a crowd, bumping into people, and pushing past them, the person is jostling.

I try to make sure you don’t jostle past one another when it’s time for

recess,” she says with a smile as some students laugh. “Jostle is a strong verb

because it tells us exactly how Harry and Ron were moving. Can anyone

think of a weaker, or less specific, word for jostled?”

Students look around hesitantly; one volunteers a response: “Moved?”

“Moved,” repeats Ms. Walker. “Jostling is a specific way of moving, so

moved is a weaker verb that can replace jostle.” She looks ba at the

sentence on the board, underlines “jostled their way,” writes moved

underneath it, and asks, “Remember yesterday when we talked about strong

verbs that can replace said and talked about how you can use yell or whisper

or many other words to show how someone said something?” A number of

students nod; Ms. Walker continues: “Jostled is a word that tells us how

Harry and Ron moved.” More students nod, appearing to grasp the concept.

“Now,” Ms. Walker says, “I’m going to rewrite this sentence with new

words: a nonspecific noun and a weak verb.” She writes, “As they moved

through a crowd of confused students, Harry suddenly grabbed Ron’s arm,”

next to the original version. Ms. Walker reads the new sentence out loud and

asks the students, “What do you think is different about this new one?”

Students all over the room raise their hands; the boy Ms. Walker calls on

explains: “is new one doesn’t say as mu. Like, it doesn’t explain that the

students are Hufflepuffs. It just says they’re students. And it doesn’t tell us

Harry and Ron had to jostle through the crowd. It just says they moved.”



“at’s right,” responds Ms. Walker, “and it’s because this new version

doesn’t have all the specific nouns and strong verbs the original one does.

We’ll be doing more work with specific nouns and strong verbs tomorrow.

You’re going to look through some books and pi these things out.”

As the students nod, one says, “I had no idea these things were so

important.”

“Do you see why they are important?” Ms. Walker asks.

“Yeah, they make writing a lot beer and a lot clearer.”

Recommendations for Teaing Students About
Specific Nouns and Strong Verbs

In this section, I describe a step-by-step instructional process to use when

teaing students about specific nouns and strong verbs, grammatical

concepts writers can use to convey their ideas clearly and precisely:

1. Show students examples of published works that contain specific nouns

and strong verbs.

2. Have students ange these examples and discuss the new meanings.

3. Ask students to find examples of specific nouns and strong verbs in

literature.

4. Ask students to analyze why using these tools produces clear and

specific writing.

Because these instructional steps are intended to be applications of

students’ knowledge of this concept, I recommend using the arts and

descriptions at the beginning of this apter to help students grasp the

fundamentals of specific nouns and strong verbs before beginning these

steps.

1.  Show Students Examples of Published Works at Contain

Specific Nouns and Strong Verbs



I recommend beginning these instructional steps by showing students

examples of published works that contain specific nouns and strong verbs.

is introduces students to ways professional writers use these tools to

enhance the clarity of their writing. ese published works provide the

starting point for further discussion and analysis of these concepts that

comes later. Ms. Walker selected one sentence from Harry Potter and the

Sorcerer’s Stone that contained a specific noun and a strong verb example.

ough this method certainly works well, selecting a separate sentence to

illustrate ea concept can also be effective. Either tactic can provide

students with strong examples of specific nouns and strong verbs.

2.  Have Students Change ese Examples and Discuss the New

Meanings

Aer you show students examples of specific nouns and strong verbs in

published writing, ask the students to replace them with general nouns and

weak verbs. e point is to show students how mu less effective a piece of

writing becomes when it is no longer clear and specific. Identify some

specific nouns and strong verbs in the examples, and then ask students for

more general replacements for them. Once students have come up with

these replacements, write the new version of the text next to the original one

so students can clearly see the difference. When doing su an activity with

a fourth-grade student, I showed him the following excerpt from Kathryn

Lasky’s novel The Coming of Hoole, from the Guardians of Ga’hoole series:

“ ‘Aa boy!’ Grank boomed. Hoole shuddered and nearly dropped the

worm” (Lasky, 2006, p. 7). A bit of explanation of this sentence: Grank and

Hoole are owls; Grank is praising Hoole for cating a worm for the first

time. I began a discussion of this sentence by pointing out the strong verb

boomed and the specific noun worm. I asked the student to replace boomed

with a weaker verb and worm with a less-specific noun. He replaced boomed

with said and worm with food (since Hoole caught the worm in order to eat

it), creating the new passage “ ‘Aa boy!’ Grank said. Hoole shuddered and

nearly dropped the food.” e student and I then discussed what information

we learn from the original sentence that we don’t learn from the new one.



According to the student, without the strong verb boomed and the specific

noun worm, “You don’t know how Grank said what he said and you don’t

know what the food is.”

3.  Ask Students to Find Examples of Specific Nouns and Strong

Verbs in Literature

Once students have discussed specific nouns and strong verbs with you,

they’re ready to find them on their own! Asking students to find examples of

specific nouns and strong verbs in literature requires them to keep these

grammatical concepts in mind while they read. To get students going on this

activity, ask them to oose a book from your classroom library and tell

them they’ll be looking at how the author of that work used strong verbs

and specific nouns to make the information in the book as clear and specific

as possible. I recommend giving students post-it notes to mark strong verbs

and specific nouns they find. I instruct my students to write N on ea post-

it note they use to mark a specific noun and V on ea one they use to mark

a strong verb. is way, their findings are clearly identified, and they can

tra how many of ea they’ve located.

4.  Ask Students to Analyze Why Using ese Tools Produces

Clear and Specific Writing

Finally, I recommend asking students to analyze why the specific nouns and

strong verbs they located in their books make the writing clear and specific.

To help them do this, I give them two arts: a Specific Noun Analysis

Chart, Figure 11.3, and a Strong Verb Analysis Chart, Figure 11.4. (Blank,

printable versions of these arts are available for download. See page vii)

ese arts ask students to identify some specific nouns and strong verbs

in the books they used, come up with less specific examples, and reflect on

why the original text is beer than the less specific one. ese arts ask

students to identify some specific steps of this instructional process and ask

students to use the skills they developed during these activities.

Before students get started, it’s a good idea to model for them how to

complete ea of these arts. To do this, think ba to the example you



discussed with your students. If you have a document projector, place the

Specific Noun Analysis Chart on it and write down a specific noun from the

sentence you and the class discussed. en write the general noun your

students suggested replacing it with, and write a brief analysis of why using

the specific version produces beer writing. Do the same with the Strong

Verb Analysis Chart, using a strong verb you and the class discussed and

replaced during the same activity. is shows the students exactly what’s

expected of them and provides them with support that will help them

complete the task on their own. For example, you could model this activity

using the sentences “ ‘Aa boy!’ Grank boomed. Hoole shuddered and nearly

dropped the worm” (Lasky, 2006, p. 7) previously discussed in this apter

and the replacement words used by the student with whom I worked. To do

so, you could display the model arts in Figures 11.3 and 11.4, whi

identify specific nouns and strong verbs in these sentences and explain their

benefits.

Figure 11.3 Model of Analysis Chart One: Specific Noun Analysis

Figure 11.4 Model of Analysis Chart Two: Strong Verb Analysis

Once students get started working on their own, I like to move around the

room and e in with them so that I can see the words they’re identifying



and the reflections they’re composing. It’s rewarding to observe students

engaging in metacognitive analysis of these grammatical concepts!

Final oughts on Choosing Words and Phrases to
Convey Ideas Precisely

e following information summarizes major points from this apter,

including what this grammatical concept is, why it’s important for good

writing, and how one might tea it for maximum effectiveness.

♦  Common Core Language Standard 4.3 calls for students to “Use words

and phrases to convey ideas precisely” (Common Core Standards,

2010).

♦  It’s important that writers use language that clearly expresses what

they want to say and doesn’t contain ambiguous and potentially

confusing statements.

♦  Two language tools that writers use to convey their ideas clearly and

precisely are specific nouns and strong verbs.

–  Specific nouns in a piece of writing allow readers to clearly picture a

particular person, place, or thing. For example, hawk is a specific

noun; bird is a general one.

–  Strong verbs allow readers to clearly imagine specific actions taking

place. For example, sprinted is a strong verb; went is a weak one.

♦  When teaing specific nouns and strong verbs, try these four things:

–  Show students examples of published works that contain specific

nouns and strong verbs.

–  Have students ange these examples and discuss the new meanings.

–  Ask students to find examples of specific nouns and strong verbs in

literature.

–  Ask students to analyze why using these tools produces clear and

specific writing.



Figure 11.5 Precise Language Instructional Flowart

Figure 11.5 depicts this instructional process in an easy-to-follow

flowart.

Bonus Tips for Support

If students need extra support understanding how to oose words and

phrases that convey ideas precisely, try these steps:

♦  Explain to students that authors need to convey ideas clearly and

precisely in their works; if they don’t, their writing can be vague and

hard to understand.

♦  Tell students that specific nouns and strong verbs are two grammatical

tools authors use to convey ideas clearly and precisely.

♦  Discuss with students that specific nouns allow readers to clearly

picture a person, place, or thing as the author envisions it (Robb, 2001).

–  Show students the examples of general nouns and specific noun

replacements depicted in Figure 11.1.

♦  Explain to students that strong verbs are the verb equivalent of specific

nouns—they allow readers to clearly imagine actions taking place



(Robb, 2001).

–  Show students the examples of weak verbs and strong verb

replacements depicted in Figure 11.2.

♦  Ask students to reflect on times they’ve used specific nouns and strong

verbs in their own lives.

♦  Once students understand these ideas and can complete these activities,

they can begin the instructional process described in this apter.



PART 3

Grammatical Concepts Aligned With

Grade Five Common Core Language

Standards
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e Perfect Verb Tenses

What Are the Perfect Verb Tenses?

Common Core Language Standard 5.1 addresses the perfect verb tenses,

calling for students to “Form and use the perfect (e.g., I had walked; I have

walked; I will have walked) verb tenses” (Common Core Standards, 2010) as

part of a more general statement that students should show command of

grammatical conventions. Whether or not our instruction is directly aligned

with the Common Core, these verb tenses are important concepts for our

students to add to their grammar toolkits; being able to understand and use

these verb tenses will help students communicate clearly and grasp the

nuances of verb use. ere are three perfect verb tenses: the past perfect, the

present perfect, and the future perfect. Ea tense refers to a completed

action (the word perfect, in this sense, is a synonym for completed). Let’s

look at ea perfect tense in more detail.

e Past Perfect

e past perfect tense is formed by combining had with the past participle of

a verb, creating combinations su as “had read.” It describes an action that

was completed in the past before another past action took place, su as in

the following example: “Kate had read the book before she saw the movie.”



In this example, two events occurred in the past: Kate read the book, and

Kate saw the movie. “Had read” is in the past perfect tense because it

explains that she finished reading the book before seeing the movie.

e Present Perfect

e present perfect tense is formed by combining has or have with the past

participle of a verb, creating combinations su as “has finished.” is tense

describes an action that happened at an unspecified time in the past and has

some relevance to the present, su as “Ben has finished his homework.”

Sentences in the present perfect tense oen explain how the completed

action relates to the current situation, su as “Ben has finished his

homework and now is playing a video game.” is sentence suggests that

Ben is currently playing a video game because he has completed his

homework.

e Future Perfect

e future perfect tense is formed by combining will and have with the past

participle of a verb, creating combinations su as “will have finished.” is

tense describes an action that will be completed in the future before another

future action occurs. For example, the sentence “I will have finished my

dinner before Jake arrives” is an example of the future perfect tense. It tells

readers that the speaker will complete the act of eating dinner before

another event occurs—in this case, the arrival of another person.

Figure 12.1 summarizes some key points regarding the past, present, and

future verb tenses.



Figure 12.1 e Perfect Verb Tenses

A Note on Past Participles

e past, present, and future perfect tenses are all formed using the past

participles of verbs. e past participle of a regular verb is formed by adding

-ed to the end of the verb. e past participles of irregular verbs vary and are

not governed by specific rules or paerns. Figure 12.2 (page 139) contains the

past participles of some common irregular verbs.

Why the Perfect Verb Tenses Are Important to
Good Writing

e perfect verb tenses are important tools for good writing because they

allow writers to describe completed actions in clear and specific detail. ese

tenses allow writers to express whether an action was completed in the past

before another past action took place (past perfect), whether an action was

completed in the past and is relevant to the present (present perfect), or

whether an action will be completed in the future before another future

action occurs (future perfect). Without the perfect verb tenses, writers



wouldn’t be able to describe completed actions with this mu specificity,

and the clarity of their writing might suffer.

Figure 12.2 Past Participles of Some Common Irregular Verbs

In the book Pippi Longstocking, author Astrid Lindgren used perfect verb

tenses to clearly express the circumstances around important events. For

example, she used the present perfect tense in a conversation between Pippi

and two police officers. Upon meeting Pippi, one officer asks the other, “Is

this the girl who has moved into Villa Villekula?” (Lindgren, 1950, p. 39).

e present perfect (has moved) was used here because Pippi’s move to Villa

Villekula (an old house, formerly owned by Pippi’s now-deceased father, in

whi she now lives by herself) happened at an unspecified time in the past

and is relevant to the present. Pippi’s residence there is relevant to the

present because town officials are aempting to have her removed from this

house and sent to live in a ildren’s home. Pippi, showing her trademark

wit, replies, “I am a ild and this is my home: therefore it is a ildren’s

home” (Lindgren, 1950, p. 40).

Lindgren used the past perfect tense in the following example, whi

describes a series of events at Pippi’s birthday party: “When Mr. Nilsson had

emptied his cup he turned it upside down and put it on his head” (Lindgren,



1950, p. 151). e past perfect (had emptied) clearly indicates that a past

action (Mr. Nilsson, Pippi’s pet monkey, emptying his cup) was completed

before another action took place (Mr. Nilsson’s turning the cup upside down

and puing it on his head). Lindgren again used the past perfect in the

sentence “When everybody had had enough and the horse had had his

share, Pippi took hold of all four corners of the tablecloth and lied it up so

that the cups and plates tumbled over ea other as if they were in a sa”

(Lindgren, 1950, p. 152). In this sentence, whi also describes events of

Pippi’s birthday party, the author used the past perfect (had had) twice to

indicate that “everyone had had enough and the horse had had his share”

before Pippi folded up the tablecloth.

As these examples from Pippi Longstocking show, writers can use the

perfect verb tenses to describe the circumstances around completed actions.

Astrid Lindgren used the present perfect (has moved) to describe a

completed action that is relevant to a current situation and the past perfect

(had emptied and had had) to indicate completed actions that took place

before another past action occurred. e perfect verb tenses allow writers to

clearly express these distinctions, making them important grammatical tools.

In the next section, we’ll see how a fih-grade teaer, Ms. Fernandez, helps

her students understand these tenses.

 A Classroom Snapshot

A PowerPoint presentation is projected on the screen at the front of the

room in Ms. Fernandez’s classroom; the title slide reads “e Perfect Verb

Tenses.” For the past two classes, Ms. Fernandez and her students have been

focusing on the perfect verb tenses: they’ve discussed what the past, present,

and future verb tenses are; looked at examples of ea; and discussed the

differences in the meanings of ea of these tenses.

In today’s language arts period, Ms. Fernandez will engage her students in

a group activity related to the past, present, and future verb tenses. She

begins the class by reminding her students that they’ve been discussing the



three perfect verb tenses and then asking for a student volunteer to remind

the class of all three of these tenses.

“Past perfect, present perfect, and future perfect,” replies a student.

“Excellent,” responds Ms. Fernandez. “Take a look at the PowerPoint so we

can review some examples of those tenses.” Ms. Fernandez takes the students

through three PowerPoint slides, ea one with an example of one of the

perfect verb tenses on it. She shows students ea of these examples, asks

volunteers to identify the tenses, and reviews the different meanings of ea

of the tenses. Aer this, Ms. Fernandez shows the students a slide containing

a past tense sentence: “I listened to my favorite song.” She asks the class, “Is

this verb in one of the perfect tenses?” she asks.

“No,” replies a student. “at’s not one of them. at’s just the past tense.”

“Correct. is is in the past tense,” responds Ms. Fernandez. “In your table

groups [the 25 students in the class sit at five tables of five students ea],

work together and ange the verb in this sentence to the past perfect,

present perfect, and future perfect tenses. I’m going to give ea group a

marker and a large piece of paper, and then you can get started. Write ea

of your new sentences on the piece of paper I give you. Also write whi

tense ea verb is in.”

Ms. Fernandez takes a box of markers and a large easel pad from behind

her desk and walks around the room. As she comes to ea table, she tears

off a piece of paper from the easel pad and gives the group’s members a

marker from the box. As the students work, they raise their hands with

various questions, and Ms. Fernandez darts from group to group assisting

the students. One group is having a particularly hard time with the past

perfect tense. “Remember, in the past perfect, we use had and the past

participle of the verb, su as had watched or had gone.” e students nod.

“at’s right,” says one. “I remember now.”

“Can you put listened,” Ms. Fernandez says to the group as she motions

toward the sentence on the PowerPoint slide, “into the past perfect?”

Another student in the group responds. “Had listened,” she says.

“Exactly!” replies Ms. Fernandez. “So, to make that a full sentence, you

can say, ‘I had listened to my favorite song when… ’ and then say something



else that happened.”

“OK, I get it,” states one student, and the students in the group work

together to complete this sentence. Ms. Fernandez listens to their discussion

and then es on the other groups. All groups appear to be done, so Ms.

Fernandez asks ea of them to share.

All five groups share, presenting their sentences to the class by posting

their art paper in the front of the room and reading the sentences they

created. Ms. Fernandez remarks that one of the most interesting things about

the students’ sentences is the variation among them. For example, one

group’s present perfect sentence is “I have listened to my favorite song five

times already today,” another’s is “I have listened to my favorite song so

many times that I have it memorized,” and yet another’s is “I have listened

to my favorite song on my iPod, so you can listen now if you want to.” Ms.

Fernandez praises this variation, telling the students, “You did a great job

adding extra information” (by including details about listening to one’s

favorite song). Ms. Fernandez continues, “You made the sentences your own

while also using the perfect tenses.”

Recommendations for Teaing Students About
Perfect Verb Tenses

In this section, I describe a step-by-step instructional process to use when

teaing students about the past, present, and future perfect verb tenses:

1. Have students create and share examples of ea perfect verb tense.

2. Ask students to compare the different meanings of the examples they

created.

3. Ask students to look for the perfect verb tenses while they read

literature.

4. Discuss with students why writers use the perfect verb tenses.



ese instructional steps are best covered over multiple class periods, as

this will allow teaers to discuss ea component in depth and make sure

students understand the fundamentals of the concept before they try to

apply their knowledge. Because these steps were designed to be applications

of the students’ knowledge of the perfect verb tenses, I recommend

beginning a study of these tenses by discussing the definition of ea tense,

showing students examples of ea tense, and talking with students about

how to form ea tense. e arts and explanations at the beginning of this

apter are useful for helping students grasp the fundamentals of this

concept.

1. Have Students Create and Share Examples of Ea Perfect

Verb Tense

I recommend beginning this application of students’ knowledge of the

perfect verb tenses by asking them to work together to create examples. I

suggest opening the activity as Ms. Fernandez did, by showing students a

sentence in a basic tense (su as the past, present, or future) and asking

them to rewrite that sentence in ea of the perfect tenses. is allows

students to get hands-on experience creating examples of these tenses and

provides a structured situation in whi you can monitor their

understanding.

As Ms. Fernandez did with her class, e in with the student groups and

gauge their progress. ough there are times when you’ll offer your support,

remember that one benefit of students working collaboratively is that they

can learn from one another. Once students finish creating their sentences

and you’re satisfied with their progress, ask ea group to share its examples

with the class. Students oen enjoy seeing how their examples are similar to

and different from those their classmates created. Recall Ms. Fernandez’s

students’ present perfect examples; the various sentences they created using

have listened show the wide range of situations in whi one might use this

verb tense.



2.  Ask Students to Compare the Different Meanings of the

Examples ey Created

Aer students share their responses, and you note similarities and

differences in the different sentences the student groups created, ask the

students to examine their sentences again. is time, they’ll be focusing on

the meanings of the sentences they created and comparing the different

meanings of those sentences. ough all the perfect verb tenses describe

completed actions, they do so very differently. Asking students to compare

the meanings of the sentences helps them comprehend that ea verb tense

has a distinct meaning that an author would use for a particular purpose.

When I recently worked with a fih-grade class on this activity, one

group shared the following sentences—all adaptations of the sentence “e

show ended.”

Past perfect: “By the time we got there, the show had ended.”

Present perfect: “e show has ended, and now it’s time to eat.”

Future perfect: “e show will have ended before you get here.”

When I asked the students to compare these sentences, they called

aention to the way all of the sentences deal with the same topic (the show

ending) but give different kinds of information about it. For example, one

student explained, “All of them [the sentences] talk about the show ending,

but they say different things about it ending and why [the show ending] is

important.” As this student’s comment indicates, the show’s ending is

significant to ea of these sentences, but for different reasons.

3.  Ask Students to Look for the Perfect Verb Tenses While ey

Read Literature

When the students have created their own examples and compared the

meanings, ask them to look for examples of the perfect verb tenses while

they read literature. When I do this with students, I ask them to look



through books from the classroom library and write down any examples of

the perfect verb tenses they notice. Because not all books use the perfect

verb tenses, I like to select some texts beforehand and mark apters or

sections that contain them with Post-It notes. Figure 12.3 is an example of a

art I use to model this activity. e column on the le asks for the

sentence that contains an example of one of these tenses, the center column

asks students to identify whi of the perfect tenses it is, and the column on

the right asks students to write the signal words that indicate whi tense

the sentence contains.

is activity helps increase students’ awareness of the perfect verb tenses

and shows them that these are tools writers use. If finding examples of the

perfect verb tenses in the books you have access to is difficult, you can

create your own examples of passages that contain one or more of the

perfect tenses and ask students to identify them. If possible, though, I

recommend asking students to look for perfect verb tenses in literature, as

seeing grammatical concepts in published texts can help students grasp their

importance and see them as tools professional writers use.

Figure 12.3 Reading With the Perfect Verb Tenses in Mind

Source: Access the supplemental downloads for a blank template of this art that you

can copy for classroom use (see page vii).



4.  Discuss With Students Why Writers Use the Perfect Verb

Tenses

Finally, I recommend talking with students about why writers use the

perfect verb tenses. I like to have a “think-pair-share” (Lyman, 1987)

conversation in whi I pose a question and ask the students to reflect on it,

discuss their ideas with a partner, and then share their responses with the

whole class. When recently working with students on this topic, I wrote on

the board, “Why do writers use the perfect verb tenses?” e students

reflected on this question, joed down some notes, and then shared their

ideas with partners.

Aer about two minutes of partner conversation, I asked volunteers to

share their ideas. One student explained, “Writers use the perfect verb tenses

because they tell you more than the other ones do, like how the past perfect

tense tells you that one thing happened before another.” Another student

response focused specifically on the future perfect verb tenses; when this

student shared what she and her partner had discussed, she stated, “We

talked a lot about the future perfect. Writers use it because there’s no other

tense that says the same thing. If you wanted to say, ‘By next September, we

will have started middle sool,’ you have to use that tense.” ese responses

indicated to me that the students understood the specific reasons writers use

the perfect verb tenses and saw them as tools good writers use in particular

situations.

Final oughts on the Perfect Verb Tenses

e following information summarizes major points from this apter,

including what this grammatical concept is, why it’s important for good

writing, and how one might tea it for maximum effectiveness.

♦  e perfect verb tenses are included in Common Core Language

Standard 5.1.



♦  ere are three perfect verb tenses: the past perfect, present perfect, and

future perfect.

♦  All the perfect verb tenses describe completed actions.

–  e past perfect tense describes an action that was completed in the

past before another past action took place.

–  e present perfect tense describes an action that happened at an

unspecified time in the past and has some relevance to the present.

–  e future perfect tense describes an action that will be completed in

the future before another future action occurs.

♦  e perfect verb tenses are important to good writing because they

allow writers to describe completed actions in clear and specific detail.

♦  When teaing the perfect verb tenses, try these things:

–  Have students create and share examples of ea of the perfect verb

tenses.

–  Ask students to compare the different meanings of the examples they

created.

–  Ask students to look for the perfect verb tenses while they read

literature.

–  Discuss with students why writers use the perfect verb tenses.

Figure 12.4 depicts this instructional process in an easy-to-follow

flowart.



Figure 12.4 Perfect Verb Tenses Instructional Flowart

Bonus Tips for Support

If students need extra support understanding the perfect verb tenses, try

these steps:

♦  Explain to students that all of the perfect verb tenses refer to completed

actions and that word “perfect,” in this sense, is a synonym for

“completed.”

♦  Show students the example sentences of the perfect verb tenses in

Figure 12.1.

–  Past perfect: Freddie had washed the dishes before he ate dessert.

–  Present perfect: Mimi has eaten her dessert and is now wating a

movie.

–  Future perfect: Mimi will have seen the movie before her parents do.

♦  To help students begin to understand the differences in these tenses, ask

them to draw a picture of the actions in ea sentence. Since these



sentences all refer to two actions, tell students to be sure to include

both actions in their pictures.

♦  Explain what kinds of actions ea perfect verb tense describes, using

the information in the “What It Does” section in Figure 12.1.

♦  Discuss with students how the past perfect, present perfect, and future

perfect tenses are formed.

♦  Once students understand these ideas, they can begin the instructional

process described in this apter.
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Conjunctions and Interjections

What Are Conjunctions and Interjections?

Common Core Language Standard 5.1 calls for students to “Explain the

function of conjunctions, prepositions, and interjections in general and their

function in particular sentences” (Common Core Standards, 2010), as part of

a more general statement about mastering conventions of standard English

grammar. is apter focuses on information about conjunctions and

interjections (prepositions and prepositional phrases are discussed in

Chapter 9). Conjunctions and interjections have some key similarities, as

both consist of very few words and can have a significant impact on a piece

of writing. However, the particular impact ea has is different: conjunctions

link statements together and can combine shorter sentences to form longer

ones; interjections express emotion to enhance a piece’s effect on readers.

Let’s look at ea concept separately and in more detail.

Conjunctions

ere are three types of conjunctions: coordinating, subordinating, and

correlative. All link statements together but in different ways and for

different purposes. In the following subsections, we’ll look at examples of

these types of conjunctions and discuss how ea one is used.



Coordinating Conjunctions

e coordinating conjunctions combine statements of equal importance.

Some high-frequency coordinating conjunctions are for, and, nor, but, or,

yet, and so. For example, in the sentence “Catherine ate dinner and eed

her email,” the coordinating conjunction and combines information about

Catherine’s actions. Without this conjunction, the text would read,

“Catherine ate dinner. She eed her e-mail,” creating sentences that are

mu oppier than the version with a coordinating conjunction.

Correlative Conjunctions

e correlative conjunctions are two-part structures used to connect two

related statements. Like the coordinating conjunctions, correlative

conjunctions link two ideas of equal importance. Some common correlative

conjunctions are both-and, not only-but also, either-or, and neither-nor. A

sentence that includes correlative conjunctions typically begins with the first

part of the conjunction; the second part appears toward the middle, as in

“Either Joe will coa the baseball team or Bob will.” In this sentence, either

and or are correlative conjunctions; they allow the author to link these two

statements about possible coaes for a baseball team in a single sentence.

Subordinating Conjunctions

Coordinating and correlative conjunctions combine statements of equal

importance; a subordinating conjunction links two statements when one is

dependent on the other, su as “Because he is running in today’s race, Steve

is wearing his luy sneakers.” In this statement, Because is a subordinating

conjunction; it links two statements and shows that one is dependent on the

other. “Because he is running in today’s race” could not exist on its own, but

“Steve is wearing his luy sneakers” could function independently as a

sentence. Some common subordinating conjunctions are after, because,

before, since, though, until, when, and while.



Figure 13.1 Conjunctions

Figure 13.1 summarizes some key points about conjunctions.

Interjections

Like conjunctions, interjections are single words or short phrases. However,

interjections do not link statements together as conjunctions do; instead,

they express emotion. Interjections usually are found at the beginnings of

sentences, su as “Wow, I can’t believe it.” In this sentence, wow is an

interjection used to express the emotion of surprise. Commas or exclamation

points typically follow interjections. For example, the preceding sentence

could be wrien as “Wow! I can’t believe it.” ough many interjections are

single words, some are also short phrases used to express emotion, su as

“Oh my!” and “No way!” Figure 13.2 highlights some key points about

interjections.

Why Conjunctions and Interjections Are
Important to Good Writing



Conjunctions and interjections are important tools that writers use to

enhance their works; although they play different roles in sentences, both

consist of single words or short phrases that can dramatically impact a piece

of writing. In this section, we’ll look at some examples of published texts

that include conjunctions and interjections. In addition, we’ll consider how

these grammatical concepts impact the sentences in whi they are used.

Figure 13.2 Interjections

Conjunctions

A wrien work without conjunctions would likely consist of a number of

short, oppy sentences; conjunctions allow writers to combine these

sentences and create smooth, easy-to-read pieces. In the following excerpt

from Radio Fifth Grade, Gordon Korman used the coordinating conjunction

and to link two related statements: “Ms. Panagopoulos adjusted her huge

glasses and smiled brightly at her class” (Korman, 1989, p. 27). Rewrien

without and, the sentence could read, “Ms. Panagopoulous adjusted her

huge glasses. She smiled brightly at her class.” e revision created two short

and oppy sentences instead of the one longer one Korman wrote.

In Radio Fifth Grade, Korman also used subordinating conjunctions to

link statements in whi one is dependent on the other, su as “As he and

Brad took their desks, Benjy could see that the fight was resuming in the

control room” (Korman, 1989, p. 27). In this sentence, as is the subordinating

conjunction. e section of the sentence in whi it appears (“As he and

Brad took their desks”) cannot stand by itself as a sentence. e



subordinating conjunction as allows the author to combine these two

statements and show the relationship between them.

Another example of a subordinating conjunction in this novel occurs in

this sentence: “While Benjy, Ellen-Louise, and Arthur started work on their

scripts, Mark got permission from Mr. Sword to go to the office and post the

new ‘Kidsview’ sign-up sheet” (Korman, 1989, p. 18). In this example, while

is the subordinating conjunction; as in the previous example, it links two

statements by showing a relationship between them. By using the

subordinating conjunction while, Korman can connect the statement about

Benjy, Ellen-Louise, and Arthur with the one about Mark, showing that they

took place at the same time.

Interjections

Interjections are important to good writing because they allow authors (and

the aracters they create) to express emotion. Interjections are oen used in

dialogue when an author wants to show a aracter being especially

emotional. For example, in Radio Fifth Grade, a variety of interjections occur

in the conversations between the book’s aracters, su as the following

comment, in whi Mr. Whitehead, the owner of a pet store, responds to a

creative marketing idea: “ ‘Of course!’ exclaimed Mr. Whitehead. ‘We’ve got

a real winner here’ ” (Korman, 1989, p. 63). In this example, Mr. Whitehead’s

use of the interjection of course reveals his enthusiasm for the idea. If Mr.

Whitehead did not use this interjection and said only, “We’ve got a real

winner here,” his statement wouldn’t have the same enthusiasm.

A similar sentence in Radio Fifth Grade takes place in Mr. Whitehead’s

pet shop when a woman looks at a parrot in the store and says, “Gosh,

you’re beautiful!” (Korman, 1989, p. 63). e interjection gosh is important to

this sentence; it lets readers know how strongly the speaker feels. is

interjection clearly conveys the woman’s strong reaction, producing an

emotionally arged sentence.

In the next section, we’ll look at how Ms. Fernandez helps her fih

graders understand the importance of conjunctions and interjections to good

writing.



 A Classroom Snapshot

“Take a look up here, everyone,” Ms. Fernandez begins language arts class by

saying to her fih graders, waving her arm at the screen at the front of the

room on whi a PowerPoint slide is projected. e slide shows the

following sentence from Sharon Cree’s novel Walk Two Moons: “Ben

tripped over the curb, and Mary Lou gave me a peculiar look” (Cree, 1994,

p. 136). “You might remember this sentence from Walk Two Moons,” she

states; the class read this book earlier in the sool year. Several students

nod, while others continue to look intently at Ms. Fernandez and the board.

Ms. Fernandez explains that a good way to study grammar can be to look at

how professional authors use grammar in the pieces they write. “Sharon

Cree is an outstanding writer,” Ms. Fernandez states, “and we can use her

writing to study conjunctions and interjections. is sentence here has a

conjunction. Can anyone find it?”

A number of students raise their hands; Ms. Fernandez calls on a student

who says, “It’s and.”

“Correct,” replies Ms. Fernandez. “Who can tell us what kind of

conjunction and is?”

Another student raises her hand and states, “A coordinating conjunction.”

“Absolutely right,” responds Ms. Fernandez. “And is one of the

coordinating conjunctions. If we didn’t have coordinating conjunctions,

sentences like this one would have to be divided up into shorter ones.” Ms.

Fernandez pushes a buon on her computer to reveal a new slide, whi

says, “Ben tripped over the curb. Mary Lou gave me a peculiar look.”

“Here’s the same sentence without the conjunction,” Ms. Fernandez says.

“When I got rid of the conjunction, I needed to turn this into two sentences.

Why, do you think, did the author of this book oose to use a conjunction

instead of writing it like this?”

e students pause for a moment, but then about half of them raise their

hands. Ms. Fernandez calls on a student in the ba le corner of the room,

who states, “I think it’s because it sounds beer to say this in one sentence.

Saying it in two sentences doesn’t sound as good.”



“Excellent,” states Ms. Fernandez. “If these sentences were divided in two,

they wouldn’t sound as well-wrien because they’d be so short and opped

up. Now that we’ve talked about an example of a sentence from Walk Two

Moons that includes a conjunction, let’s talk about a sentence that has an

interjection.”

Ms. Fernandez anges the PowerPoint slide to a new one, whi contains

the following passage from Walk Two Moons:

“Do you want to hear about the lunatic?”

“Goodness!” Gram said, “as long as it’s not too bloody.”

(Cree, 1994, p. 52)

“Look at this conversation from Walk Two Moons,” Ms. Fernandez says.

“Can anyone find an interjection?”

Student hands go up around the classroom; Ms. Fernandez scans the class

and calls on a student at one of the front tables, who states, “Goodness is the

interjection.”

“Correct,” responds Ms. Fernandez. “Goodness is an example of an

interjection. Gram says it to show emotion. Let’s look at the passage without

this interjection.”

Ms. Fernandez reveals a new PowerPoint slide, whi contains the same

text, with one exception: it no longer contains the interjection goodness:

“Do you want to hear about the lunatic?”

Gram said, “As long as it’s not too bloody.”

Ms. Fernandez asks the students how they think this one is different from

the original example. “It’s mostly the same,” a young lady responds, “but

Gram doesn’t have as mu feeling.”

“Excellent,” replies Ms. Fernandez. “Using the interjection goodness

expresses additional feeling and emotion. Now I’d like ea of you to take

out your independent reading book and look for a sentence that contains an

interjection and one that contains a conjunction. Once you find these, write

them down in your response journals.”



In the next day’s language arts period, Ms. Fernandez plans to ask the

students to remove the conjunctions and interjections from the sentences

they found. Aer this, they will analyze what makes the sentences different

and why the authors used those grammatical concepts.

Recommendations for Teaing Students About
Conjunctions and Interjections

In this section, I describe a step-by-step instructional process to use when

teaing students about conjunctions and interjections:

1. Show students examples of conjunctions and interjections from

literature.

2. Remove the conjunctions and interjections and discuss the anged

sentences.

3. Have students add conjunctions and interjections to basic sentences

and reflect on the differences.

4. Ask students to look for places to add conjunctions and interjections to

their writing.

I suggest spreading these steps over multiple class periods so that students

can take their time with ea step and you can evaluate how well they

understand one activity before moving on to the next. Because these steps

are intended to be an application of students’ understandings of

conjunctions and interjections, use the tables and other information at the

beginning of this apter to discuss the fundamentals of these concepts.

1.  Show Students Examples of Conjunctions and Interjections

From Literature

e first step is to show the students examples of conjunctions and

interjections from literature. Doing this allows the students to see what

these grammatical concepts look like in good writing done by professional



authors. Showing students examples of conjunctions and interjections from

literature allows for discussion of why writers use them and what makes

them important to good writing. is was the case in Ms. Fernandez’s class;

she showed her students examples of these grammatical concepts in a book

the class had previously read. When doing this with your students, I

recommend doing something similar to what Ms. Fernandez did: pi a book

that your class has already read or is currently reading and show students

examples of conjunctions and interjections from that book. Doing so will

make the examples especially relevant and increase students’ engagement in

the lesson.

2.  Remove the Conjunctions and Interjections and Discuss the

Changed Sentences

I recommend removing the conjunctions and interjections from the

published examples and discussing the anged sentences with students.

is clearly demonstrates the importance of conjunctions and interjections

to effective writing. When Ms. Fernandez removed the coordinating

conjunction and from “Ben tripped over the curb, and Mary Lou gave me a

peculiar look” (Cree, 1994, p. 136) to form “Ben tripped over the curb.

Mary Lou gave me a peculiar look,” the class could see the difference and

made in this piece of writing. Without and, one sentence turned into two

oppy ones.

I recently worked with a group of fih graders who were reading Kathryn

Lasky’s book Chasing Orion. I knew that these students knew what

conjunctions and interjections were, but I wanted them to understand why

they are important to good writing. I began the activity by showing the

students a passage from the book that contains an interjection: “ ‘Look!’ I

complained. ‘All I did was ask an honest question’ ” (Lasky, 2010, p. 112).

I talked with them about look’s being an interjection that expresses

emotion, but until I rewrote the sentence without the conjunction and

showed it to them, the students didn’t really understand the difference. I

brought over a nearby easel pad, wrote, “All I did was ask an honest

question” and asked the students if they thought the tone in that sentence



was different from the original text. Aer examining this example, one

student remarked, “at one’s really different. Without look, it doesn’t sound

the same, like it’s not as strong.” is analysis showed me that this student

was beginning to understand that interjections are tools writers use to

express emotion and say things strongly in their work.

3.  Have Students Add Conjunctions and Interjections to Basic

Sentences and Reflect on the Differences

Aer students have analyzed altered versions of published sentences, I

recommend giving them some basic sentences without conjunctions and

interjections, asking them to add conjunctions and interjections to these

sentences, and then helping them reflect on the differences. When I do this, I

provide students with a sentence and ask them to add an interjection to it.

Aer this, I give them two short sentences and ask them to link them using a

conjunction. In ea instance, I ask the students to reflect on how the new

sentence differs from the original text. is is a useful activity because the

students can see the impact of the grammatical concepts they added.

Figure 13.3 is an example of student work that focuses on the importance

of interjections. is student, a young man named omas, added the

interjection “Wow!” to the original sentence, “James is coming to the party”

and noted that the interjection “puts excitement into the sentence.”

Figure 13.4 contains more of omas’s work. In this situation, he focused

on the uses of conjunctions, employing the conjunction so to link two

oppy sentences. Note his response to how the conjunction anges the

basic sentences: “Now it’s one sentence, and it’s easier to read.”



Figure 13.3 Student Work on Interjections

Figure 13.4 Student Work on Conjunctions



When I talked with omas aer he completed these activities, he noted

that “adding these things really does a lot” for the quality of writing. Adding

conjunctions and interjections to basic sentences helps students see how

these grammatical concepts can improve a piece of writing.

e supplemental downloads (see page vii) contain templates from the

activities that omas completed. One template contains the sentence to

whi omas added an interjection, and one template contains the short,

oppy sentences that he linked with the word so. I suggest asking your

students to complete these activities and then compare their work with

partners’ works, highlighting the different conjunctions and interjections

ea ose to use.

4.  Ask Students to Look for Places to Add Conjunctions and

Interjections to eir Writing

e final step is to ask students to look for places to add conjunctions and

interjections to their writing. is is an important step because it asks

students to apply these concepts to their own work, whi is the most

authentic way to gauge students’ understanding of grammatical concepts. To

engage students, I recommend meeting with them individually to discuss the

ways they have used conjunctions and interjections in their pieces and

situations in whi they might include even more of these grammatical

concepts. Because conjunctions and interjections have specific purposes,

teaers don’t want to force students to use those tools in situations where

they’re not needed. If there aren’t any situations where students should add

these grammatical concepts to their works, encourage them to keep the uses

of conjunctions and interjections in mind as they continue to write.

Final oughts on Conjunctions and Interjections

e following information summarizes major points from this apter,

including what this grammatical concept is, why it’s important for good



writing, and how one might tea it for maximum effectiveness.

♦  Conjunctions and interjections are included in Common Core

Language Standard 5.1.

♦  Conjunctions link statements together and can combine shorter

sentences to form longer ones.

♦  ere are three types of conjunctions: coordinating, correlative, and

subordinating.

–  Coordinating conjunctions combine statements of equal importance.

Some common examples are for, and, nor, but, or, yet, and so.

–  Correlative conjunctions are two-part structures that connect two

related statements. Some common correlative conjunctions are both-

and, not only-but also, either-or, and neither-nor.

–  Subordinating conjunctions link two statements when one is

dependent on the other. Some common examples are after, before,

since, and when.

–  Interjections are single words or short phrases used to express

emotion, su as wow, great, and no way.

♦  Conjunctions are important to good writing because they allow authors

to combine statements and avoid writing short, oppy sentences.

♦  Interjections are important to good writing because they allow authors

to express emotion. ey are especially important when writing

dialogue and trying to show readers how a aracter is feeling.

♦  When teaing students about conjunctions and interjections, try these

four things:

–  Show students examples of conjunctions and interjections from

literature.

–  Remove the conjunctions and interjections and discuss the anged

sentences.

–  Have students add conjunctions and interjections to basic sentences

and reflect on the differences.

–  Ask students to look for places to add conjunctions and interjections

to their writing.



Figure 13.5 depicts this instructional process in an easy-to-follow

flowart.

Bonus Tips for Support

If students need extra support understanding conjunctions and interjections,

try these steps:

♦  Show students examples of sentences containing coordinating,

correlative, and subordinating conjunctions. You can use the examples

in Figure 13.1, whi are listed subsequently:

–  Coordinating conjunction: Bob came to dinner, but Diane stayed

home.

–  Correlative conjunction: Either I will finish the project today, or I

will finish it tomorrow.

–  Subordinating conjunction: Because this is your first day here, I will

give you some advice.

♦  Look at ea example with students, identifying its conjunction type.

♦  Introduce students to other examples of that conjunction type.

♦  Ask students to create examples of sentences with ea conjunction

type.

♦  Show students examples of sentences with interjections.

♦  Identify the interjections in those sentences.

♦  Explain that interjections are words or phrases used to express emotion.

♦  Ask students to create examples of sentences with interjections.

♦  Once students understand these ideas and can complete these activities,

they can begin the instructional process described in this apter.



Figure 13.5 Conjunctions and Interjections Instructional Flowart
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Using Punctuation for Clarity and Effect

What Does “Use Punctuation for Clarity and
Effect” Mean?

Common Core Language Standard 5.2 addresses the use of punctuation as

part of a broader statement that students should “Demonstrate command of

the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling

while writing” (Common Core Standards, 2010). ree specific requirements

call for clear and purposeful punctuation use:

“Use punctuation to separate items in a series.”

“Use a comma to separate an introductory element from the rest of the

sentence.”

“Use a comma to set off the words yes and no (e.g., Yes, thank you), to

set off a tag question from the rest of the sentence, (e.g., It’s true, isn’t

it?), and to indicate direct address (e.g., Is that you, Steve?).”

e punctuation use addressed in this standard calls for writers to use

punctuation for clarity and effect; in other words, it asks writers to use

punctuation to produce clearly wrien works that convey their intended

meanings. No maer if students are in states aligned with the Common



Core or other states with different standards, the purposeful use of

punctuation for clarity and effect is a key component of effective writing.

Sometimes forgeing to include a comma can lead to an unclear piece that is

difficult to read; at other times, leaving out a comma can lead to an entirely

different meaning. We’ll look at specific examples of these instances later in

this apter, but first, let’s look more closely at key components of Standard

5.2.

Use Punctuation to Separate Items in a Series

Writers use commas to separate the items in a series of three or more

elements, su as “At the zoo, I saw the impanzees, the lions, and the

giraffes.” Separating the names of the animals with commas clearly shows

that they are separate entities. Writing “I saw the impanzees the lions and

the giraffes” would lead to confusion among readers because the animal

names are not separated by commas. Commas are not needed to separate

two items in a series, as in “I saw the impanzees and the lions.”

Use a Comma to Separate an Introductory Element

Writers also use commas to separate introductory elements of sentences. An

introductory element, found at the beginning of a sentence, provides

information that is not essential to the sentence. For example, an

introductory element can that tell when or where the events of the sentence

happened. In the sentence “Inside the barn, John visited with the horses,”

“Inside the barn” is the introductory element; it opens the sentence by

providing additional information about where the events of the sentence

took place. A related sentence that also begins with an introductory element

is “Aer the guests le, Joe also visited with the horses.” In this sentence, the

introductory element tells when the events of the sentence took place.

Regardless of what specific information the introduction provides, it is still

separated from the rest of the sentence by a comma.

Additional Examples of Commas and Separation



Common Core Standard 5.2 also calls for students to use commas to separate

other aspects of sentences. Specifically, the standard requires separating the

words yes and no from the rest of a sentence (No, I’m not going to the

show), separating a question from the rest of a sentence (I haven’t see the

movie, have you?), and indicating direct address (John, are you playing in

today’s game?). In ea example, a comma distinguishes between the main

part of a sentence and additional information. By using commas in these

situations, writers can clearly differentiate between the main part of a

sentence and additional information. Note that in ea of the examples

included in parentheses in this section, the sentences could still exist without

the information separated by commas. However, this additional information

can provide important details that readers and writers alike may find useful.

Why Using Punctuation for Clarity and Effect Is
Important to Good Writing

During a recent workshop at an elementary sool, I met Joanna, a fih-

grade teaer struggling with teaing punctuation. “It’s hard for me to

tea punctuation, especially commas,” she explained. “I just feel like I’m

reciting a bun of rules to the students, but I don’t know how mu they’re

retaining.”

I identified with Joanna’s situation: teaing punctuation is a allenge,

especially if presented as a series of out-of-context rules that students need

to memorize. Instead, punctuation instruction is mu more effective if

punctuation is viewed as a tool that writers use to create clearly wrien

works that convey their intended meanings. If used correctly, punctuation

can help writers get their ideas across as effectively as possible; if used

incorrectly, it can result in readers being confused or, worse, misinterpreting

the text.

e title of Lynn Truss’s (2006) book Eats, Shoots and Leaves is an

example of the potential impact of comma use; the title comes from a joke



about a panda that highlights the importance of the comma following Eats.

If this comma is used, the phrase means that the panda eats its food, shoots,

and leaves the premises. If the title were rewrien as Eats Shoots and Leaves,

it would refer to a panda’s eating bamboo shoots and their leaves or eating

shoots and then leaving the area. is example relates to the Common Core

Standard 5.2’s call for students to “Use punctuation to separate items in a

series.” With the comma aer Eats, the words in this title make up a series of

actions; without it, they state what the panda eats.

Another example of purposeful comma use is found in the following

sentence from Karyn Parson’s (2019) novel How High the Moon: “Aer

reeling in his big cat, we were ready to head home” (p. 12). is sentence’s

structure aligns with Common Core Standard 5.2’s call for students to “Use a

comma to separate an introductory element from the rest of the sentence.”

e comma between catch and we makes this sentence easier to read by

separating the introductory element “Aer reeling in his big cat” from the

remainder of the sentence and by telling readers to pause at that point in the

sentence. Without this comma, nothing would distinguish the introductory

element from the main part of the sentence, and readers would not be told to

pause at that point. If the sentence doesn’t have the comma (Aer reeling in

his big cat we were ready to head home), nothing separates these sentence

parts, and the sentence is mu more difficult to read.

In the novel Lost in Cyberspace, Riard Pe used commas to

♦  set off the word no from the remainder of the sentence,

♦  indicate direct address, and to

♦  separate a question from the rest of a sentence.

Ea of these examples of comma usage aligns with one of the

expectations of Common Core Standard 5.2. Pe used a comma to separate

the word No from the remainder of a sentence when creating dialogue in

whi a aracter says, “No, they aren’t. I put up that sign” (Pe, 1995, p.

92). is comma indicates that the word no can be separated from the rest of

the sentence and shows that it provides additional information.



In the following passage from Lost in Cyberspace, Pe used a comma to

indicate direct address and another to separate a question from the

remainder of the sentence: “Aaron, you don’t even remember those digits

you entered when Phoebe suddenly turned up. You were winging it, right?”

(Pe, 1995, p. 111). e comma following Aaron indicates direct address; it

shows that the speaker is specifically talking to Aaron. Similarly, the comma

before right separates the question word right from the rest of the sentence.

is comma divides the statement “You were winging it” from “right?,”

whi confirms the speaker’s understanding of the situation. Without these

commas and the information that accompanies them, Pe would not have

been able to include the statement of direct address and the closing question.

is passage from Lost in Cyberspace is an example of how commas connect

important additional information to the main text of sentences.

As these examples from Eats, Shoots and Leaves; How High the Moon; and

Lost in Cyberspace indicate, commas are useful tools that writers use to

clearly distinguish between ideas in their sentences. Whether the commas

are used to distinguish between items in a series or separate questions,

statements of direct address, or the words yes and no from the rest of a

sentence, they are key elements of effective writing. Next, let’s look at Ms.

Fernandez’s fih-grade class and see how she engages her students in

thinking about the importance of purposeful comma use.

 A Classroom Snapshot

“OK, everyone, eyes on the screen,” Ms. Fernandez states, calling her

students to focus on the screen in the front of the room, on whi a

PowerPoint presentation is about to be projected. “We’ve been talking about

three major comma rules this week. is first slide you’ll see will list all

three of the rules.” Ms. Fernandez clis her computer and a slide appears,

whi lists the following guidelines for comma usage:

1. Commas separate three or more items in a series.

2. Commas are used in direct address.



3. Commas separate introductory elements from the rest of a sentence.

“We’ve talked about these rules, and I’ve shown you some examples I

made up,” explains Ms. Fernandez, “but today we’re going to look at some

examples wrien by Virginia Hamilton.”

“e same one from our author study?” an intrigued student blurts out.

“e same,” responds Ms. Fernandez. “I’m going to show you some

examples from Bluish. In these examples, we’ll see Virginia Hamilton using

these comma rules in her writing.”

Students look intently at the PowerPoint, while Ms. Fernandez turns to

the next slide, whi reads, “Dreen, she’s in sool with you” (Hamilton,

1999, p. 46). “Remember this sentence from Bluish?” she asks. Some students

say “yeah” and “yes” before Ms. Fernandez continues. “In this sentence,

Dreen’s dad is talking to her. Why, do you think, did Hamilton use a comma

aer Dreen?”

Student hands fly up from tables all around the room; Ms. Fernandez calls

on a student toward the front of the room, who explains, “Well, Dreen is the

girl’s name, so this shows her dad is talking to her. You use a comma when

you’re talking to someone and say the person’s name.”

“Exactly,” replies Ms. Fernandez. “When we talk to someone directly and

use his or her name, it is called ‘direct address.’ We always use commas

when we use direct address. I’m going to show you another sentence from

Bluish that goes with one of the comma rules we’ve been talking about.”

Ms. Fernandez advances the PowerPoint to the next slide, revealing a new

sentence from Bluish: “Dreenie, Bluish, and Paula were qui to understand

the process” (Hamilton, 1999, p. 56). Ms. Fernandez reads the text aloud and

asks the class, “Why are these commas in the sentence? Why did Virginia

Hamilton use them?” As she says this, she points to the commas following

Dreenie and Bluish.

A male student at one of the center tables answers, “ey separate things

—the people’s names.”

“Well said,” answers Ms. Fernandez. “How does this relate to our comma

rules?”



Another student responds, “One of the rules is that commas separate three

or more things in a series, and this sentence has three things in it.”

“Excellent,” responds Ms. Fernandez. “e commas between these names

separate three items in a series. e items are Dreenie, Bluish, and Paula. I’m

going to show you one more sentence from Bluish that goes with another of

the comma rules.”

Ms. Fernandez anges to a new PowerPoint slide, whi shows the

following sentence from Bluish: “Aer they’d made a general plan, they

could oose the size of the poster board and where they could put it”

(Hamilton, 1999, p. 57). Ms. Fernandez points to the comma between plan

and they and asks the class, “How about this comma? Why did Virginia

Hamilton use this one?”

She looks out at the students, who seem hesitant to raise their hands, and

inquires, “Can you relate it to one of our comma rules?”

A female student seated toward the ba of the room replies, “Is this the

rule about the introductory thing?”

“Yes, the introductory element,” answers Ms. Fernandez. “Writers use

commas to separate introductory elements from the rest of the sentence.

What is an introductory element?”

e same student responds, “Something that introduces what’s in the

sentence.”

“at’s right. It’s something that introduces what’s in the sentence,”

replies Ms. Fernandez. “Remember, also, that an introductory element gives

some kind of extra detail. e introductory element here is ‘Aer they’d

made a general plan.’ It gives readers detail about when the thing described

in the sentence could happen.”

“So the introductory element is like extra information?” asks a student.

“at’s correct,” says Ms. Fernandez, “and that extra information is

separated from the rest of the sentence by a comma.” Ms. Fernandez then

tells the students that their next task will be to look through their

independent reading books and try to locate as many examples of these

comma rules as they can. “Like Virginia Hamilton,” she explains, “other



writers also use commas in these ways. Try to find some examples in your

free-reading books, and write down what you notice in your journals.”

When I followed up with Ms. Fernandez shortly aer the lesson, she said

the students had done a good job of identifying examples of the comma

rules in their independent reading books: “ey pied out a lot of examples.

Talking about [examples from] Bluish and having them look for commas in

their free-reading books definitely helped them grasp these comma rules.”

Recommendations for Teaing Students to Use
Punctuation for Clarity and Effect

In this section, I describe a step-by-step instructional process to use when

teaing students to use punctuation for clarity and effect:

1. Show students examples of punctuation rules from literature.

2. Have students sear literature for examples of punctuation rules.

3. Show students sentences whose meanings vary with different

punctuation use.

4. Ask students to create their own examples of sentences that vary with

different punctuation use.

5. Have students examine the punctuation use in their own work.

Because these instructional steps are intended to be an application of

students’ knowledge of punctuation rules, I recommend discussing the

punctuation rules described at the beginning of this apter before

beginning this process.

1.  Show Students Examples of Punctuation Rules From

Literature

I recommend using literature to find examples of the punctuation rules

addressed in Common Core Language Standard 5.2. I also suggest showing

students sentences from texts with whi they are familiar, as this can



maximize their engagement and help them connect the punctuation rules to

works that are meaningful to them. Aer you present ea sentence, ask the

students why the commas in the sentence are used in the ways they are. For

example, aer Ms. Fernandez showed her students the sentence “Aer

they’d made a general plan, they could oose the size of the poster board

and where they could put it” (Hamilton, 1999, p. 57), she asked them why

Virginia Hamilton had used the comma between plan and they. is allowed

the students to apply their knowledge of punctuation to a familiar text and

helped them understand how writers use punctuation to make their works

as clear as possible.

2.  Have Students Sear Literature for Examples of Punctuation

Rules

Aer students discuss examples from literature as a whole class, I

recommend asking them to work individually or in small groups and look

through other high-interest and grade-level-appropriate texts for examples

of the same punctuation rules. e punctuation rules discussed in Common

Core Standard 5.2 are widely used, so most ildren’s and young adult books

can be used for this activity. If students have independent reading books that

they bring to sool, ask them to open these up and look for examples of the

punctuation rules you’ve discussed as a class.

3.  Show Students Sentences Whose Meanings Vary With

Different Punctuation Use

e next step is to show students sentences whose meanings are dependent

on their punctuation. Like the Eats, Shoots and Leaves example, the

variations in these sentence meanings are oen humorous and can clearly

show students the way punctuation can impact the meaning of a sentence.



Figure 14.1 Using a Comma in Direct Address

Figure 14.2 Using a Comma to Separate Items in a Series

Figures 14.1 and 14.2 (page 167) contain examples I’ve used to show

students ways punctuation can alter the meaning of a sentence. In ea

example, I write the same sentence twice on a large piece of paper but

punctuate it differently. e punctuation use in these sentences aligns with

elements of Common Core Language Standard 5.2. e sentences in Figure

14.1 highlight the importance of using a comma in direct address; those in

Figure 14.2 address the use of commas to separate items in a series.

Aer I show these sentences to a class, I discuss with the students how the

meanings of ea pair vary and how punctuation plays a role in those

variations. When discussing the sentences in Figure 14.2, a fih grader with

whom I worked explained, “is shows why you need to use commas to



separate things. If you don’t, there can be sentences like this where someone

might think the wrong thing.”

4. Ask Students to Create eir Own Examples of Sentences

at Vary With Different Punctuation Use

Next, I recommend asking students to create their own examples of

sentences that vary with different punctuation use. is is typically an

enjoyable activity for students because they can create sentences with

humorous alternative meanings. One su example is omas’s work,

depicted in Figures 14.3 and 14.4 (pages 168 and 169), whi highlights the

importance of using a comma to indicate direct address. In Figure 14.3,

whi contains the text “Let’s eat, Grandma,” Grandma is invited to dinner.

However, in Figure 14.4, whi contains the text “Let’s eat Grandma,”

Grandma is dinner.

When I asked omas to comment on the importance of comma use in

this piece, he explained: “I didn’t know commas were important like this.

[Now] I know they can really ange what a writer is saying.”

5.  Have Students Examine the Punctuation Use in eir Own

Work

I recommend concluding by asking students to examine the punctuation use

in their own writing. is allows students to gain familiarity with the

punctuation rules addressed in Common Core Standard 5.2 while also

improving their own wrien works. I recommend giving students a clear,

focused editing elist that addresses the punctuation rules you’ve

discussed as a class. is will ensure the students know exactly what to look

for when they edit their work. Figure 14.5 (subsequently) contains an

example of an editing elist I’ve used with students that is based on the

punctuation rules in Common Core Language Standard 5.2. A printable

version of this elist is available as a supplemental download (see page

vii).



Figure 14.3 Student Work on Commas in Direct Address (Part 1)



Figure 14.4 Student Work on Commas in Direct Address (Part 2)

Final oughts on Using Punctuation for Clarity
and Effect

e following information summarizes major points from this apter,

including what this grammatical concept is, why it’s important for good

writing, and how one might tea it for maximum effectiveness.

♦  Using punctuation for clarity and effect is related to the punctuation

rules addressed in Common Core Standard 5.2.

♦  ree specific requirements call for clear and purposeful punctuation

use:

–  “Use punctuation to separate items in a series.”

–  “Use a comma to separate an introductory element from the rest of

the sentence.”



–  “Use a comma to set off the words yes and no (e.g., Yes, thank you),

to set off a tag question from the rest of the sentence, (e.g., It’s true,

isn’t it?), and to indicate direct address (e.g., Is that you, Steve?)”

(Common Core Standards, 2010).

♦  Punctuation instruction is most effective if punctuation is viewed as a

tool that writers use to create clearly wrien works that convey their

intended meanings.

♦  When teaing students about using punctuation for clarity and effect,

try these five things:

–  Show students examples of punctuation rules from literature.

–  Have students sear literature for examples of punctuation rules.

–  Show students sentences whose meanings vary with different

punctuation use.

–  Ask students to create their own examples of sentences that vary

with different punctuation use.

–  Have students examine the punctuation use in their own work.



Figure 14.5 Punctuation Editing Chelist



Figure 14.6 Punctuation for Clarity and Effect Instructional Flowart

Figure 14.6 depicts this instructional process in an easy-to-follow flowart.

Bonus Tips for Support

If students need extra support understanding the use of punctuation for

clarity and effect, try these steps:

♦  Show students examples of the punctuation rules discussed in this

apter, using the examples at the beginning of the apter, whi are

listed subsequently:

–  Use punctuation to separate items in a series: “At the zoo, I saw the

impanzees, the lions, and the giraffes.”

–  Use a comma to separate an introductory element: “Inside the barn,

John visited with the horses.”

–  Separate the words “yes” and “no” from the rest of a sentence: “No,

I’m not going to the show.”

–  Separate a question from the rest of a sentence: “I haven’t seen the

movie, have you?”

–  Indicate direct address: “John, are you playing in tonight’s game?”

♦  Talk with students about why ea comma is used, emphasizing that

commas and all other forms of punctuation are tools that authors use to

create clearly wrien sentences that convey their intended meanings.

♦  Ask students to create sentences using ea of these punctuation rules.

♦  Once students understand these ideas and can complete these activities,

they can begin the instructional process described in this apter.
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Dialects and Language Variations

What Are Dialects and Language Variations?

Common Core Language Standard 5.3 addresses the study of dialects and

language variations. As part of a more general statement that students

should “Use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing,

speaking, reading, or listening,” this standard specifically calls for students to

“Compare and contrast the varieties of English (e.g., dialects, registers) used

in stories, dramas, or poems” (Common Core Standards, 2010).

Dialect is defined as a “label to refer to any variety of language whi is

shared by a group of speakers” (Wolfram & Silling-Estes, 1998, p. 250).

Kolln and Funk (2009) explain that dialects oen vary based on an

individual’s regional, ethnic, or social baground. ree elements of

language that oen vary across dialects are terminology, sentence structure,

and the plural form of you. Figure 15.1 contains some examples of ea of

these linguistic elements that vary across dialects.

It’s important to note that an individual might oose to use dialect in a

particular situation. For example, someone might use the regional Southern

term y’all in an informal seing with other speakers who share the same

baground but oose not to use that term in a professional context. An

individual who moves between informal and formal language is shiing



between linguistic registers (Biber, 1995). e register in whi one ooses

to communicate can impact the level of regional, ethnic, or social dialect

evident in one’s language.

Figure 15.1 Linguistic Elements at Vary Across Dialects

Common Core Standard 5.3 is particularly important because it asks

students to do more than simply identify dialects in literature—it asks

students to compare the dialects, registers, and language variations they find

in wrien works. In the next section, we’ll consider why identifying and

comparing these language variations is important to good writing.

Why Dialects and Language Variations Are
Important to Good Writing

Dialects and language variations are tools that writers oen use in dialogue

to distinguish between aracters and reveal aspects of their individual

identities. When creating aracters and establishing differences between

them, writers oen take into account how the aracters speak. For example,



when creating a aracter, writers may ask themselves the following

questions about the aracter’s language.

♦  Will this aracter speak in a dialect?

♦  Will this aracter speak in a formal or an informal register?

♦  What do these linguistic features show readers about this aracter?

e answers to these questions help an author establish a aracter’s

personality, style, and baground. Paul Fleisman’s novel Seedfolks is an

example of an author using dialects and language variations to distinguish

among aracters. is novel, whi describes a group of individuals who

work together on a community garden in inner-city Cleveland, is told from

a variety of perspectives. Ea of the main aracters has his or her own

section, and Fleisman frequently varied the language in the sections to

mat the aracters’ personalities and bagrounds. For example, note the

linguistic style Fleisman used when writing from the point of view of

Curtis, a young African American man: “Deltoids—awesome. Pecs—e

’em out. ads—now playing on a body near you. Can’t help being born

with this body, or living three doors down from Kapp’s gym. Can’t stop

people calling me Atlas or Ceps” (Fleisman, 1997, p. 51).

Now let’s contrast that excerpt from Curtis’s section with the following

text, told from the point of view of a Korean woman named Sae Young: “We

save all for ildren’s college, so they can have easier life. But no ildren

come. Very many years we hope, but still alone. en my husband die. Heart

aa” (Fleisman, 1997, p. 46). ese examples show the purposeful

language variation Paul Fleisman employed in Seedfolks, craing Curtis’s

and Sae Young’s language differently to show readers the differences in their

bagrounds and personalities. If both of these aracters spoke without

language variations, readers would not get the sense of their identities that

Fleisman’s language oices supply.

Another example of an author using language variations to distinguish

between aracters is found in Jerry Spinelli’s novel Crash. One way Spinelli

illustrates the differences between two of the novel’s main aracters (Crash



Coogan, a middle-sool football star, and Penn Webb, a studious young

man who tries out for eerleading, gets involved in social issues, and is, in

many ways, Crash’s opposite) is through the ways they communicate. For

example, let’s look at the salutations Penn and Crash use. Penn greets his

peers using formal language, su as “Greetings, fellow students” (Spinelli,

1996, p. 87); Crash is more casual, saying “How ya doin’?” (Spinelli, 1996, p.

83). ese differing linguistic styles are tools Spinelli used to highlight the

differences between these aracters; the language they use represents their

identities.

ese examples illustrate the importance of language variation to effective

writing. Fleisman and Spinelli use variations in the ways aracters speak

to distinguish them and reveal specific moods, personalities, and/or

bagrounds. In the next section, we’ll look at ways Ms. Fernandez helps her

fih-grade students understand how writers use language variations to

establish aracters’ identities.

 A Classroom Snapshot

Ms. Fernandez is about to read from Paul Fleisman’s novel Seedfolks with

her students. is novel is told from the points of view of a variety of

aracters, many of whom use different dialects and linguistic structures. In

today’s activity, the class is working with the “Curtis” section of Seedfolks, a

section of the novel in whi dialect really reveals the speaker’s personality.

All the students have copies of the book, but Ms. Fernandez is intent on

reading it aloud so the students can hear Curtis’s language and get the full

experience of it. “I’ll read this section aloud. I want you to follow along and

really pay aention to Curtis’s word oices. Aer we read, we’re going to

talk about how Curtis used dialect.”

e students nod, and then listen as Ms. Fernandez begins. ey listen

closely as she reads the story of Curtis—a young man who tries to show

responsibility and win ba his former girlfriend by growing tomatoes,

whi she loves. As she reads, Ms. Fernandez pauses periodically to identify



examples of dialect and informal language, su as “My homies all laughed

to see me out there” (Fleisman, 1997, p. 55).

When Ms. Fernandez finishes reading this section, she asks the students to

find examples of dialect that especially stood out to them and underline

them. e students eagerly do so, having enjoyed the selection so mu. Ms.

Fernandez moves around the room, noting students’ progress and

commenting on their selections. She leans over next to a student who

underlined “I could have banged their heads together and shut ’em up, but I

didn’t” (Fleisman, 1997, p. 55) and says, “at’s an outstanding oice. It’s

a good example of dialect and informal language, and it shows a lot about

Curtis.”

“Yeah, I think so too,” the student responds.

Aer Ms. Fernandez circulates some more and remarks on the lines

students have identified, she returns to the front of the classroom and tells

the students what they’ll do next. “Now that you’ve pied out these

examples of dialect,” she explains, “we’ll move to the next step: translating

the examples of dialect you identified into formal language. Draw a line

down the middle of a piece of paper. On the le side, write the line from the

text. On the right, rewrite it in formal language. Go ahead and get started,

and let me know if you have questions.”

e students begin work, and a few student hands pop up around the

room. Aer Ms. Fernandez answers these students’ questions, she continues

to move around the classroom, eing on how the others are progressing.

Pleased with their progress, Ms. Fernandez asks if anyone would like to

share his or her work with the class.

A student seated at one of the tables in the front of the room raises her

hand and begins: “I ose [the line from the text that reads]: ‘I was showing

Lateesha that just cause I got muscles don’t mean I’m some jungle beast.’ I

made it formal by anging it to ‘I showed Lateesha that just because I am

strong doesn’t mean I can’t be a gentleman.’ ”

“Excellent,” responds Ms. Fernandez. “Who else would like to go?”

e student who previously pied out the line “I could have banged their

heads together and shut ’em up, but I didn’t” raises his hand, and Ms.



Fernandez quily calls on him. e student shares the line he identified

from the section and explains, “I anged it to, ‘I could have silenced them

with violence, but I decided not to.’ ”

“Wonderful work,” replies Ms. Fernandez. “Really nice ange.”

Later that week, I spoke to Ms. Fernandez about this lesson, as well as one

she conducted the next day in whi she talked with the students about how

Curtis’s section would be different without dialect. Ms. Fernandez explained

that she was very pleased with the students’ work. “ey told me how

important the dialect is for creating Curtis’s aracter,” she explained. “One

of [the students] said that if Curtis didn’t use dialect, he wouldn’t sound like

him, just like some robot or something. I thought that was a great way to

put it.”

Recommendations for Teaing Students About
Dialect and Language Variation

In this section, I describe a step-by-step instructional process to use when

teaing students to use punctuation for clarity and effect:

1. Show students examples of dialect in literature.

2. Ask students to ange pieces of literature so they no longer include

dialect.

3. Discuss with students how the piece is different without dialect.

4. Have students create aracters and think about the language those

aracters will use.

ese steps are intended to give students an opportunity to apply their

knowledge of how writers use dialects and other language variations in their

work. Because of this, I recommend discussing the definition of the term

dialect and reviewing some examples with the students before beginning

this process. I suggest using the information in the first part of this apter,

including the examples in Figure 15.1, to introduce this concept to the



students. In addition, it’s a good idea to discuss any dialects and regional

variations specific to your students’ communities.

1.  Show Students Examples of Dialect in Literature

I recommend showing students examples of dialect in literature. Doing this

allows students to see how writers use dialects and other language

variations to distinguish aracters and allow aracters’ personalities to

become apparent. Once you’ve talked with the students about what dialects

are and why they’re important to good writing, explain that you’re going to

show them a piece of writing that contains examples of dialect. I suggest

reading the piece aloud while your students follow along so they can hear

the dialect and get a strong sense of how it impacts the tone of the piece.

Once you do this, ask students to identify some examples of dialect from the

text. en you can gauge the students’ understandings by eing the

dialect they identified.

For example, when I conducted this activity with a group of fih graders,

I noticed that a couple of them identified selections from the text that were

not actually examples of dialect. is showed me that these students still did

not completely understand what dialect was. I met with these students and

conducted a mini-lesson in whi I talked further about what dialect is and

showed them additional examples of dialect in literature. Aer this

conversation, the students had mu stronger understandings of dialect and

were able to identify examples in literature more easily.

Although Seedfolks is an excellent example of literature that includes

dialect, many other texts could be used for this purpose. Wheeler and

Swords (2006) list the following picture books as some examples of texts that

contain language variations: Carolivia Herron’s Nappy Hair (1998) and

Patricia McKissa’s Flossie and the Fox (1986) and A Million Fish … More or

Less (1992). Because so many books contain dialects or various linguistic

registers, teaers have many options from whi to oose. My advice is to

look at texts that will interest your students and are in their general reading

levels. Once you’ve identified books that fit these aracteristics, you can

look for examples of dialect that you’d like to bring into your classes.



2.  Ask Students To Change Pieces of Literature so ey No

Longer Include Dialect

Once students have identified examples of dialect in literature, I recommend

asking them to ange those examples so they no longer include dialect.

Removing examples of dialect and informal language and replacing them

with formal language helps students see how important dialect and other

language variations can be. Recall the student in Ms. Fernandez’s class who

anged the line “I was showing Lateesha that just cause I got muscles don’t

mean I’m some jungle beast” (Fleisman, 1997, p. 55) from Curtis’s section

of Seedfolks to “I showed Lateesha that just because I am strong doesn’t

mean I can’t be a gentleman.” Examining both of these lines reveals a sense

of the importance of dialect to this piece. In the original text, readers get a

strong sense of Curtis’s personality and mood through the language he uses.

In the revised sentence, readers can’t make these same inferences. e

language in this situation is formal and generic (or, as Ms. Fernandez’s

student put it, “like some robot.”)

3.  Discuss With Students How the Piece Is Different Without

Dialect

Aer the students revise the original work so it no longer includes dialect

and informal language, help them discuss the differences in the pieces. I

recommend using a graphic organizer, su as the one in Figure 15.2, to help

facilitate this discussion. is graphic organizer asks the students to list the

original text and the new text they create. In addition, it asks students to

answer two analytical questions: (1) How do you think the piece would be

different if the aracter used formal language? (2) Why, do you think, did

the writer oose to have the aracter communicate in the original way?

ese analytical questions require students to consider an author’s oices

and incorporate the idea of questioning the author (Be, McKeown,

Hamilton, & Kucan, 1997), in whi students enhance their comprehension

and higher-order thinking skills by asking questions about an author’s

oices.



e graphic organizer I recommend using is shown in Figure 15.2. It is

also available as a supplemental download (see page vii).

Once students have completed this graphic organizer, you can use their

responses to spark a discussion of why writers oose to have their

aracters communicate using dialect. To do this, I recommend asking

students to share their graphic organizers with partners or small-group

members. Aer they’ve done this, I suggest asking the class, “Based on what

you wrote in your graphic organizer and our work today, why, do you think,

do writers use dialect?” is question helps students think about dialect as a

writing tool that authors purposefully implement for specific reasons, su

as helping readers understand aracters’ personalities, bagrounds, and

interests.

4.  Have Students Create Characters and ink About the

Language ose Characters Will Use

e final step of this process is to ask students to write original stories in

whi they create aracters and think about the kind of language those

aracters will use. is will allow the students to put all the knowledge

they’ve gained about language variation and dialect into practice. In

addition, it will help them further understand that language variation is an

important tool writers can use to distinguish aracters by revealing those

aracters’ identities and personalities. As students brainstorm for these

stories, I recommend asking them to consider who the main aracter will

be, what kind of language the aracter will use, and what the aracter’s

language will reveal about the individual. Figure 15.3 shows a graphic

organizer that students can use to plan their aracters’ linguistic practices.

A blank version of this graphic organizer is included as a free supplemental

download (see page vii).



Figure 15.2 Dialect Analysis Graphic Organizer

Figure 15.3 Model of Linguistic Practices Graphic Organizer

I strongly recommend modeling this activity for students so their

expectations of the task are clear, especially because students may not have

previously considered a aracter’s language when writing.

Showing students models like this one can give them a guiding example,

whi can help them think about the kinds of language their aracters will

use and how that language will reflect the aracters’ personalities.

Final oughts on Dialects and Language
Variations



e following information summarizes major points from this apter,

including what this grammatical concept is, why it’s important for good

writing, and how one might tea it for maximum effectiveness.

♦  Dialects and language variations are addressed in Common Core

Standard 5.3, whi calls for students to “Compare and contrast the

varieties of English (e.g., dialects, registers) used in stories, dramas, or

poems” (Common Core Standards, 2010).

♦  Dialect is defined as a “label to refer to any variety of language whi is

shared by a group of speakers” (Wolfram & Silling-Estes, 1998, p. 250)

and oen varies based on an individual’s regional, ethnic, or social

baground (Kolln & Funk, 2009).

♦  Dialects and language variations are tools that writers oen use in

dialogue to distinguish aracters and reveal aspects of their individual

identities.

♦  When creating aracters and establishing differences between them,

writers oen take into account how the aracters speak.

♦  When teaing students about how writers use dialect and language

variations, try these four things:

–  Show students examples of dialect in literature.

–  Ask students to ange pieces of literature so they no longer include

dialect.

–  Discuss with students how the piece is different without dialect.

–  Have students create aracters and think about the language those

aracters will use.



Figure 15.4 Dialects and Language Variations Instructional Flowart

Figure 15.4 depicts this instructional process in an easy-to-follow

flowart.

Bonus Tips for Support

If students need extra support understanding dialects and language

variations, try these steps:

♦  Talk with students about the three linguistic elements described in

Figure 15.1 that vary across dialects: terminology, sentence structure,

and plural forms of “you.”

♦  Show students the examples of ea of these language variations

featured in Figure 15.1:

–  Terminology: pop

–  Sentence structure: We are going to dad house.

–  Plural forms of “you”: y’all, y’uns

♦  Explain to students that dialects and language variations are more than

just different ways of communicating: they are also tools that authors

use when constructing aracters.



♦  Discuss with students that authors use these tools to distinguish

between aracters and reveal aspects of their individual identities.

♦  Once students understand these ideas, they can begin the instructional

process described in this apter.
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Figurative Language

What Is Figurative Language?

Common Core Language Standard 5.5 addresses the study of figurative

language. As part of a statement that declares students should “Demonstrate

understanding of figurative language, word relationships, and nuances in

word meanings,” this standard calls for students to “Interpret figurative

language, including similes and metaphors, in context” (Common Core

Standards, 2010).

Whether or not one’s state adheres to the Common Core, the concept of

figurative language is an important aspect of effective writing and is

essential for our students to understand and be able to use. Figurative

language can be thought of as language that is not meant to be taken

literally and is used to make writing more descriptive, add extra emphasis to

a statement, and incorporate an author or aracter’s unique voice or

personality. To illustrate this, let’s look at a statement with and without

figurative language.

Example of a sentence with figurative language:



When the last day of sool finally ended, the students ran like

eetahs out of the building.

Example of a sentence without figurative language:

When the last day of sool finally ended, the students ran out of the

building.

Figure 16.1 Simile, Metaphor, and Personification

e sentence with figurative language contains a simile, whi compares

two unlike things using the words like or as to compare the students to

eetahs. is comparison is not to be taken literally; the sentence does not

mean to say that the students ran with the speed of eetahs or that they ran

on four legs, as eetahs do. Instead, the simile illustrates that the students

ran quily when leaving the building. e sentence without figurative

language does not contain this additional level of description, emphasis, and

uniqueness.



ree especially common forms of figurative language are similes,

metaphors, and personification. Similes and metaphors are specifically

mentioned in Common Core Language Standard 5.5; personification is

another form of figurative language that is frequently taught in concert with

similes and metaphors. Figure 16.1 (page 185) provides additional

information about similes, metaphors, and personification.

Why Figurative Language Is Important to Good
Writing

Figurative language is an important tool writers use to add description and

emphasis to their work, making it easier for readers to clearly visualize

what’s taking place. In addition, figurative language can add “voice” to a

piece of writing, allowing an author’s or a aracter’s distinctive style and

personality to come through. Barone, Xu, and Mallee (2005) explain that

authors can evaluate the voice in their works by asking questions su as

“Does my paper sound like me?” and “How do I want my reader to feel?”

(Barone et al., 2005, p. 130). Figurative language, su as similes, metaphors,

and personification, can help a piece “sound like” a particular author or

aracter by incorporating language specific to that individual’s personality

while also helping readers envision the situation.

For example, a writer describing a football game could say, “e players

jumped on the loose ball.” However, that same writer could use figurative

language to add more description of the situation and allow readers to

visualize it as clearly as possible, as in the sentence, “e players jumped on

the loose ball like a group of hungry lions going aer the last piece of meat.”

Both sentences describe the actions of the football players, but the example

with figurative language helps readers picture the way the players jumped

on the ball by using a simile to compare the players’ actions to those of

hungry lions. ere is a sense of urgency in the sentence with figurative

language that the other sentence does not possess.



In her memoir-in-verse Brown Girl Dreaming (2014), Jacqueline Woodson

used examples of simile, metaphor, and personification to emphasize and

describe key ideas in her work while also incorporating her individual voice

and personality. Woodson used a simile when describing rivers in the state

of Ohio, stating “e Hoing River moves like a flowing arm away from the

Ohio River” (p. 38). e simile “like a flowing arm” helps readers visualize

the relationship between these rivers; it allows us to envision how the rivers

fit together and helps us envision the Hoing moving away from the Ohio

like an arm moves away from a body. If Woodson had instead wrien “e

Hoing River moves away from the Ohio River,” readers would be able to

understand the information in the same way; the simile in this sentence

helps us picture what she describes and conveys how Woodson makes sense

of the relationship between the rivers.

Now let’s take a look at a metaphor Woodson used in Brown Girl

Dreaming. In the statement “Down south is another world now” (p. 344),

Woodson employed metaphorical language to emphasize a key concept to

her readers, addressing the way life has and will continue to ange. In

contrast, if Woodson would have not used a metaphor here, her statement

may not have the same impact. For instance, if she would have said, “Down

south is now a very different place,” readers may not have grasped the extent

of Woodson’s message. rough the use of figurative language, Woodson

helped readers comprehend her experiences navigating a anging world

and the impact those anges had on her while also showing her

individualized emotions about the topic.

Woodson used personification in this same text when she described “A

front por swing thirsty for oil” (p. 32). By personifying the swing as

“thirsty for oil,” Woodson provided readers with important description and

emphasis. If she had instead wrien “A front por swing that needed oil,”

we readers would not get the full understanding of the situation. While this

version would contain similar overaring information, it would not have

the detail, emphasis, or expression that make Woodson’s original statement

so effective. By personifying the swing, Woodson helped readers understand



the description of the swing in ways that convey her authentic voice and

personal insights.

ese examples from Brown Girl Dreaming illustrate that figurative

language is an important tool that writers use when creating descriptive

images that contain individualized voice and are easy for readers to

visualize. ough the sentences from the novels included in this section

would still make sense without the figurative language the authors ose to

include, they certainly would not have the level of description and

uniqueness that helps make them su high-quality sentences. Readers

would probably not be able to understand Woodson’s descriptions of the

Hoing River, life “down south,” or a front por swing as clearly or grasp

the topics’ importance, nor would they be able to sense the author’s feelings

and thoughts on the topic if she had not utilized figurative language so

effectively.

Students can apply figurative language to their own work in similar ways,

using published texts as models and ultimately using this strategy to make

their writing detailed and easy to envision. Next, we’ll look at how Ms.

Fernandez uses Sharon Cree’s novel Walk Two Moons in an engaging

lesson designed to help students understand the importance of figurative

language.

 A Classroom Snapshot

Ms. Fernandez opens today’s lesson with a few PowerPoint slides reviewing

the definition of figurative language and some examples of simile, metaphor,

and personification. “is is what we’ve been talking about in our last two

classes,” she explains, “but today we’re going to take it in a different

direction. Remember the book Walk Two Moons?” Students around the

classroom nod. “We read it earlier in the year, and we talked about some

examples from it recently when we worked on conjunctions and

interjections. Today, we’re going to look at some similes in it.”

Ms. Fernandez clis to access the next PowerPoint slide, whi contains

the following text from Walk Two Moons: “Just over a year ago, my father



plued me up like a weed and took me and all our belongings … and

stopped in front of a house in Euclid, Ohio” (Cree, 1994, p. 1). “Take a look

at this sentence,” she instructs her students. “Does anyone see any similes?”

“ ‘Like a weed,’ ” a student replies.

“e simile is ‘like a weed,’ ” eoes Ms. Fernandez. “Right on the first

page of the novel, the author used a simile. How about that! How do you

think this sentence would be different if it didn’t have this simile?”

Ms. Fernandez calls on a boy in the ba of the classroom, who states, “It

wouldn’t be as interesting.”

“An excellent start,” replies Ms. Fernandez. “What do you mean by

interesting?”

“Well,” he responds, “it’s like the same basic stuff would be there, but it

wouldn’t be described in as interesting a way.”

As the student finishes, another raises her hand and states, “e simile

makes it so you can picture the father piing her up like you plu a weed.”

“So, if we didn’t have this simile, we couldn’t picture what happened as

clearly?”

e student replies in the affirmative, while others also nod yes.

“at’s an outstanding point,” continues Ms. Fernandez. “Sometimes

figurative language, su as similes, can help us really picture what we read

or really understand what’s happening. I’m going to give ea table a

sentence from Walk Two Moons that contains a simile. I want you to find

the simile and talk about why it is important to that sentence. Once ea

table group is done, someone from ea table will read the example for the

class and tell us why the simile in that sentence is important.”

Ms. Fernandez walks around the room, giving ea table a piece of paper

containing a passage from Walk Two Moons that contains a simile:

♦  “e houses were all jammed together like a row of birdhouses” (p. 2).

♦  “when my grandparents got in a car, trouble just naturally followed

them like a filly trailing behind a mare” (p. 5).

♦  “Sometimes I am as ornery and stubborn as an old donkey” (p. 6).



♦  “ere were Megan and Christy, who jumped up and down like

pared peas” (p. 12).

–  “My grandparents can get into trouble as easily as a fly can land on a

watermelon” (p. 26).

e students work in groups, identifying the similes in the passages and

then discussing why those similes are important to the sentence. Aer

they’ve taken several minutes to do this, Ms. Fernandez asks for a group to

read its passage to the class, identify the simile, and describe why the simile

is important to the text. e first group to volunteer stands up and shares its

insights. One of the group members begins by saying that the students

worked with the text that reads “when my grandparents got in a car, trouble

just naturally followed them like a filly trailing behind a mare.” e student

continues to explain, “e simile is ‘like a filly trailing behind a mare.’ ”

“And why is that simile important to the sentence?” asks Ms. Fernandez.

“e simile’s important,” replies another student in the group, “because it

gives a comparison. It compares trouble following the grandparents with a

filly following a mare.”

“Yeah,” interjects another student in the group. “[is comparison] shows

how trouble follows the grandparents. It shows that it’s natural for trouble

to follow them like it’s natural for a filly to follow a mare.”

Aer Ms. Fernandez applauds this group’s response, the other four groups

share similarly strong analyses of the similes in their excerpts. When the last

group finishes, Ms. Fernandez concludes the language arts period by praising

the students: “Excellent work, everyone, on describing how the similes in

these examples are important.”

Recommendations for Teaing Students About
Figurative Language



In this section, I describe a step-by-step instructional process to use when

teaing students about figurative language:

1. Show students passages from literature that contain figurative

language, and discuss the importance of the figurative language in

those passages.

2. Have students create wrien works that contain figurative language.

3. Ask students to remove the figurative language from their work and

then consider how that version of the piece is different from the

original.

4. Ask students to reflect on why figurative language is important to good

writing.

Because these steps are intended to be an application of students’

knowledge of figurative language, I recommend discussing the definitions

and examples of figurative language described at the beginning of this

apter before beginning this process.

1.  Show Students Passages From Literature at Contain

Figurative Language and Discuss the Importance of the

Figurative Language in ose Passages

I recommend showing students examples from literature that contain

figurative language and talking with them about how that language is

important to the piece. is provides a useful application of the students’

knowledge of figurative language. I like to tell students, “Now that you’ve

learned what figurative language is, you’re ready to see how authors use it.”

Once I present students with an example of a published work that contains

some form of figurative language, I talk with them, as Ms. Fernandez did,

about what kind of figurative language is contained in the text and how it

enhances the piece. One particularly effective element of Ms. Fernandez’s

lesson was the way she led a whole-class discussion on this topic and then

asked the students to do the same kind of analysis in their small groups. is

showed the students how to identify and discuss figurative language before



asking them to do it on their own. I recommend doing a similar activity

with your students—analyze the figurative language in a text as a whole

class and follow that up by asking students to conduct a similar analytic

activity in small groups.

2.  Have Students Create Written Works at Contain

Figurative Language

Once students have analyzed the figurative language in published works and

commented on how the figurative language impacts those pieces, it’s time to

ask them to create their own pieces of writing that contain figurative

language. I tell students that they can write in any genre as long as they use

a certain number of examples of figurative language. For example, when

recently working with a fih-grade class, I asked the students to create

wrien work with at least one simile, one metaphor, and one example of

personification. Figure 16.2 (page 174) depicts one fih-grader’s work on this

activity; Jessica’s Halloween poem contains one example of ea of these

forms of figurative language.

In her poem, Jessica used the simile “like cars in rush hour traffic” to

describe the ildren crowding the streets and the metaphor “the ja

o’lanterns are lighthouses” to depict how they guide the way in the night. In

addition, she incorporates personification by saying “e pirate costume in

my closet is calling my name.” ese examples of figurative language

enhance the level of description in the piece. Aer students create these

works, I invite them to share them with their peers by reading them aloud

and pointing out the figurative language used in ea piece. is can

facilitate discussions of how the figurative language in ea piece adds

description that would not otherwise be there.



Figure 16.2 Student Work With Figurative Language

3.  Ask Students to Remove the Figurative Language From eir

Work and en Consider How at Version of the Piece Is

Different From the Original

Aer students have created and shared these works, I recommend asking

them to revise the pieces so they no longer contain figurative language.

ough this might sound counterintuitive in a lesson on figurative language,

I’ve found this process really shows students the differences in quality

between pieces that contain figurative language and those that don’t. By

initially creating works that contain figurative language, students get

experience describing elements of their pieces in detailed and engaging



ways. When they’re forced to eliminate that language, they can see that

their descriptions no longer contain the detail and distinctiveness that

figurative language provides.

Figure 16.3 (page 192) shows the revised version of Jessica’s Halloween

poem depicted in Figure 16.2. For the new version, Jessica removed the

figurative language. e simile that compares the ildren to cars in rush

hour traffic is gone, as is the metaphor that states, “the ja o’ lanterns are

lighthouses.” In addition, the pirate costume is no longer personified; the text

now reads, “I can’t wait to wear the pirate costume in my closet.”

When I asked Jessica to compare the two pieces, she explained, “I like the

one with figurative language a whole lot beer. e simile, metaphor, and

personification make that one mu more descriptive. I think the second one

is more dull.”



Figure 16.3 Student’s Poem Without Figurative Language

4. Ask Students to Reflect on Why Figurative Language Is

Important to Good Writing

As a final step, I recommend asking the students to consider why figurative

language is important to good writing. To do this, I recommend reviewing

with students the published texts you discussed together and then asking

them to conduct a think-pair-share on the following question: “Based on this

example and the pieces you created, why is figurative language important to

good writing?” When recently conducting this activity with a fih-grade

class, I was impressed with the quality of the students’ responses. One

student explained that the figurative language helped writers use their own



style; another said that figurative language makes writing easier to picture.

ese comments showed me that the students had developed a strong

awareness of why writers use figurative language and suggested that they

were thinking metacognitively about the topic.

Final oughts on Figurative Language

e following information summarizes major points from this apter,

including what this grammatical concept is, why it’s important for good

writing, and how one might tea it for maximum effectiveness.

♦  Figurative language is addressed in Common Core Language Standard

5.5, whi calls for students to “Interpret figurative language, including

similes and metaphors, in context” (Common Core Standards, 2010).

♦  Figurative language can be defined as language that is not meant to be

taken literally. It is an important tool writers use to add description and

emphasis to their works, making it easier for readers to clearly visualize

what’s taking place.

♦  Figurative language can also add “voice” to a piece of writing, allowing

for an author or a aracter’s distinctive style and personality to come

through.

♦  ree especially common forms of figurative language are similes,

metaphors, and personification.

–  Similes compare two different things using the words like or as.

–  Metaphors compare two different things by stating that one thing is

another.

–  Personification is giving human qualities to a nonliving thing.

♦  When teaing figurative language, remember:

–  Show students passages from literature that contain figurative

language and discuss the importance of the figurative language in

those passages.

–  Have students create wrien works that contain figurative language.



–  Ask students to remove the figurative language from their work and

then consider how that version of the piece is different from the

original.

–  Ask students to reflect on why figurative language is important to

good writing.

Figure 16.4 Figurative Language Instructional Flowart

Figure 16.4 depicts this instructional process in an easy-to-follow flowart.

Bonus Tips for Support

If students need extra support understanding figurative language, try these

steps:

♦  Share with students the explanation of figurative language at the

beginning of this apter: “Figurative language can be thought of as

language that is not meant to be taken literally and is used to make

writing more descriptive and add extra emphasis to a statement.”

♦  Show students the examples and definitions of simile, metaphor, and

personification depicted in Figure 16.1.

♦  Ask students to rewrite ea of these sentences without figurative

language and compare the differences.



–  For example, a student might rewrite “He jumped on the football like

a lion pouncing on its prey” as “He jumped on the football.” Aer the

student creates the new version, ask the student what they notice

about the differences in the two sentences.

♦  Have students create basic sentences without figurative language.

♦  Aer students create and share these basic sentences, have ea student

pi a sentence and add either a simile, a metaphor, or an example of

personification to it.

♦  Once students have done this with one type of figurative language, ask

them to continue to do so with the other two forms.

♦  When students understand these ideas and can complete these

activities, they can begin the instructional process described in this

apter.



17  

Assessing Students’ Knowledge

How Can Teaers Best Assess Students’
Knowledge of the Grammar Toolkit?

A significant part of grammar instruction is coming up with assessments

that provide accurate and meaningful measures of student learning. Because

it’s important to connect assessment and instructional practices (Brater &

Ryan, 2004), the best grammar assessments are those that are tied to the

kinds of instruction provided to students. In this apter, I discuss two kinds

of assessment methods that are related to the instructional practices

described in this book. e first involves providing students with examples

from literature that contain particular grammatical concepts and asking

students how those grammatical concepts enhance the writing. e second

involves asking students to create works that contain specific grammatical

concepts and then having them explain the importance of those grammatical

concepts to the texts they created. In this apter, I discuss these assessment

practices and explain how ea can be used as both summative and

formative assessments.

ese assessment methods were designed to measure students’

understandings of the hows and whys of grammar, specifically, how authors



use grammatical concepts and why these concepts can enhance writing. e

assessments move past the basic drills and textbook exercises that Robb

(2001), Weaver (1998), and others caution against, instead asking students to

utilize higher-order thinking skills and metacognitive thinking while

completing grammar assessments. Let’s look at ea of these methods in

more detail.

Assessment Method 1: Literary Analysis

In this assessment method, students conduct a type of literary analysis by

examining examples from literature that contain particular grammatical

concepts and describing how those concepts enhanced the writing. I have

found this to be a useful method because it requires students to read a work

of literature critically with the author’s use of grammatical concepts in

mind. ese kinds of critical readings are related to the instructional

practices described in this book that involve showing students examples of a

particular grammatical concept in literature and discussing how the author

used that concept.

Let’s discuss exactly what su an exercise would look like. In an

assessment about prepositional phrases, I would provide students with an

example from literature that contains a prepositional phrase, as well as an

adapted version of that sentence that does not contain the prepositional

phrase. I’d ask the students to read the sentences and explain how the

prepositional phrase enhances the piece. When creating these exercises, you

can certainly use any of the literary examples from this book, provided those

examples are on your students’ reading levels. e following is an example

of a question from an assessment on prepositional phrases. is question

used a sentence from Jerry Spinelli’s novel Maniac Magee.

Below is an excerpt from Maniac Magee with a prepositional

phrase underlined.

“And sometimes Maniac just sat at the front window.” (Spinelli,

1990, p. 56)



Below is the same excerpt from Maniac Magee without the

prepositional phrase.

“And sometimes Maniac just sat.”

In the space below, describe how the prepositional phrase in

the sentence improves the piece. en explain why you

believe the author used it.

ese exercises ask students to think metacognitively about how the

phrase enhances the work. ough prepositional phrases add details to a

text, other grammatical concepts, su as subject-verb agreement and

pronoun reference, are used to ensure that a piece of writing is clear and

that readers and writer can envision the same thing. When assessing

students on these kinds of concepts, I provide them with a sentence from a

published work as well as an incorrect version that does not use the focal

concept properly. I ask the students to compare the passages by explaining

why the example with the correctly used grammatical concept is clearer

than the incorrect example. Following is a sample question from an

assessment on pronoun reference. is example uses a passage from Mary

Pope Osborne’s novel Sunset of the Sabertooth, previously discussed in

Chapter 1 of this book.

Below is a passage from Sunset of the Sabertooth that contains

correct pronoun reference.

“Annie held the rope with both hands. She pushed her feet

against the side of the pit. She rose into the air with the

rope.” (Osborne, 1996, p. 45)

Below is the same example from Sunset of the Sabertooth with

one ange: it no longer contains correct pronoun

reference.

“Annie held the rope with both hands. She pushed her feet

against the side of the pit. ey rose into the air with the

rope.”



In the space below, compare the two sentences by explaining

why the sentence with correct pronoun reference is clearer

than the one with incorrect pronoun reference. en

answer this question: Based on these sentences, why is it

important that writers use correct pronoun reference?

is exercise was designed to ask students to think metacognitively about

why a particular grammatical concept—in this case, pronoun reference—is

important to good writing. Now, let’s look at the second assessment method

in this approa: student-created texts and analysis.

Assessment Method 2: Student-Created Texts

In this assessment method, students create their own works that contain

specific grammatical concepts and then explain the importance of those

grammatical concepts to the pieces they created. is form of assessment is

similar to assessment method 1 in some ways and different in others. e

two methods are similar because they both ask students to critically analyze

how a particular grammatical concept can improve a piece of writing. ey

are different because the first assessment method involves students’

analyzing a piece of literature wrien by a published author, and the second

asks the students to create their own works and discuss how the

grammatical concept impacted those works. I have found that this

assessment method makes the material even more relevant for students

because they are reflecting on how specific grammatical concepts impact

their own work.

Let’s look at how some of these kinds of examples could appear on an

assessment. If I were giving students a test on prepositional phrases, I would

provide them with the following instructions.

In the space below, create a piece of writing that contains at least

three prepositional phrases. Underline ea prepositional phrase.



e piece can be in any genre and can describe fictional or

nonfictional events.

In the space below, describe how the prepositional phrases

contribute to your piece. What kinds of information would your

readers not have if you didn’t use prepositional phrases? Be

specific.

Now let’s look at an assessment issue that focuses on a different kind of

grammatical concept, su as pronoun reference, that deals more with

ensuring clarity than with adding detail. In an assessment on pronoun

reference, I would provide students with the following instructions.

In the space below, create a piece of writing that contains correct

pronoun reference. Make sure the pronouns and antecedents in

your piece agree. Underline at least three pronouns in your piece.

e piece can be in any genre and can describe fictional or

nonfictional events.

In the space below, describe how the clear pronoun reference in

your piece contributes to the meaning of it. How would your piece

be confusing if you didn’t use correct pronoun reference? Be

specific.

e assessment examples on prepositional phrases and those on pronoun

reference both ask students to do the following:

♦  Create a piece of writing that uses a specific grammatical concept.

♦  Identify examples of that concept.

♦  Explain why the use of that grammatical concept contributes to the

quality of the piece.



is assessment method can be applied to any grammatical concept; these

are just two particular examples. Next, let’s explore how one might grade

these assessment questions.

Grading the Assessment Examples

I recommend using a rubric that allows students to earn up to 10 points for

ea question—5 for the accuracy of the information in their responses and 5

for the quality of the analysis. If the assessment contains two problems (one

on literary analysis and one on student-created text), then students can earn

up to 20 points. Figure 17.1 shows a rubric I’ve used to assess student

responses to these exercises; it contains the areas of evaluation, evaluation

questions I use to assess the students’ responses, the possible points for ea

section, and places to record the students’ scores and comment on their

work.

is is the rubric I use to evaluate responses on the grammatical concept

test. Ea response can earn up to 10 total points—5 for the accuracy of the

information and 5 for the quality of the analysis. e subsequent questions

describe what I’m looking for when I grade the responses.

ese two rubric criteria combine to evaluate two things: (1) the accuracy

of the information in students’ responses and (2) the quality of the analysis

in those responses. I give the students a copy of the rubric before the test so

they can see how I’ll evaluate their work.



Figure 17.1 Rubric for Grammatical Concept Assessment

Summative and Formative Assessments

e kinds of assessment problems and examples described in this apter

can be used as summative assessments (those used at the end of a unit of

study) as well as formative assessments (in-process assessments used during

a unit to measure how well students are learning the material and what

adjustments a teaer might make to help the students beer understand the

content). is section discusses how to use these assessment examples for

both summative and formative purposes.

Summative Assessments

I recommend giving students focused tests on individual grammatical

concepts rather than giving them one large test on many concepts together.

For example, I recommend giving fourth graders separate assessments on



prepositional phrases, relative pronouns and adverbs, modal auxiliaries, and

other key concepts discussed in the Common Core Standards instead of

giving them a cumulative exam that covers all of these topics at one time. I

believe that conducting separate assessments allows students to demonstrate

their knowledge of ea grammatical concept in depth without

overwhelming them. When I create a summative assessments, I include two

elements—one literary analysis problem and one student-created text and

analysis. I then grade ea response using the rubric depicted in Figure 17.1.

Formative Assessments

e assessment examples described in this apter can also make excellent

tools for formative assessments, whi students complete during a unit to

provide feedba and insight into how mu they’ve learned and what they

still need to know. When I use one of these problems as a formative

assessment, I ask students to respond to it at the end of a language arts class

as an “exit question.” en, I read the students’ answers and gauge their

progress. I prefer not to grade students on these assessments but rather to

respond with comments that highlight what they’ve done well and call

aention to elements of the response that are incorrect or that could benefit

from further development and clarification. is helps the students use their

responses and my feedba to prepare for the summative assessments, where

they will see these kinds of problems again. In addition, I use formative

assessments to guide my instruction—if it’s clear from the assessments that

my students are having a hard time with a grammatical concept, I’ll return

to the concept and work to clarify students’ understanding. Based on the

number of students who demonstrate difficulty with a concept, I either

instruct the whole class on the topic or identify a group of students that

need extra support and conduct a mini-lesson with them.

Final oughts on Assessing Students’ Knowledge



e following information summarizes key ideas about assessing students’

knowledge of important grammatical concepts:

♦  I recommend assessing students’ knowledge of grammatical concepts in

two different ways: (1) literary analysis, and (2) student-created texts.

–  In literary analysis problems, students examine examples from

literature that contain particular grammatical concepts and describe

how those concepts enhanced the writing.

–  In student-created texts and the corresponding analysis, students

create their own works that contain specific grammatical concepts

and then explain the importance of those grammatical concepts to

the writing.

♦  e assessment examples described in this apter can be used as both

summative and formative assessments.

–  I recommend giving students summative assessments on specific

grammatical concepts and including one literary analysis problem

and one student-created text and analysis on ea test.

–  I recommend using these kinds of problems as formative assessments

by asking students to respond to them informally as end-of-class

“exit questions” and using the students’ responses to assess their

understandings and inform future instruction.



PART 4

Putting It Together



Conclusion

Final oughts and Tips for Classroom Practice



How Do I Put the Ideas in is Book Into Action?

At a conference on literacy instruction, I spoke to a teaer named Mary

about grammar instruction. Mary, who was in her 21st year as an

elementary-sool teaer, shared her thoughts on the allenges of

grammar instruction. “I think it’s so hard to tea students grammar in a

way that helps them apply what they learn to their writing. I’ve been

struggling with this for a while.” She continued, “Grammar can be easy to

tea, but I think it’s hard to tea well.” Mary and I talked about the ideas

described in this book and some ways to put these ideas into action. I told

her, “One of the things I like most about this approa is it’s really fun to put

into action. Once students understand the concepts, you’re really talking

with them about literature and writing. Grammar becomes a part of that

conversation.”

In this apter, we’ll look at some tips for puing the ideas in this book

into practice in your classroom. ough ea apter in this book provides

specific recommendations for teaing a grammatical concept, the

subsequent recommendations provide a general framework for grammar

instruction that connects grammatical concepts to the aracteristics of

effective writing and shows students that these concepts are tools that

writers use to enhance their work.

Tips for Classroom Practice

♦  Discuss the nuts and bolts of a specific grammatical concept.

♦  Show students examples from literature of that concept.

♦  Discuss why the grammatical concept is important to the piece of

literature.

♦  Have students use the concept in their own writing.

♦  Ask students to reflect on the concept’s uses.



In the following sections, I describe ea tip in additional detail, providing

insight into how to incorporate them into the classroom.

Discuss the Nuts and Bolts of a Grammatical Concept

Before talking with students about why a particular grammatical concept is

important to good writing, it’s important to discuss the fundamentals, or the

nuts and bolts, of that concept. Ea apter in this book begins with

important fundamental information about its focal concept. I recommend

using the examples and figures in those sections to introduce grammatical

concepts to students and discuss their defining aracteristics with them.

Once students are comfortable with this information, they can move

forward to thinking analytically and metacognitively about grammar.

Show Students Examples From Literature of at Concept

e next step in this process is to show students examples from literature of

the grammatical concept you’re discussing. It’s best to select examples from

texts that interest your students and are at their general reading level. Ea

apter in this book contains examples from ildren’s or young adult

literature of particular grammatical concepts. ese can be great examples to

use, but you should also feel free to select different ones based on the

interests and needs of your students. Regardless of whi literary examples

you use, this is an excellent practice because it shows students that

grammatical concepts don’t just exist in isolated grammar exercises—

instead, they are found in literature and are tools published writers use.

Discuss Why the Grammatical Concept Is Important to the

Piece of Literature

is instructional practice is a logical follow-up to the previous one; aer

you show students examples from literature of a particular grammatical

concept, talk with them about why that grammatical concept is important to

the pieces of literature. e specific conversation you’ll have about this topic

will vary based on the grammatical concept. A discussion about why a

published writer used figurative language would be different from one that



focuses on subject-verb agreement, but ea conversation should be based

on the same “big idea”: how does the use of this grammatical concept

enhance this piece of literature? Class discussions and corresponding

activities that address this question can help students understand that

grammatical concepts are used purposefully in writing and can enhance

wrien works in specific ways.

Have Students Use the Concept in eir Own Writing

Aer students understand why a specific grammatical concept enhances a

published text, the next step is to ask them to use that concept in their own

writing. If students are already working on a particular piece of writing, you

can ask them to use the grammatical concept you’re studying. For example,

if you’re discussing relative clauses with your students, ask them to

incorporate some relative clauses in the pieces they’re working on. If

students aren’t currently working on pieces, you can ask them to create

short pieces that incorporate the grammatical concept on whi you’re

focusing. Asking students to apply specific grammatical concepts to their

writing can help them see that these concepts are useful tools that can

enhance the quality of that writing.

Ask Students to Reflect on the Concept’s Uses

Finally, I recommend asking students to reflect on the uses of the

grammatical concept on whi you are focusing. To engage students in this

kind of reflection, I first ask them to think about how they used the

grammatical concept in their own writing. To facilitate this, I ask the

students to find an example of the focal concept in their writing and explain

what it does to enhance the piece. Aer students share their responses with

the class, I ask them, usually in a think-pair-share format, to reflect on why

this concept is an important tool for effective writing. I always love hearing

what the students share; their insights into how grammatical concepts can

enhance writing frequently show that they are thinking metacognitively

about grammar and are poised to apply these concepts to their future work.



Final oughts: e Journey of Innovative
Grammar Instruction

e ideas discussed in this book are rooted in the belief that grammatical

concepts are important tools that writers use to enhance the quality of their

work. As students work on mastering key language standards and the

grammatical concepts described in them, it’s important to emphasize the

essential role that grammar plays in creating clear, descriptive writing. I

hope that the ideas, texts, resources, and examples discussed in this book

help you and your students have meaningful conversations about grammar’s

role in works of literature wrien by published authors and the writing that

your students create.

e updates to this new edition combine with the core ideas from the

original version to give you a resource on grammar instruction designed to

be as useful and relevant as possible. is flowarts in Chapters 1 through

16 are resources that can help you visualize the instructional processes

described in ea apter, and the “Bonus Tips for Support” at the end of

ea of these apters can guide you as you work with students who need

additional support understanding a apter’s key concept. If you need a

reminder of what teaing students about the book’s focal grammatical

concepts can look like, you can return to the book’s streamlined classroom

snapshots, whi are structured to focus on the key aspects of the profiled

teaers’ instruction. is book is firmly rooted in the importance of mentor

texts and authentic, literature-based examples of grammatical concepts; with

this in mind, I suggest using the published examples throughout the apters

and in the annotated bibliography. Since this edition contains more

contemporary texts from a wider and more diverse range of authors, you’ll

have a number of current examples to use with your students that provide a

variety of important perspectives.

In addition, the information in this edition about the anging nature of

pronoun use highlights important ideas for us all to consider related to the

evolution of language and the importance of inclusivity of all gender



identities. Also, related to the book’s title ange from The Common Core

Grammar Toolkit: Using Mentor Texts to Teach the Language Standards in

Grades 3–5 to The Elementary School Grammar Toolkit: Using Mentor Texts

to Teach Standards-Based Language and Grammar in Grades 3–5, Second

Edition, it’s important to emphasize that the grammatical concepts discussed

in this book are essential tools for effective writing regardless of whether

one’s specific state adheres to the Common Core Standards. No maer your

state’s connection to those standards, the book you have just finished

reading will give you a toolkit of actionable takeaways and ideas designed to

facilitate your teaing and your students’ learning.

Grammar instruction that is linked with literature and writing provides a

pedagogically sound and resear-based alternative to the conventional

work sheets and out-of-context grammar exercises that Weaver (1998) and

other grammar experts tell teaers to avoid. Literature-based grammar

instruction can help students think about grammar as a way to grow as

writers, readers, and learners. Best of lu to you and your students as you

use this book to embark on the journey of innovative grammar instruction.

Know that countless works of literature (including those discussed in this

book) support you as you help your students think metacognitively about

grammar.
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Appendices

Annotated Bibliography

is annotated bibliography contains the following information: 1) e title

and authors of the works of ildren’s or young adult literature featured in

this book, 2) A key grammatical concept found in ea work, 3) e

Common Core Language Standard associated with that concept, 4) An

excerpt from that work, found earlier in this book, that demonstrates exactly

how the author uses that grammatical concept, and 5) Information on whi

apter in The Elementary School Grammar Toolkit the concept is discussed

(in case you want to refer ba to the text for more information on a

concept).

is annotated bibliography is designed to make this book as user-

friendly as possible. It is organized alphabetically by author’s last name and

ea entry includes important details designed to help you use literature to

tea these grammatical concepts.

Barne, M. (2012). It happened on a train. New York, NY: Simon & Suster

Books for Young Readers.

Book Title: It Happened On a Train

Author: Mac Barne

Grammatical Concept: Prepositional phrases

Related Common Core Standard: L4.1

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept:

“It happened on a train” (the book’s title).

Discussed in Chapter: Nine



Another Grammatical Concept in this Text: Correct capitalization

Related Common Core Standard: L4.2

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept:

“Steve’s skin was starting to sting. His head throbbed” (p. 150).

Discussed in Chapter: Ten

Brooks. B. (2000). Throwing smoke. New York, NY: HarperCollins.

Book Title: Throwing Smoke

Author: Bruce Brooks

Grammatical Concept: e past perfect tense

Related Common Core Standard: L5.1

Excerpts at Demonstrate Concept:

“Delancey had already run in and pied up two bats, whi she whirled

around a couple of times before dropping one and standing up to the

plate” (p. 35).

“e shortstop had heard Wren’s comment” (p. 73).

Discussed in Chapter: Twelve

Brown, J. (1983). Flat Stanley: Stanley and the magic lamp. New York, NY:

HarperCollins.

Book Title: Flat Stanley: Stanley and the Magic Lamp

Author: Jeff Brown

Grammatical Concept: Subject-verb agreement

Related Common Core Standard: L3.1

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept:

“Mr. Lambop served three more balls …” (p. 63).

Discussed in Chapter: Two

Byars, B., Myers, L., & Duffey, B. (2004). The SOS file. New York, NY: Henry

Holt & Co.

Book Title: The SOS File

Authors: Betsy Byars, Betsy Duffey, Laurie Myers



Grammatical Concept: Using commas and quotation marks when

writing dialogue

Related Common Core Standard: L3.2

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept:

“Fred retired last year,” Mr. Robinson went on, “but I believe he’s still in

Atlanta” (p. 45).

Discussed in Chapter: ree

Christopher, M. (1990). Top wing. Boston, MA: Lile, Brown, and Company.

Book Title: Top Wing

Author: Ma Christopher

Grammatical Concept: Relative pronouns

Related Common Core Standard: L4.1

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept:

“e Cooneer center had kied the ball

ba to his hala, who aimed a ki to his right wing” (p. 23).

Discussed in Chapter: Six

Cleary, B. (1983). Dear Mr. Henshaw. New York, NY: Solastic.

Book Title: Dear Mr. Henshaw

Author: Beverly Cleary

Grammatical Concept: Modal auxiliaries

Related Common Core Standard: L4.1

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept:

“Mom looked me straight in the eye. ‘Because your father will never grow

up,’ she said.” (, p. 112).

Discussed in Chapter: Eight

Cleary, B. (1982). Ralph S. Mouse. New York, NY: HarperCollins.

Book Title: Ralph S. Mouse

Author: Beverly Cleary

Grammatical Concept: Differences between spoken and wrien standard

English



Related Common Core Standard: L3.3

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept:

“Night winds, moaning around corners and whistling through cras,

dashed snow against the windows of the Mountain View Inn” (p.1)

(Example of wrien standard English).

Discussed in Chapter: Five

Cree, S. (1994). Walk two moons. New York, NY: HarperCollins.

Book Title: Walk Two Moons

Author: Sharon Cree

Grammatical Concept: Coordinating conjunctions

Related Common Core Standard: L5.1

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept:

“Ben tripped over the curb, and Mary Lou gave me a peculiar look” (p.

136).

Discussed in Chapter: irteen

Another Grammatical Concept in this Text: Interjections

Related Common Core Standard: L5.2

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept:

“Goodness!” Gram said, “as long as it’s not too bloody” (p. 52).

Discussed in Chapter: irteen

Another Grammatical Concept in this Text: Similes

Related Common Core Standard: L5.5

Excerpts at Demonstrates Concept:

“Just over a year ago, my father plued me up like a weed and took me

and all our belongings … and stopped in front of a house in Euclid, Ohio”

(p. 1).

“e houses were all jammed together like a row of birdhouses” (p. 2).

“… when my grandparents got in a car, trouble just naturally followed

them like a filly trailing behind a mare” (p. 5).

“Sometimes I am as ornery and stubborn as an old donkey” (p. 6).



“ere were Megan and Christy, who jumped up and down like pared

peas…” (p. 12).

“My grandparents can get into trouble as easily as a fly can land on a

watermelon” (p. 26).

Discussed in Chapter: Sixteen

Dahl, R. (1980). The twits. New York, NY: Puffin.

Book Title: The Twits

Author: Roald Dahl

Grammatical Concept: Simple, compound, and complex Sentences

Related Common Core Standard: L3.1

Excerpts at Demonstrates Concepts: Simple sentence:

“Mrs. Twit was no beer than her husband” (p. 8)

Compound sentence:

“He went on drinking his beer, and his evil mind kept working away on

the latest horrid

tri he was going to play on the old woman” (p.11).Complex sentence:

“Because of all this, Mr. Twit never went really hungry” (p.7).

Discussed in Chapter: Four

de Saint-Exupery (1943). The little prince. Boston, MA: Harcourt.

Book Title: The Little Prince

Author: Antoine de Saint-Exupery

Grammatical Concept: Relative pronouns

Related Common Core Standard: L4.1

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept:

“I know full well that apart from the large planets, su as Earth, Jupiter,

Mars and Venus, whi have been given names, there are hundreds of

others whi are sometimes so small that that is difficult to see them

through the telescope” (p.20).

Discussed in Chapter: Six



DiCamillo, K. (2006). The miraculous journey of Edward Tulane. Cambridge,

MA: Candle-wi Press.

Book Title: The Miraculous Journey of Edward Tulane

Author: Kate DiCamillo

Grammatical Concept: Modal auxiliaries

Related Common Core Standard: L4.1

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept: “He could dance to pay for what I

ate” (p. 157)

Discussed in Chapter: Eight

Dominguez, A. (2018). Stella Diaz has something to say. New York: Roaring

Brook Press

Book Title: Stella Diaz Has Something to Say

Author: Angela Dominguez

Grammatical Concept: Simple, compound, and complex sentences

Related Common Core Standard: L3.1

Excerpts at Demonstrates Concepts:

“Pano is my bea fish” (p. 4). (example of simple sentence)

“e whole group giggles for a second, and the teaers hush us” (p. 34).

(example of compound sentence)

“While she passes it to me, she makes sure to pull off the bay leaf” (p. 3).

(example of complex sentence)

Discussed in Chapter: Four

Fleisman, P. (1997). Seedfolks. New York, NY: Harper Trophy.

Book Title: Seedfolks

Author: Paul Fleisman

Grammatical Concept: Dialects and language variations

Related Common Core Standard: L5.3

Excerpts at Demonstrate Concept:

“Deltoids—awesome. Pecs—e ’em out.ads—now playing on a body

near you. Can’t help being born with this body, or living three doors



down from Kapp’s gym. Can’t stop people calling me Atlas or Ceps” (p.

51).

“I was showing Lateesha that just cause I got muscles don’t mean I’m

some jungle beast” (p. 55).

“My homies all laughed to see me out there” (p. 55).

“I could have banged their heads together and shut ’em up, but I didn’t”

(p. 55). “We save

all for ildren’s college, so they can have easier life. But no ildren

come. Very many years we hope, but still alone. en my husband die.

Heart aa” (p. 46).

Discussed in Chapter: Fieen

Gantos, J. (2000). Joey Pigza loses control.

New York, NY: Farrar Straus Giroux.

Book Title: Joey Pigza Loses Control

Author: Ja Gantos

Grammatical Concept: Prepositional phrases

Related Common Core Standard: L4.1

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept:

“In the morning Dad came into my room” (p. 34).

Discussed in Chapter: Nine

Giles, L. (2019). The last last-day-of-summer. New York, NY: Houghton

Mifflin Harcourt.

Book Title: The Last Last-Day-of-Summer

Author: Lamar Giles

Grammatical Concept: Modal auxiliaries

Related Common Core Standard: L4.1

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept:

“It must seem like there just aren’t enough hours in a day” (p. 11).

Discussed in Chapter: Eight

Hale, B. (2001). The big nap. Boston, MA: Harcourt.



Book Title: The Big Nap

Author: Bruce Hale

Grammatical Concept: Pronoun reference

Related Common Core Standard: L3.1

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept:

“e next day we’d have to start beating the bushes for another case. But

first we’d savor the end of this one” (p. 109).

Discussed in Chapter: One

Hamilton, V. (1999). Bluish. New York, NY: Solastic.

Book Title: Bluish

Author: Virginia Hamilton

Grammatical Concept: Using a comma to indicate direct address

Related Common Core Standard: L5.2

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept:

“Dreen, she’s in sool with you” (p. 46).

Discussed in Chapter: Fourteen

Another Grammatical Concept in this Text: Using commas to separate

items in a series

Related Common Core Standard: L5.2

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept:

“Dreenie, Bluish, and Paula were qui to understand the process” (p. 56).

Discussed in Chapter: Fourteen

Another Grammatical Concept in this Text: Using commas to separate an

introductory element from the rest of the sentence

Related Common Core Standard: L5.2

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept:

“Aer they’d made a general plan, they could oose the size of the poster

board and where they could put it” (p. 57).

Discussed in Chapter: Fourteen

Hiassen, C. (2012). Chomp. New York, NY: Knopf Books for Young Readers.



Book Title: Chomp

Author: Carl Hiassen

Grammatical Concept: Prepositional phrases

Related Common Core Standard: L4.1

Excerpts at Demonstrate Concept:

“Her dad was furiously asing her around the Walmart parking lot…” (p.

122).

Discussed in Chapter: Nine

Johnson, V. (2018). The Parker inheritance. New York, NY: Solastic.

Book Title: The Parker Inheritance

Author: Varian Johnson

Grammatical Concept: Subject-verb agreement

Related Common Core Standard: L3.1

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept:

“e library was down the street” (Johnson, 2018, p. 5).

Discussed in Chapter: Two

Kinney, J. (2007). Diary of a wimpy kid. New York, NY: Amulet Books.

Book Title: Diary of a Wimpy Kid

Author: Jeff Kinney

Grammatical Concept: Subject-verb agreement

Related Common Core Standard: L3.1

Excerpts at Demonstrate Concept:

“Dad walked down to the basement to ew Rodri out, and I tagged

along” (p. 12)

“Dad really hates heavy metal, and that’s the kind of music Rodri and

his band play” (Kinney, 2007, p. 31).

Discussed in Chapter: Two

Kinney, J. (2009). Diary of a wimpy kid: The last straw.

Book Title: Diary of Wimpy Kid

Author: Jeff Kinney



Grammatical Concept: e present progressive tense

Related Common Core Standard: L4.1

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept:

“Now I’m wondering what else I’m missing out on” (p. 8).

Discussed in Chapter: Seven

Korman, G. (1989). Radio fifth grade. New York, NY: Solastic.

Book Title: Radio fifth grade

Author: Gordon Korman

Grammatical Concept: Coordinating conjunctions

Related Common Core Standard: 5.1

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept:

“Ms. Panagopoulos adjusted her huge glasses and smiled brightly at her

class” (p. 27).

Discussed in Chapter: irteen

Another Grammatical Concept in this Text: Subordinating conjunctions

Related Common Core Standard: 5.1

Excerpts at Demonstrate Concept:

“As he and Brad took their desks, Benjy could see that the fight was

resuming in the control room” (p. 27).

“While Benjy, Ellen-Louise, and Arthur started work on their scripts,

Mark got permission from Mr. Sword to go to the office and post the new

‘Kidsview’ sign-up sheet” (p. 18).

Discussed in Chapter: irteen

Another Grammatical Concept in this Text: Interjections

Related Common Core Standard: 5.1

Excerpts at Demonstrate Concept:

“ ‘Of course!’ exclaimed Mr. White-head. ‘We’ve got a real winner here”

(p. 63).”

“Gosh, you’re beautiful!” (p. 63).

Discussed in Chapter: irteen



Lasky, K. (2010). Chasing Orion. Somerville, MA: Candlewi Press.

Book Title: Chasing Orion

Author: Kathryn Lasky

Grammatical Concept: Interjections

Related Common Core Standard: L5.1

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept:

“ ‘Look!’ I complained. ‘All I did was ask an honest question’ ” (p. 112).

Discussed in Chapter: irteen

Lasky, K. (2006). The Coming of Hoole. New York, NY: Solastic.

Book Title: The Coming of Hoole

Author: Kathryn Lasky

Grammatical Concept: Specific nouns and strong verbs

Related Common Core Standard: L4.3

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept:

“ ‘Aa boy!’ Grank boomed. Hoole shuddered and nearly dropped the

worm” (p. 7).

Discussed in Chapter: Eleven

Lindgren, A. (1950). Pippi Longstocking. New York, NY: e Viking Press.

Book Title: Pippi Longstocking

Author: Astrid Lindgren

Grammatical Concept: e present perfect tense

Related Common Core Standard: L5.1

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept:

“Is this the girl who has moved into Villa Villekula?” (p.39).

Discussed in Chapter: Twelve

Another Grammatical Concept in this Text: e past perfect tense

Related Common Core Standard: L5.1

Excerpts at Demonstrate Concept:

“When Mr. Nilsson had emptied his cup he turned it upside down and put

it on his head” (p.151).



“When everybody had had enough and the horse had had his share, Pippi

took hold of all four corners of the tablecloth and lied it up so that the

cups and plates tumbled over ea other as if they were in a sa” (p. 152).

Discussed in Chapter: Twelve

Lorenzi, N.D. (2016). A long pitch home. Cambridge, MA: Charlesbridge.

Book Title: A Long Pitch Home

Author: Natalie Dias Lorenzi

Grammatical Concept: Prepositional phrases

Related Common Core Standard: L4.1

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept:

“My mother’s voice calls from the kiten” (p. 33).

Discussed in Chapter: Nine

Lupica, M. (2010). The batboy. New York, NY: Puffin Books.

Book Title: The Batboy

Author: Mike Lupica

Grammatical Concept: e past progressive tense

Related Common Core Standard: L4.1

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept:

“As he and Finn were staing the boxes of gum and sunflower seeds for

the night, Brian said, ‘I don’t have a bat” (p. 165).

Discussed in Chapter: Seven

McDonald, M. (2005). Stink: The incredible shrinking kid. Somerville, MA:

Candle-wi Press.

Book Title: Stink: The Incredible Shrinking Kid

Author: Megan McDonald

Grammatical Concept: Using commas and quotation marks when

writing dialogue

Related Common Core Standard: L3.2

Excerpts at Demonstrate Concept:



“While you were gone,” said Mrs. Dempster, “we drew a name to see who

would get to take Newton home this weekend” (p. 31).

“You have all the lu,” said Webster (p. 31).

Discussed in Chapter: ree

Osborne, M.P. (1996). Sunset of the sabertooth. New York, NY: Random

House.

Book title: Sunset of the Sabertooth

Author: Mary Pope Osborne

Grammatical Concept: Pronoun reference

Related Common Core Standard: L3.1

Excerpts at Demonstrate Concept:

“Annie held the rope with both hands. She

pushed her feet against the side of the pit. She rose into the air with the

rope” (p. 45).

“Eight-year-old Ja and his seven-year-old sister, Annie, climbed into the

tree house. ey found it was filled with books” (p.1).

Discussed in Chapter: One

Palacio, R.J. (2012). Wonder. New York, NY: Alfred A. Knopf.

Book Title: Wonder

Author: R.J. Palacio

Grammatical Concept: Strong verbs

Related Common Core Standard: L4.3

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept:

“We had taken a blanket to sit on, but it had goen illy, so we wrapped

it around us and cuddled and talked until there wasn’t even a sliver of sun

le over the ocean” (p. 87).

Discussed in Chapter: Eleven

Parsons, K. (2019). How high the moon. New York, NY: Lile, Brown and

Company.

Book Title: How High the Moon



Author: Karyn Parsons

Grammatical Concept: Using a comma to set off an introductory element

from the rest of the sentence

Related Common Core Standard: L5.2

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept:

“Aer reeling in his big cat, we were ready to head home” (p. 12).

Discussed in Chapter: Fourteen

Pe, R. (1995). Lost in cyberspace. New York, NY: Puffin.

Book Title: Lost in Cyberspace

Author: Riard Pe

Grammatical Concept: Using a comma to set off the word “no” from the

remainder of a sentence

Related Common Core Standard: L5.2

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept: “No, they aren’t. I put up that

sign” (Pe,

1995, p. 92).

Discussed in Chapter: Fourteen

Another Grammatical Concept in this Text: Using a comma to indicate

direct address

Related Common Core Standard: L5.2

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept:

“Aaron, you don’t even remember those digits you entered when Phoebe

suddenly turned up” (p. 111).

Discussed in Chapter: Fourteen

Another Grammatical Concept in this Text: Using a comma to set off a

question from the rest of a sentence

Related Common Core Standard: L5.2

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept: “You were winging it, right?” (p.

111).

Discussed in Chapter: Fourteen



Repani, J. (2012). e new powers. Sports Illustrated for Kids, 24 (7), 20–23.

Article Title: “e New Powers”

Author: Jeremy Repani

Grammatical Concept: Correct

capitalization

Related Common Core Standard: L4.2

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept:

“… Oklahoma City was le wondering

what anges it should make to beat the Heat in the future” (p. 23).

Discussed in Chapter: Ten

Rowell, T. (1973). How to eat fried worms. New York, NY: Yearling.

Book Title: How to Eat Fried Worms

Author: omas Rowell

Grammatical Concept: Prepositional phrases

Related Common Core Standard: L4.1

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept:

“On a silver dish in front of Billy lay an

ice-cream cake bathed in fruit syrups—pea, erry, tui-frui, candied

orange—topped with whipped cream

sprinkled with jelly beans and almond slivers.

‘It’s called a Whizbang Worm Delight,’ said Billy’s mother proudly. ‘I

made it up.’

‘Is the worm really in there?’ said Billy, poking about with his spoon. And

then, scraping away a bit of whipped cream at one end, he glimpsed the

worm’s snout protruding from the center of the cake” (p.77).

Discussed in Chapter: Introduction

Another Grammatical Concept in this Text: Modal auxiliaries

Related Common Core Standard: L4.1

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept:

“My parents would kill me” (Rowell, 1988, p.28)

Discussed in Chapter: Eight



Rowling, J.K. (1997). Harry Potter and the sorcerer’s stone. New York, NY:

Solastic.

Book Title: Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone

Author: J.K. Rowling

Grammatical Concept: Correct capitalization use

Related Common Core Standard: L4.2

Excerpts at Demonstrates Concept:

“Harry clambered on to his Nimbus Two ousand” (p.185).

“Before Ron could answer, Professor Flitwi appeared at Malfoy’s elbow”

(p. 165)

Discussed in Chapter: Ten

Other Grammatical Concepts in this Text:

Specific nouns and strong verbs

Related Common Core Standard: L4.3

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concepts:

“As they jostled their way through a crowd of confused Hufflepuffs, Harry

suddenly grabbed Ron’s arm” (p.173).

Discussed in Chapter: Eleven

Saar, L. (1985). Sideways stories from wayside school. New York, NY:

HarperCollins.

Book Title: Sideways Stories from Wayside School

Author: Louis Saar

Grammatical Concept: Pronoun reference

Related Common Core Standard: L3.1

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept:

“Joe had curly hair. But he didn’t know how mu hair he had. He

couldn’t count that high” (Saar, 1985, p. 19).

Discussed in Chapter: One

Another Grammatical Concept in this Text: e past progressive verb

tense



Related Common Core Standard: L4.1

Excerpt the Demonstrates Concept:

“D.J. skipped up the thirty flights of stairs to Mrs. Jewl’s room. He was

grinning from ear to ear, from nose to in, from here to there, and ba

again” (Saar, 1985, p. 71).

Discussed in Chapter: Seven

Sharmat, M.W. & Sharmat, M. (2004). Nate the great on the owl express. New

York, NY: Yearling.

Book Title: Nate the Great on the Owl Express.

Authors: Marjorie Weinman Sharmat, Mitell Sharmat

Grammatical Concept: Using commas and quotation marks when

writing dialogue

Related Common Core Standard: L3.2

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept:

“Miss Olivia took care of everything,” Wil-

lie said (p.15).

Discussed in Chapter: ree

Spinelli, J. (1996). Crash. New York, NY: Random House.

Book Title: Crash

Author: Jerry Spinelli

Grammatical Concept: Dialects and language variations

Excerpts at Demonstrate Concept:

“Greetings, fellow students” (p. 87).

“How ya doin’?” (p. 83).

Discussed in Chapter: Fieen

Spinelli, J. (1990). Maniac Magee. Boston, MA: Lile, Brown, and Company.

Book Title: Maniac Magee

Author: Jerry Spinelli

Grammatical Concept: Relative adverbs

Related Common Core Standard: L4.1



Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept:

“McNab fired. e kid swung. e baers in line automatically turned

their eyes to the bastop, where the ball should be—but it wasn’t there. It

was in the air, riding on a beeline right out to McNab’s head, the same

line it came in on, only faster” (p. 24).

Discussed in Chapter: Six

Another Grammatical Concept in this Text: Prepositional Phrases

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept:

“And sometimes Maniac just sat at the front window…” (p. 56).

Discussed in Chapter: Seventeen

Stamper, J. (2003). Magic School Bus: Voyage to the volcano. New York, NY:

Solastic.

Book Title: Magic School Bus: Voyage to the Volcano

Author: Judith Stamper

Grammatical Concept: Complex sentences

Related Common Core Standard: L3.1

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept:

“When Jim heard our big yellow copter, he

looked up and waved” (p. 49).

Discussed in Chapter: Four

Another Grammatical Concept in this Text: e present progressive

tense

Related Common Core Standard: L4.1

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept:

“We’re heading down to see where the earth is forming a new seafloor”

(p.56).

Discussed in Chapter: Seven

White, E.B. (1952). Charlotte’s web. New

York, NY: HarperCollins.

Book Title: Charlotte’s Web



Author: E.B. White

Grammatical Concept:

e future progressive tense

Related Common Core Standard: L4.1

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept:

“I shall be writing tonight for the last time” (p. 138).

Discussed in Chapter: Seven

Williams-Garcia, R. (2010). One crazy summer.

New York, NY: HarperCollins.

Book Title: One Crazy Summer

Author: Rita Williams-Garcia

Grammatical Concept: Relative pronouns

Related Common Core Standard: L4.1

Excerpts at Demonstrates Concept:

“Papa had already given me a paper with the phone number to our house,

whi I knew by heart, and the phone number to his job” (p. 6).

“We followed her outside, where green and white cabs lined up” (p. 20).

Discussed in Chapter: Six

Woodson, J. (2014). Brown girl dreaming. New York, NY: Puffin Books.

Book Title: Brown Girl Dreaming

Author: Jacqueline Woodson

Grammatical Concept: Figurative language

Related Common Core Standard: L5.5

Excerpts at Demonstrate Concept:

“e Hoing River moves like a flowing arm away from the Ohio River”

(p. 38). (example of simile)

“Down south is another world now” (p. 344). (example of metaphor)

“A front por swing thirsty for oil” (p. 32). (example of personification)

Discussed in Chapter: Sixteen

Yang, K. (2018). Front desk. New York, NY: Solastic.



Book Title: Front Desk

Author: Kelly Yang

Grammatical Concept: Specific nouns

Related Common Core Standard: L4.3

Excerpt at Demonstrates Concept:

“Hot soup splashed onto customers, and fried prawns went flying across

the restaurant” (p. 3).

Discussed in Chapter: Eleven



Capitalization Chart

Use the art below to list five capitalized words from your writing and the

reason ea word is capitalized.





Dialect Analysis Graphic Organizer





Linguistic Practices Graphic Organizer
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